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Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
 

Tuesday, April 18, 2017 

STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 

Offices of the Wisconsin Investment Board 

121 East Wilson Street 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Board Room 

(At the conclusion of the Strategic Planning and Corporate Governance Committee 

meeting, approximately 1:00 p.m.) 

 

   

 

OPEN SESSION 

 

  1. Open Session Minutes of February 8, 2017 

 

  2. Investment Performance and Market Updates 

A. Preliminary Summary of Asset and Portfolio Performance 

Evaluation (March 31, 2017) 

B. Summary of Asset and Portfolio Performance Evaluation  

(February 28, 2017) 

 

  3. Asset Class 2017 Strategy and Review  

 

  CLOSED SESSION* 

 

  RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION  

 

  4. Announcement of Board Actions Relating to Items Taken up in 

Closed Session 

 

  5. Committee Reports and Recommended Actions from Committee 

Agenda - Open Session Items  

A. Compensation Committee  

(1) 2016 Incentive Compensation Awards 

 

B. Strategic Planning and Corporate Governance Committee 

 

  6. Enterprise Risk Management Quarterly Report  

 

 

 

                                                 
* A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to Wis. Stats. §§ 19.85(1)(c), (e) and 19.36(5) to approve 

prior closed session minutes, to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds, and to consider compensation 

and performance evaluation data of specific SWIB employees. The Board may convene in additional closed sessions or 

announce additional closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure outlined in the Attorney General’s 

Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977). Whenever a closed session is held, the Board will subsequently reconvene in open session 

to cover remaining agenda items. 
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  7. Investment Committee Open Session Business  
A. Approved Open Session Investment Committee Meeting 

Minutes of January 24, 2017 and February 28, 2017 

B. Final Open Session Agenda for March 28, 2017 Meeting and 

Draft Open Session Agendas for April 24, 2017 and May 23, 

2017 Meetings 

 

  8. In the Absence of Questions, the Following Reports will be Filed 

Without Comment  

A. Chief Financial Officer’s Report – New Contracts 

B. Private Markets and Funds Alpha Commitments, Q1 2017 

C. Quarterly Report of Charges to Funds, Q3 and Q4 2016 

 

  9. Future Items for Discussion 

 

  10. Motion to Recess 
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Joint Educational Session of State of Wisconsin Investment Board 

 Board of Trustees 

Investment Committee 

Enterprise Risk and Compliance Committee 

CFA Society of Madison 

 

Wednesday, April 19, 2017 

9:30 a.m. 

Monona Terrace, Madison, WI 

Level 4 – Madison Ballroom CD 

 
  RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION 

 

  1. Call to Order and Welcome – Chairman Dave Stein 

 

2. Trading on Illusions: The Gap between Confidence and 

Mastery – Werner De Bondt, Ph.D., Professor of Behavioral 

Finance and Director of the Driehaus Center for Behavioral 

Finance, DePaul University, Chicago, IL 

 

BREAK 

 

3. Efficiently Inefficient: How Smart Money Invests and Market 

Prices are Determined – Lasse Pedersen, Ph.D., 

Professor/Principal, NYU Stern/AQR Capital Management 

 

LUNCH 

 

4. Europe, Brexit and the Future of Globalization – Christian 

Keller, Ph.D., Head of Economic Research, Barclays / Lunch 

 

BREAK 

 

5. Managing Money in an Environment of Exceptional 

Uncertainty – Patrick Dimick, Senior Portfolio Strategist, 

Bridgewater Associates 

 

6. Artificial Intelligence: Trends and Impacts 2017 – John Roy, 

Ph.D., Director, Equity Research/IT Hardware, UBS Securities 

 

  7. Adjourn 
 

 

* The Joint Educational Session is open to the public.  Members of the public planning to 

attend this meeting should notify SWIB at (608) 267-3175 or e-mail 

annette.wiemann@swib.state.wi.us so plans can be made for seating and food. 
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 

Board Meeting-Open Session 
Wednesday, February 8, 2017 

Offices of the Investment Board 
121 East Wilson Street 

Madison, Wisconsin 
 

Board Members Present: Dave Stein, Chair 
  Norm Cummings, Vice-Chair 
  Sandra Claflin-Chalton, Trustee 
  Mark Doll, Trustee  
  Barb Nick, Trustee 
  Tim Sheehy, Trustee 
  Paul Stewart, Trustee 
 

Staff and Others Present: Michael Williamson, Executive Director 
 Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel 
 David Villa, Chief Investment Officer 
 Jennifer Schmeiser, Chief Human Resources Officer 
 Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director 
 Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning and Transformation Director 
 Lori Wersal, Chief Financial Officer 
 Shirley Eckes, Chief Operating Officer 
 Chuck Carpenter, Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha 
 Scott Anderson, Head of Asset & Risk Allocation 
 Todd Ludgate, Managing Director-Fixed Income 
 Brian Hellmer, Managing Director-Public Equities 
 Nick Stanton, Portfolio Manager-Multi-Asset Strategy 
 Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst 
 Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager 
 Vicki Hearing Communications Manager 
 Anna Vembu, Communications Specialist 
 Kurt Petrie, Internal Auditor 
 Ithipol Yang, Help Desk Specialist 
 Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant 
 Bill Ford, Consultant 
 Amy McDuffee, Aon Hewitt Investment Consulting (AHIC) 
 Jenna Schmidt, Legislative Audit Bureau 
 Michael P. McGuire, Northwest Passage Capital Advisors 
 Jared Knote, Wells Fargo 
 Casey Rogers, Wells Fargo 

  (Some of those listed may have attended only portions of the meeting.) 
 

With a quorum present, the Board Chair called the Board of Trustees meeting to order at 10:00 
a.m. 
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1. Approval of Open Session Minutes 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Sheehy and seconded by Trustee Nick to approve the 
open session minutes of the December 14, 2016 meeting, as submitted.  The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
2. Election of Secretary and Assistant Secretary 
 
The Chair stated that in accordance with Investment Board procedures, the Board elects a 
Secretary and Assistant Secretary annually.  Duties of the Secretary include signing the minutes 
of the Board meetings.  Duties of the Assistant Secretary include certifying the validity of copies 
of statutes and SWIB documents when requested by counterparties.  Typically, the Board 
selects a Trustee as Secretary and the Chief Legal Counsel as Assistant Secretary.  Trustee 
Conlin is currently serving as Secretary and Rochelle Klaskin as Assistant Secretary. 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Doll to elect Trustee 
Conlin as Secretary and Rochelle Klaskin as Assistant Secretary for 2017.  The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
3. Committee Reports 
 

A. Audit Committee 
 
Trustee Cummings reported that during open session, the Audit Committee (1) discussed the 
Legislative Audit Bureau (LAB) Biennial Management Audit of SWIB with the State Auditor; 
(2) approved the Fiscal Year 2016 State Investment Fund Audited Financial Statements and 
discussed the Independent Auditor’s Report on Internal Controls and End of Audit Letter; (3) 
was updated by the Internal Audit Director on open audit issues and the status of the 2017 Audit 
Plan (4) approved the draft Audit Reports; (5) discussed procedures for future Service 
Organization Control Report (SOCR) Reviews; (6) discussed Internal Audit’s long-term vision 
and staffing; and received other routine reports. 
 
Trustee Cummings also reported that the Audit Committee approved an update to the Internal 
Audit Group Charter and recommends that the Board approve edits to the Audit Committee’s 
Charter.  He explained that most of the changes to the charters were edits to clarify or improve 
the language within each document. 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Cummings and seconded by Trustee Stewart to 
approve the proposed revisions to the Audit Committee Charter, as reflected in the Audit 
Committee meeting materials and as recommended by the Audit Committee.  The motion 
passed unanimously. 
 

B. Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance Committee 
 
Trustee Nick reported that during its open session meeting, the Strategic Planning & Corporate 
Governance Committee: (a) met with the Board’s real estate consultant, Courtland Partners; (b) 
reviewed a prototype of the new performance report soon to replace the AASPE; (c) previewed 
a draft of the revised SWIB’s investment guidelines; (d) received a quarterly Cost of 
Management Monitoring report and presentation; and (e) was updated on the planning for the 
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Spring Investment Forum. 
 
Trustee Nick also reported that she provided an update to the Committee on her Corporate 
Governance Liaison activities since the last meeting.  Also, the Committee reviewed a 
recommendation from the Investment Committee on the reinstatement of a Commission 
Management Program (CMP) at SWIB and recommends that the Board act to reinstate the 
CMP. 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Nick and seconded by Trustee Claflin-Chalton to 
approve and reinstate the Commission Management Program for SWIB pursuant to the policy 
approved by the Investment Committee, as presented in the Committee meeting materials, and 
as recommended by the Investment and Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance 
Committees.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 

C. Compensation Committee 
 
Trustee Stein reported that the Compensation Committee (a) met with Barry Dennis, Verus 
Advisor, SWIB’s Benchmark Consultant, to discuss SWIB’s hurdle rate process; (b) heard a 
preview of 2016 incentive compensation; (c) reviewed and made no changes to the 
Compensation Committee’s Charter; and (d) discussed some proposed amendments to SWIB’s 
Compensation Philosophy and to the Incentive Compensation Plan, which the Committee 
recommends for approval by the full Board. 
 
Trustee Stein stated that most of the Trustees were present for the Committee’s discussion and 
hearing no desire to discuss further, offered motions for each of the proposed amendments, as 
follows. 
 

(1) Amendments to Compensation Philosophy 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Stewart to approve the 
amendments to the Compensation Philosophy, as presented in the Committee meeting materials 
and as recommended by the Compensation Committee.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 

(2) Amendments to Incentive Compensation Plan 
 

(a) Portfolio and Hurdle Rate Amendments to the Investment Management
 Staff’s Incentive Compensation Plan 

 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Cummings to amend 
the Incentive Compensation Plan-Unclassified Management Staff, as presented in the 
Committee meeting materials and as recommended by the Compensation Committee.  The 
motion passed unanimously 
 

(b) Amendments to Incentive Compensation Deferral Policy 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Nick to amend the 
Incentive Compensation Deferral Policy with respect to the criteria for waiving a Deferral 
Trigger (as defined in the policy) for both the Investment Management Staff Incentive 
Compensation Plan and for the Investment Services Staff Incentive Compensation Plan, as 
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presented in the Committee materials and as recommended by the Compensation Committee.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
 
4. Investment Performance 
 

A. Asset Allocation Summary and Portfolio Performance Evaluation  
 

Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst, referred to the Preliminary Asset Allocation Summary and 
Performance Evaluation (AASPE), which showed a total of $107.2 billion in assets under 
management as of January 31, 2017.  He noted that this total is up approximately $2.6 billion 
compared to December 31, 2016.  He highlighted the following preliminary performance results 
for the Core and Variable Retirement Trust Funds through January 31, 2017: 
 

Performance Results-January 31, 2017 (Preliminary) 
 Year-to-Date One-Year 
Core Fund (CTF) 1.6% 13.4% 
Benchmark 1.7% 12.9% 
Variable Fund (VTF) 2.5% 20.4% 
Benchmark 2.4% 20.2% 

 
Mr. Gentert reviewed the individual asset class performance, as shown in the summary of returns 
that was included in the preliminary AASPE, and provided data on the one-, three-, five-, and 
ten-year returns for SWIB’s internal and external portfolios.  The data reflected that, year-to-
date, 77% of SWIB’s internal portfolios, and 42% of SWIB’s external portfolios, met or 
exceeded their benchmarks, and that there have been no significant changes to the 
internal/external management split, with SWIB managing 64% of its assets internally. 
 
Mr. Gentert noted that the December 31, 2016 AASPE was included on pages 24-45 in the 
meeting materials for the Board’s information. 
 

B. Fund Level /return Attribution Report, Q4 2016 
 
Mr. Gentert noted that the Q4 Fund Level Attribution Reports for both the Core and Variable 
Funds for Q4 were included on pages 49-50 in the meeting materials for the Board’s 
information and reviewed the better than expected performance of the Core Trust Fund and 
Variable Trust Fund.  He highlighted that the Core Trust Fund had 69 basis points of excess 
return with Portfolio Implementation effects contributing 15 basis points, Fixed Income 
portfolios contributing 12 basis points, and 26 basis points from Private Markets as the primary 
contributors. 
 

C. Callan Quarterly Peer Report 
 
Mr. Gentert noted that the Q4 Callan Quarterly Peer Report was distributed to the Board just 
prior to the meeting.  He reviewed the report with the Board noting that SWIB was in the top 
20% and in the top 34% (on a risk adjusted basis) for 2016.   He also highlighted that SWIB 
continues to rank well against its peers for Excess Return Ratio, which measures how much 
added return SWIB earns for each unit of active risk.  SWIB ranked in the top 14%.  
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5. Review of 2016 Performance and Quarterly Investment Update-Q4 
 
Mr. Villa kicked off the Quarterly Investment Update, which was included on pages 52-91 in 
the meeting materials.  He highlighted the illustrations on pages 54-60, which showed the Policy 
Portfolio added 30% above the Reference Portfolio over the last twenty years, and the Core 
Trust Fund (CTF) outperformed the Policy Portfolio by 7.5% over the same twenty-year period.  
Mr. Villa also walked the Trustees through the charts on pages 56-57 reviewing the CTF 5-year 
returns.  Mr. Villa reviewed in detail slide 60 entitled, “Today’s Skew”, which highlights the 
market implied view (as determined by option volatility), normal assumptions, and the 
historical view of the probability of exceeding a threshold return for the WRS.  Mr. Villa 
highlighted that the market’s assumption for the probability was significantly lower than the 
normal or historical implied assumptions. 
 
Mr. Anderson commented on the (a) summary of risk contributors on page 65; (b) summary of 
potential risks outlook on page 81; and (c) illustration reflecting CCC Bond issuance on page 
62, and answered questions. 
 
Messrs. Hellmer, Ludgate, Stanton, Carpenter, and Anderson then provided commentary and 
reviewed their outlook for each manager’s respective asset class as they walked the Board 
through the materials on pages 66-91, answered questions regarding a portfolio manager’s 
flexibility with respect to investments in such manager’s portfolio, and facilitated a Board 
discussion.  
 
6. Chief Financial Officer’s Report 
 
Trustee Stein announced that since the last meeting, Lori Wersal, Chief Financial Officer, has 
announced her plans to retire in June 2017, and offered congratulations to her on behalf of the 
Board. 
 
Trustee Stein further noted that the Chief Financial Officer’s Report of New Contracts 
Approved during October-December 2016 was included on page 93 in the meeting materials, 
for the Board’s review. 
 
7. Enterprise Risk Management Quarterly Report 
 
Trustee Stein highlighted a memo from Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager and Ms. Wersal 
explaining that considering the reduction in the number of annual Board meetings from eight 
to six, the Enterprise Risk team proposes adding a quarterly risk report in lieu of one ERM 
presentation each year.  For 2017 they are proposing two ERM presentations in April and 
August, and quarterly reporting in February, April, August and December.  There was 
consensus among the Trustees regarding this recommendation. 
 
8. Investment Committee Open Session Business 
 

A. Approved Minutes 
 

Mr. Villa stated that the approved open session minutes of the November 22, 2016 and 
December 20, 2016 Investment Committee meetings were included on pages 100-111 in the 
meeting materials for the Board’s review, and noted that he had previously reviewed the 
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agendas for these meetings with the Board. 
 

B. Agendas for Upcoming Meetings 
 
Mr. Villa then reviewed the open session agenda for the January 24, 2017, February 28, 2017, 
and March 28, 2017 meetings, which were included on pages 112-117 in the meeting materials.  
Mr. Villa highlighted the Committee’s approval of investment guideline changes on January 
28, 2017, which Ms. Klaskin would now present to the Board for consideration. 
 

C. Investment Guideline Amendments 
 
Ms. Klaskin referred to her memo to the Board on page 118 and the redlined version of the 
affected pages of the general guidelines for internal management on page 119.  SWIB’s 
investment guidelines currently state that over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives may be traded 
only with counterparties with which SWIB has a current International Swap and Derivative 
Association (ISDA) agreement.  She stated that this is an appropriate restriction with regards to 
swaps, options, and many other OTC products where SWIB is setting terms of the derivative 
with a counterparty.  However, the SEC also defines exchange-traded funds (ETFs), exchange-
traded notes (ETNs), and exchange-traded vehicles (ETVs) as derivatives.  The fundamental 
value of these securities is determined by the rules in each security’s prospectus, and as the 
names of these products indicate, most trade over exchanges. However, SWIB may have reason 
to invest in these securities after they delist from exchanges.  ETFs, ETNs, and ETVs are much 
more like public equity and public fixed income securities and less like traditional derivatives. 
 
Ms. Klaskin stated that to purchase these securities if delisted, SWIB would use an OTC 
market-maker to locate sellers/buyers of the securities, which would not necessarily have an 
ISDA with SWIB (just as would occur if SWIB were purchasing a stock in an OTC market, and 
for which there are no investment guideline restrictions).  Because the OTC market maker 
would not likely have an ISDA with SWIB, the current investment guideline language would 
prevent any SWIB portfolio from purchasing these securities over-the-counter.  This is an 
unintended consequence of the language. 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Doll to approve the 
amendments to the Investment Guidelines as presented in the meeting materials and as 
recommended by the Investment Committee.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 
9. Reports Filed Without Comment 
 
In the absence of questions, the Private Markets and Funds Alpha Commitments-Q4 2016, will 
be filed without comment. 
 
10. Committee Governance Considerations 
 
Mr. Williamson referred the Committee to the memo from Ms. Klaskin and himself on pages 
125-126 in the meeting materials.  He asked Ms. Klaskin to provide context for the 
recommendation in the Legislative Audit Bureau’s (LAB) most recent management audit 
relating to the Board’s current governance structure by walking the Trustees through a 
comparison of SWIB’s committee structure to the example noted in the report and then she and 
Mr. Williamson answered questions.   
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Mr. Williamson commented that as part of a broader recommendation, LAB recommended that 
SWIB “include in the Board’s next self-evaluation an assessment of whether its existing 
committee structure or committee charters should be revised.”  He stated that this information 
was provided to assist the Board during their self-evaluation exercise during the upcoming 
executive closed session. 
 
11. Annual Committee Assignments by Board Chair 
 
Trustee Stein noted that pursuant to each Committee charter, the Board Chair shall appoint 
members of each Committee and appoint Committee members to serve as Committee Chair, 
Vice-Chair, and Secretary for terms not to exceed one year.  Trustee Stein stated that the 
following appointments for SWIB’s standing committees shall be in effect until February 28, 
2018. 
 
Audit Committee 
Norm Cummings, Chair 
Bob Conlin, Vice-Chair & Secretary 
Tim Sheehy 
Paul Stewart 
 
Jeff Anderson, State Controller, ex-officio 
Joe Chrisman, State Auditor, ex-officio 

Compensation Committee 
David Stein, Chair 
Mark Doll, Vice-Chair & Secretary 
Barb Nick 
Tim Sheehy 

 
Benchmark Committee 
Sandra Claflin-Chalton, Chair 
Paul Stewart, Vice-Chair & Secretary 
Mark Doll 
David Stein 

 
Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance Committee 
Barb Nick, Chair 
Norm Cummings, Vice-Chair & Secretary 
Sandra Claflin-Chalton 
Bob Conlin 
Secretary Scott Neitzel 
 

 
12. Motion to Convene in Closed Session 
 
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Stewart to convene in 
closed session as authorized by Wisconsin Statutes 19.36(5) and § 19.85(1)(c) and (e) to 
approve closed session minutes, to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public 
funds, and to discuss performance evaluation and compensation data of SWIB staff. 
 
The Chair called for a roll call vote: 
 
Claflin-Chalton-Aye Cummings-Aye Doll-Aye Nick-Aye  
Sheehy-Aye Stein-Aye Stewart-Aye   

 
There being seven ayes and no nays, the Chair declared the motion passed.  The Board convened 
in closed session at 11:34 a.m. and reconvened in open session at 2:25 p.m. 
 
13. Announcement of Board Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed Session 
 
Trustee Stein reported that during its regular closed session, staff updated the Board on 
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confidential investment strategies and approved closed session minutes; and during executive 
closed session, the Board approved executive closed session minutes, conducted the Executive 
Director’s performance review and acted on a salary recommendation for the Executive 
Director, and performed its annual self-evaluation.  Trustee Stein discussed that during the 
Board’s self-evaluation the Trustees carefully and thoughtfully reviewed the Board’s 
committee structure as recommended by the Legislative Audit Bureau Report.  The Board 
reviewed the recommendations of SWIB’s Chief Legal Counsel, the Board’s governance 
consultant, Aon Hewitt Investment Consulting, and peer data relating to both the number and 
structure of Board committees.  Trustee Stein reported that the Board believes that the current 
number of committees is appropriate and prudent for SWIB, but that the Trustees will make 
some modifications to the functions and the charters to include the full scope of the Trustee’s 
current activities to benefit SWIB’s governance structure.   

 
Motion: A motion was made by Vice Chair Cummings and seconded by Trustee Nick to 
amend the Audit Committee’s charter to rename it the Audit and Finance Committee and to 
add the following responsibilities to its charter and remove the corresponding budgeting 
functions from the Strategic Planning and Corporate Governance Committee’s Charter: 
 

Budgeting 
• Review SWIB’s annual internal operating budget and Total Cost of Management Plan 

and recommend the same to the Board for approval 
• On a quarterly basis, review and monitor actual investment expenses compared to 

budgeted expenses 
• Monitor and assess SWIB’s cost optimization and the value of resources spent 

 
 The motion passed unanimously. 

 
Motion: A motion was made by Chair Stein and Trustee Stewart to amend the Benchmark 
Committee’s charter to rename it to the Benchmark and Performance Committee.  The motion 
passed unanimously. 

 
Mr. Sheehy then left the meeting at 2:28 pm. 
 
14. Future Items for Discussion 
 
There were no future items discussed. 
 
15. Adjournment 
 
Motion:  A motion to adjourn was made by Trustee Cummings and seconded by Trustee 
Stewart.  The motion passed unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 2:32 p.m. 
 

Date of Board Approval:  
  

Signed: Robert J. Conlin, Board Secretary 
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Total Assets Under Management
February 28, 2017

Value ($ Mil.) %
92,267
7,159

CORE TRUST FUND
VARIABLE TRUST FUND

TOTAL RETIREMENT FUNDS $99,426
STATE INVESTMENT FUND (except Investment Board Funds)

STATE LIFE INSURANCE FUND
HISTORICAL SOCIETY ENDOWMENT FUND
INJURED PATIENTS AND FAMILIES COMPENSATION FUND
EDVEST FUND

TOTAL:

(Includes Float)     
116
16

1,305
4

$108,598

7,731

85%
7%

92%

1%

100%

7%
1

1
1

1

International Equities

Private Markets

WRS Internal/External Money Management

TOTAL:
Note:  Values and percentages might not add due to rounding.

Domestic Equities

Fixed Income

Multi Asset

96%
67%
51%

17%
100%

4%
33%
49%

83%
0%

64% 36%

2/28/2017
Internal / External

/
/
/

/
/

/
Inflation Sensitive 86% 14%/

1. Reflects market value plus accrued income. Prior to June 30, 2015 reported at cost or amortized cost.

ASSET ALLOCATION SUMMARY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION (AASPE)
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD

Preliminary Pending Completion of Audit

State of Wisconsin Investment Board  29/Mar/17Page 1
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Assets Under Management
Values in $ Billions

Fiscal Years Ending 6/30
SIF: State Investment Fund
Other: State Life Ins., Local Property Ins., Historical Society, Injured Patients and Families Comp., Edvest

State of Wisconsin Investment Board   29/Mar/17Page 2
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   Unallocated Cash
CASH & OVERLAYS

   TOTAL FUND

$328

$92,267

0.0% 0.0%0.4% $27

$7,159

0.4%$328

$89,549

$328

$100,397$10,847 109% 109% 100% 100%

2
$0

   Alpha Pool
384 384 384 0.4%

4,815 4,815 4,815 5.2%
(4,871) (4,871) (4,871) (5.3%)4   Alpha Overlay Synth Cash Offset

27

Asset Allocation and Rebalancing Summary
February 28, 2017

CORE TRUST FUND VARIABLE TRUST FUND
Strategic
Target

Total
Exposure

(%)
  Target    

Range
Market
Value  
($ Mil.)

Strategic
Target

Market
Value  

(%)
  Target    

Range
Total

Exposure  
($ Mil.)

Base  
Exposure  

($ Mil.)
Policy  

Overlay   
($ Mil.)

Market
Value  
($ Mil.)

State of Wisconsin Investment Board   29/Mar/17

Public and private market asset values include cash.
Cash is liquidity, global equity income and overlay related cash.

1
2

Note:   Values and percentages might not add due to rounding.
Global equity and global high yield market values and exposures are reported based on portfolio mandate.3
Amount of cash needed to fund synthetic beta related to Alpha Pool as physical investment, adjusted for interest.4

EQUITIES $46,280 51.8% 52.5% 49.5 $7,132 99.6% 100.0%- 55.5%$47,795$45,447 $2,3481
Domestic 24,837 28.6% 29.4% 25.0 5,011 70.0% 70.0% 65.0- 33.8% - 75.0%26,35324,004 2,3483

Active 9,931 10.8% 399 5.6%9,9319,931
Passive 14,907 17.8% 4,612 64.4%16,42214,074 2,348

International 21,442 23.2% 23.1% 19.6 2,122 29.6% 30.0% 25.0- 26.6% - 35.0%21,44221,4423
Active 6,884 7.5% 183 2.6%6,8846,884
Passive 9,606 10.4% 1,431 20.0%9,6069,606
Emerging Markets 4,953 5.4% 507 7.1%4,9534,953

FIXED INCOME $21,249 26.7% 27.2% 24.2 - 30.2%$24,606$20,758 $3,8481
Investment Grade 15,397 20.3% 20.9% 17.8 - 24.1%18,75414,906 3,848
High Yield 1,479 1.6% 1.5% 0.5 - 2.5%1,4791,479
Global 2,968 3.2% 3.3% 2.8 - 3.8%2,9682,968
Emerging Debt 1,404 1.5% 1.5% 0.5 - 2.5%1,4041,4043

INFLATION SENSITIVE $9,845 14.2% 14.5% 9.5 - 19.5%$13,102$8,452 $4,6511
TIPS 9,273 12.1% 12.3%11,1838,452 2,731
Commodities 572 2.1% 2.2%1,9200 1,920

PRIVATE MARKETS $13,648 14.8% 14.8%$13,648$13,6481
Real Estate 6,091 6.6% 6.6% 5.0 - 11.0%6,0916,091

Real Estate Equity 6,091 6.6%6,0916,091
Private Equity/Debt 7,557 8.2% 8.2% 5.0 - 11.0%7,5577,557

Private Equity 5,163 5.6%5,1635,163
Pvt Eq Co-Invest 257 0.3%257257
Venture Capital 905 1.0%905905
Private Equity Legacy 28 0.0%2828
Current Return 719 0.8%719719
Private Debt 485 0.5%485485

MULTI ASSET $918 1.0% 1.0% 1.0 - 7.0%$918$9181
Active Beta Strategies 918 1.0%918918

Page 3
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SWIB Total Fund and Major Division Returns Calendar YTD One YearThru 2/28/17 Three Years Five Years Ten YearsThru 2/28/17 Thru 2/28/17 Thru 2/28/17 Thru 2/28/17
Core Trust Fund 15.43.5 5.3 7.5 5.4

Core Trust Fund Benchmark 14.73.5 5.0 7.0 5.2
Variable Trust Fund 24.75.7 7.1 11.0 6.1

Variable Trust Fund Benchmark 24.45.5 6.9 10.8 5.9
Public Equities 23.75.5 5.3 9.4 5.01

Public Equity Benchmark 23.45.5 5.4 9.2 4.8
Public Fixed Income 3.41.4 2.3 2.4 4.91

Public Fixed Income Benchmark 2.71.4 2.2 2.1 4.4
Inflation Sensitive 6.31.3 0.1 -0.3 4.2

Inflation Sensitive Benchmark 6.21.2 0.1 -0.3 3.7
Real Estate Equity 10.90.6 13.6 14.6 5.7

Real Estate Benchmark 10.10.6 12.5 12.4 8.0
Private Equity 11.40.9 11.4 13.2 9.82

Private Equity Benchmark 8.60.9 9.1 11.4 8.3
Multi-Asset Consolidation 11.43.7 4.3 5.6 5.6

Multi-Asset Benchmark 13.33.9 4.5 6.2 4.5
Alpha Pool Overlay 3.50.3 3.4 5.6 4.73

Alpha Pool Overlay Benchmark 1.10.2 2.0 4.2 3.8
State Investment Fund (SIF) 0.40.1 0.2 0.2 0.92

SIF Benchmark 0.40.1 0.2 0.1 0.7
State Life Insurance Fund 4.11.6 4.8 3.8 6.3

State Life Insurance Benchmark 3.01.5 4.3 3.3 5.7
Local Government Property Insurance Fund 0.90.4 0.4 0.3 1.04

Local Government Property Insurance Benchmark 0.40.1 0.2 0.1 0.7
Historical Society Endowment Fund 20.04.6 8.2 11.0 7.2

Historical Society Endowment Benchmark 19.84.5 8.1 10.9 7.0
Injured Patients & Families Compensation Fund 6.92.0 4.3 4.5 5.3

Injured Patients & Families Compensation Benchmark 5.01.7 3.6 3.8 4.8
Edvest Fund 0.80.2 1.0 1.3 3.3

Edvest Benchmark 0.60.2 0.7 0.7 2.6

Alpha Pool Overlay Inception Date 1/31/11.3
Private Equity and SIF returns are net of fees.2
Includes exposure mgmt, alpha overlay, synthetic accounts and policy overlay accounts on an unlevered basis.1

Fund will not match the SIF return due to methodology and timing differences of monthly accrual calculation.4

Summary of Returns (%)
February 28, 2017
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Economic and Market Indicators (% change, annualized)     3 Calendar YTD One YearThru 2/28/17 Three Years Five Years Ten YearsThru 2/28/17 Thru 2/28/17 Thru 2/28/17 Thru 2/28/17
3.60.5 3.6 3.5 2.9GDP (current dollars)
1.50.2 1.3 1.5 1.5GDP Deflator
2.60.8 1.2 1.3 1.8CPI
3.80.5 2.9 2.7 2.3National Wage Rate Growth
25.05.9 10.6 14.0 7.6S&P 500
25.56.0 10.2 13.9 7.7Russell 1000
36.12.3 6.9 12.9 7.2Russell 2000
26.35.7 9.9 13.9 7.6Russell 3000
22.85.7 5.4 8.8 4.6MSCI ACWI Gross
16.64.2 -0.6 4.7 1.1MSCI World ex US Equities
18.92.1 6.1 9.9 2.4MSCI World ex US Equities (Local Currency)
29.58.7 1.4 -0.4 2.9MSCI Emerging Markets
1.81.0 2.7 2.3 4.3Bloomberg Barclays Capital Govt/Credit
-1.21.4 -1.3 -0.8 3.0Citigroup World Govt Bonds
-0.20.0 3.5 3.3 3.9Citigroup World Gov't Bonds (Local Currency)

The most recent percent changes in economic indicators are estimated from the latest reported annual rates of change.3

Summary of Returns (%)
February 28, 2017
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Total Public Equities 1 
5.5

54,834 5.5 23.7 9.45.3 5.0
23.4 5.4 9.2 4.8

12/31/92
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Aggregated Equities Benchmark 

Total Public Equities Excluding Exposure Mgmt Accounts 5.5
54,834 5.5 23.7 9.45.3 5.0

23.4 5.4 9.2 4.8

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Aggregated Equities Benchmark 

Total Global Equities 8.9
5.3

13,843 5.4 22.4 9.54.5
21.9 5.7 10.0 9.3

12/31/09
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net 

Global Sector Portfolios 5.3
11,928 5.3 22.4 9.34.5 5.3

21.9 5.7 10.0 4.9
12/31/01

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Active Portfolios:

Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Global Consumer Discretionary Sector 9.7
4.8

1,488 5.0 17.5 11.31.7
16.7 6.2 12.9 9.3

12/31/07
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Consumer Discretionary Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Global Consumer Staples Sector 11.2
6.2

1,212 5.8 12.4 9.85.9
9.5 8.1 11.0 11.4

12/31/09
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Consumer Staples Custom Net 

Global Energy Sector -1.7
-4.9

790 -5.2 25.0 -6.1
25.1 -5.7 -1.2

2/28/13
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Energy Custom Net 

Global Financial Sector -0.2
4.8

2,122 5.1 38.7 11.95.6
35.7 4.7 11.2 -0.7

12/31/07
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Financial Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Global Healthcare Sector 8.2
1,476 8.1 10.5 13.35.5 9.0

11.2 6.1 14.8 9.0
12/31/01

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: MSCI World Healthcare Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Global Industrial Sector 4.9
5.6

1,319 4.4 23.1 9.44.0
24.4 6.1 10.5 4.8

12/31/07
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Industrial Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Global Information Technology Sector 8.1
9.6

1,851 9.4 29.3 12.912.5
31.9 13.8 14.1 9.1

12/31/07
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Info Tech Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Global Material Sector -0.1
6.1

583 6.9 40.4 1.7-0.7
36.5 0.9 1.4 -0.4

12/31/07
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Material Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Global Real Estate Sector 3792/28/17
Market Value($mil.) ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Real Estate Custom Net 

Global Telecom Sector 8.1
0.7

352 0.5 4.3 2.7
5.4 3.6 8.9

2/28/13
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Telecom Custom Net 

Global Utilities Sector 6.7
4.9

357 4.9 12.8 3.8
10.7 4.9 8.0

2/28/13
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Utilities Custom Net 

AB Global 8.5
5.3

420 6.8
7.9

11/30/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net 

DE Shaw World 9.3
5.3

1,091 5.8
9.5

10/31/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net 

Two Sigma World 22.6
5.3

402 6.3 22.6
21.9 21.9

2/29/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Total Domestic Equities 5.7
23,071 5.6 27.1 14.29.9 7.9

26.3 9.9 13.9 7.6

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Russell 3000 

Small Cap Diversified 2.3
2,130 3.5 36.9 15.310.2 10.6

36.1 6.9 12.9 7.2
3/31/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Active Portfolio:

Benchmark: Russell 2000 

Internal Russell 1000 Index 10.0
6.0

4,607 6.0 25.6 14.010.3
25.5 10.2 13.9 10.0

7/31/08
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Passive Portfolios:

Benchmark: Russell 1000 

Internal MSCI US Index 9,4022/28/17
Market Value($mil.) ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI United States Index 

Policy Overlay Domestic Equities 10.1
5.7

2,216 5.4
10.1

9/30/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Russell 3000 

Policy Overlay US Small Cap 1332/28/17
Market Value($mil.) ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Russell 2000 

Domestic Equity Liquidity 14.5
5.7

679 5.3 25.2 9.7
26.3 9.9 15.0

6/30/12
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Russell 3000 

Synthetic Large Cap Equities 13.8
6.0

3,792 5.8 26.2
25.5 12.5

10/31/15
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Russell 1000 

Synthetic Small Cap Equities 18.1
2.3

112 2.3 39.2
36.1 15.9

10/31/15
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Russell 2000 

Liquidity US Small Cap 932/28/17
Market Value($mil.) ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Russell 2000 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Total International Equities 5.2
17,920 5.6 20.7 3.90.8 1.7

19.7 0.1 3.8 1.4

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: MSCI ACWI ex US Custom Net since 1/1/10 

International Developed Equities 4.2
12,460 4.1 16.8 5.60.1 1.8

17.0 -0.3 5.1 1.4

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: MSCI World ex US Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Pyramis 4.2
1,423 3.8 14.9 6.40.2 3.4

17.0 -0.3 5.1 1.4
7/31/04

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Active Portfolios:

Benchmark: MSCI World ex US Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Internal MSCI World ex US 2.5
4.2

10,127 4.2 17.2 5.2-0.2
17.0 -0.3 5.1 2.3

4/30/11
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Passive Portfolios:

Benchmark: MSCI World ex US Custom Net 

MSCI World ex US Liquidity 5.9
4.2

657 3.6 17.3 -1.1
17.0 -0.3 7.2

6/30/12
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World ex US Custom Net 

Synthetic MSCI World ex US 10.9
4.2

253 3.3
10.5

6/30/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI World ex US Custom Net 

Emerging Market Equities 8.7
5,460 9.2 30.7 0.12.4 3.3

29.5 1.4 -0.3 2.9
6/30/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Free Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Acadian Emerging 8.7
916 11.1 37.3 2.04.6 4.0

29.5 1.4 -0.3 2.9
3/31/05

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Active Portfolios:

Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Free Custom Net since 1/1/10 

LA Capital Emerging -0.2
8.7

1,113 9.4 29.7 2.5
29.5 1.4 -0.6

10/31/13
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Free Custom Net 

BTC Emerging Market Index Fund 8.7
3,431 8.7 29.3 -0.41.3 2.7

29.5 1.4 -0.3 2.9
2/28/05

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Passive Portfolio:

Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Free Custom Net since 1/1/10 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Total Public Fixed Income 1 
1.4

24,606 1.4 3.4 2.42.3 4.9
2.7 2.2 2.1 4.4

12/31/92
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Aggregated Fixed Income Benchmark 

Total Public Fixed Income Excluding Exposure Mgmt Accounts 1.4
24,606 1.4 3.3 2.42.3 4.9

2.7 2.2 2.1 4.4

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Aggregated Fixed Income Benchmark 

Total US Public Investment Grade Fixed Income 1.0
18,754 1.1 2.3 2.62.9 4.8

1.8 2.7 2.3 4.3

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Govt/Credit 

Government Credit 1.0
4,819 1.1 3.1 2.83.1 5.0

1.8 2.7 2.3 4.3
12/31/88

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Govt/Credit 

Dodge and Cox 5.5
1.0

1,286 1.3 5.8 4.23.8
1.8 2.7 2.3 3.7

10/31/09
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Govt/Credit 

BTC Barclays Index Fund 1.4
5,626 1.5 5.0 3.03.6 5.0

4.7 3.5 2.9 4.9
9/30/96

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Custom Index 

Policy Overlay Treasuries -3.2
0.7

3,848 0.8
-3.1

9/30/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Treasury Bond Index 

Synthetic Treasuries 0.6
0.7

2,304 0.8 -1.3
-1.2 0.9

10/31/15
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Treasury Bond Index 

Fixed Income Liquidity 1.0
0.7

870 0.6 -2.2 1.7
-1.2 2.0 1.1

6/30/12
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Treasury Bond Index 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Total High Yield Fixed Income 2.9
1,475 2.7 20.7 7.25.6 7.7

22.3 4.7 6.8 7.0
1/31/01

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield since 1/1/15 

Loomis Sayles US High Yield 2.9
1,222 2.6 20.9 8.06.0 8.3

22.3 4.7 6.8 7.0
12/31/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield since 1/1/15 

Stone Harbor Global High Yield 10.9
2.9

253 2.8
12.6

4/30/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield 

Total Global Developed Fixed Income 1.4
2,968 1.8 -0.4 -0.3-1.0 3.6

-1.2 -1.3 -0.8 3.0

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Citigroup WGBI Unhedged (Net Tax) 

Internal Global 1.4
2,968 1.3 -0.8 -0.5-1.2 3.5

-1.2 -1.3 -0.8 3.0
12/31/96

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Citigroup WGBI Unhedged (Net Tax) 

Emerging Markets Fixed Income 3.5
1,400 4.1 14.7 5.66.4 6.6

12.1 6.6 5.8 7.1

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: JPM EMBI Global Diversified 

Wellington EM Debt 7.0
3.5

601 3.2 12.4 5.66.3
12.1 6.6 5.8 6.8

2/28/11
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: JPM EMBI Global Diversified 

Prudential EM Debt 10.3
3.5

799 4.7
6.6

4/30/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: JPM EMBI Global Diversified 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Total Inflation Sensitive 1.2
13,102 1.3 6.3 -0.30.1 4.2

6.2 0.1 -0.3 3.7
12/31/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Aggregated Inflation Sensitive Benchmark 

Total TIPS 1.3
11,183 1.4 3.5 0.91.9 4.8

3.4 1.9 0.8 4.3
12/31/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital TIPS Index 

Internal TIPS Index 1.3
8,452 1.3 3.4 0.81.9 4.4

3.4 1.9 0.8 4.3
12/31/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital TIPS Index 

Parametric Inflation Protected 0.6
1.3

2,731 1.4 3.4 1.9
3.4 1.9 0.6

4/30/12
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital TIPS Index 

Parametric Commodities -11.2
0.8

1,920 0.8 17.9
18.0 -11.2

9/30/14
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Dow Jones Commodity Index 

State Investment Fund 2 
0.1

13,011 0.1 0.4 0.20.2 0.9
0.4 0.2 0.1 0.7

6/30/75
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: 80% T-Bill (90-day) + 20% CD (30-day) since 1/1/12 

Short Term Credit 2 0.5
0.2

495 0.2 1.1 0.6
0.8 0.5 0.4

8/31/13
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: 3 Month USD LIBOR 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Real Estate Equity 4 
0.6

6,091 0.6 10.9 14.613.6 5.7
10.1 12.5 12.4 8.0

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: 100% ODCE since 1/1/13 5 

Private Equity Investments 0.9
6,309 0.9 11.4 13.211.4 9.8

8.6 9.1 11.4 8.3

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Aggregated Private Equity Benchmark 

Private Equity 1.1
5,124 1.1 12.7 13.611.8 9.6

10.4 9.5 11.7 8.0
3/31/04

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Burgiss Global All Private Equity Since 1/1/16 

Private Equity Co-Investments 9.0
0.3

257 0.3 7.1
6.2 3.5

6/30/14
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Burgiss Buyout Weighted by Vintage Year since 1/1/16 

Total Venture Capital 0.1
901 0.1 2.0 12.718.1 9.8

-1.0 11.0 11.0 7.7
6/30/00

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Burgiss Ven Cap Wtd by Vintage Year since 1/1/16 

Wisconsin Venture Capital 0.1
281 0.1 6.8 13.819.9 10.4

-1.8 10.7 10.8 7.6
6/30/00

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Burgiss Ven Cap Wtd by Vintage Year since 1/1/16 

Non-Wisconsin Venture Capital 3.1
0.2

619 0.2
0.3

3/31/16
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Burgiss Ven Cap Wtd by Vintage Year 

Private Equity Legacy 13.0
28 13.0 13.8 5.5-0.2 6.8

20.2 12.2 12.5 9.6
12/31/01

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Burgiss Weighted by Vintage Year since 1/1/16 

Current Return 2 7.5
1.3

713 0.1 9.2 9.27.1
7.9 7.9 7.9 8.2

12/31/07
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Credit Suisse Leverage Loan Index + 1% since 1/1/17 
NOTE: Early stage real estate and private equity is expected to earn below benchmark returns until a longer, typically five-year period has passed.

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Private Debt 1.6
485 1.2 5.7 5.65.6 7.7

8.0 3.8 4.2 6.0

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Benchmark: Aggregated Duration Adjusted BAA Corporate + 20bps 

Wisconsin Private Debt 1.5
408 1.1 5.6 5.65.7 7.7

7.8 3.7 4.2 6.0
6/30/77

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Duration Adjusted BAA Corporate + 20bps 

Non-Wisconsin Private Debt 3.0
1.7

77 1.4 5.8
9.4 3.7

4/30/15
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Duration Adjusted BAA Corporate + 20bps 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Multi-Asset Consolidation 3.9
918 3.7 11.4 5.64.3 5.6

13.3 4.5 6.2 4.5
3/31/03

Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17InceptionDate
Benchmark: Aggregated Multi-Asset Benchmark 

Global Securities 7.4
3.9

918 3.7 15.0 6.62.9
14.2 3.8 6.4 8.5

9/30/11
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Global Securities Custom Benchmark since 1/1/16 

Alpha Pool 4.7
0.2

4,815 0.3 3.5 5.63.4
1.1 2.0 4.2 3.8

1/31/11
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: 3 Month LIBOR + 10bps since 1/1/17 

Hedge Funds 2.2
0.2

4,527 -0.1 1.2 3.01.1
1.1 0.9 2.6 1.9

1/31/11
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: 3 Month LIBOR + 10bps since 1/1/17 
2

Tactical Alpha 5.6
0.2

288 0.4 2.7 2.6
1.1 1.5 1.6

3/31/12
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: 3 Month LIBOR + 10bps since 1/1/17 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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Core Trust Fund 3.5
3.5 15.4 7.55.3 5.4

15.5 5.3 7.4 5.4

Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Core Trust Fund ex Currency Overlays 

Core Trust Fund 3.5
3.5 15.4 7.55.3 5.4

15.4 5.3 7.4 5.4

Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Core Trust Fund ex Options Overlays 

Variable Trust Fund 5.7
5.7 24.7 11.07.1 6.1

24.7 7.0 11.0 6.0

Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 Five YearsThru 02/28/17 Ten YearsThru 02/28/17
Variable Trust Fund ex Currency Overlays 

Parametric Policy Overlay 2.4
3.2

1,394 3.4 32.1 -0.1
31.8 -0.4 1.8

4/30/12
Market Value($mil.) Calendar YTDThru 02/28/17 One YearThru 02/28/17 Three YearsThru 02/28/17 ITDThru 02/28/17InceptionDate

Benchmark: Aggregated Parametric Policy Benchmark 

Division and Portfolio Annualized Returns with Benchmarks (%)
February 28, 2017
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General Notes to Performance Pages 

Aggregated totals include all current and historical portfolios that have contributed to the aggregate over time. 
Returns are reported gross of management fees with the exception of Private Equity, SIF, Short Term Credit, Current Return,  and Hedge Funds, which are reported net of 
fees. 
The portfolio inception date is the date by which a core investment of assets can be accomplished following initial funding, generally by the beginning of the first full   
month for public market portfolios, and by the beginning of the third full month for private market portfolios.

1    Includes exposure mgmt, alpha overlay, synthetic accounts and policy overlay accounts on an unlevered basis. 
2    Private Equity, SIF, Short Term Credit, Current Return, and Hedge Fund returns are net of fees.  
3    The most recent percent changes in economic indicators are estimated from the latest reported annual rates of change. 
4    Real Estate benchmark returns are aligned with SWIB Real Estate returns for best reporting period comparability. 
      Real Estate and benchmark returns are net of fees through 6/99; gross thereafter. 
5    ODCE - Open End Diversified Core Equity.  Off-quarter benchmark returns are estimated. 

State of Wisconsin Investment Board   29/Mar/17Page 17
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SWIB PORTFOLIOS & BENCHMARKS 
February 28, 2017

EQUITIES
Global Large Cap Equities: External Managers, AB Global, DE Shaw World, Two Sigma World 
Created: June 30, 2010 
Description: These portfolios focus on global large-cap companies with market capitalization over approximately $5 

billion. 
Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net 
Global Sector Equities:  Internal Managing Analysts, Dean Martin-Consumer Discretionary, Tom Freeman-Consumer Staples, 

Kirk Fox-Energy, Bob Beggs-Financials, Joe Woerner-Healthcare, Cecilia Carlsson-Industrials, Michael 
Harmelink-Materials, Chad Neumann-Real Estate, Gaurav Kapoor-Technology, Bob Beggs-Telecom, Kishor 
Agrawal-Utilities 

Created: December 31, 2001 
Description: The Sector portfolios focus on their respective GICS sector stocks across the large cap market capitalization 

spectrum. 
Benchmark: MSCI World Custom Net respective GICS Sector 
Small Cap Equities: Internal Managing Analysts, Ian Calame and Joy Mukherjee 
Created: December 31, 1982 
Description: This portfolio invests in a broadly diversified set of small-cap companies with market capitalization less 

than approximately $1.5 billion, similar to those found in the Russell 2000. 
Benchmark: Russell 2000
Passive Equities: Internal Managers, Scott Anderson, Diane Linn 
Created: April 30, 2005 
Description: These portfolios are passive index strategies that are designed to replicate their respective benchmarks with 

very little expected tracking error.  
Benchmark: Russell 1000 Index and Synthetic Large Cap: Russell 1000; MSCI US Index: MSCI US; Domestic Equity 

Liquidity and Policy Overlay Domestic Equities: Russell 3000; Synthetic Small Cap, Policy Overlay US 
Small Cap and Liquidity US Small Cap: Russell 2000 

International Equities: External Manager, Pyramis

Created: September 30, 1989 
Description: This portfolio invests in non-U.S. equity instruments.  This portfolio may or may not be hedged through the 

use of derivative instruments.  Investments in emerging market countries are permitted subject to specified 
limits. 

Benchmark: MSCI World ex U.S. Custom Net 

Passive International Equities:  Internal Managers, Scott Anderson, Diane Linn 
Created: November 30, 1996 
Description: These portfolios invest in non-U.S. equity instruments and have passive index strategies that are designed to 

replicate their respective benchmarks with very little expected tracking error.  
Benchmark: MSCI World ex U.S.* Custom Net 
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Emerging Market Equities: External Managers, Acadian, LA Capital 
Created: June 30, 2003 
Description: The investments of these portfolios are limited to developing countries, as viewed by manager. 
Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Free* Custom Net 

Passive Emerging Market Equities: External Manager, BlackRock (BTC) 
Created: February 28, 2005 
Description: The investments in this portfolio are limited to developing countries, as viewed by manager.  It has a 

passive index strategy that is designed to replicate its benchmark with very little tracking error. 
Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Free* Custom Net 

* MSCI: Morgan Stanley Capital International

FIXED INCOME 
Domestic Fixed Income:  Internal Manager, Todd Ludgate 
                                            External Manager, Dodge and Cox
Created: December 31, 1988 
Description: These portfolios consist of dollar denominated primarily investment grade bonds purchased in public 

markets.  These portfolios are broadly diversified across sectors including government, agency, corporate, 
and Yankee. 

Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Government/Credit Index 
Passive Domestic Fixed Income:  Internal Manager, Scott Anderson

         External Manager, BlackRock (BTC) 
Created: September 30, 1996 
Description: These portfolios invest in investment grade U.S. fixed income instruments and have a passive index strategy 

that is designed to replicate its benchmark with very little tracking error.  
Benchmark: BTC Barclays Index Fund:  Bloomberg Barclays Capital Custom Index; Fixed Income Liquidity, Synthetic 

Treasuries, and Policy Overlay Treasuries: Bloomberg Barclays Capital Treasury Bond Index 
High Yield Fixed Income:  External Managers, Loomis Sayles, Stone Harbor
Created: January 31, 2001 
Description: These portfolios invest in below investment grade U.S. and Canada fixed income instruments. 
Benchmark: BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield Index 
Global Bonds: Internal Manager, Chirag Gandhi 
Created: September 30, 1989; modified effective June 30, 1999 
Description: This actively managed portfolio invests in Corporate, Sovereign, Agency or Supra-National Bond in the US 

and foreign countries.   
Benchmark: Citigroup World Government Bond Unhedged Index (Net-of-Taxes) 
Emerging Market Fixed Income: External Managers, Wellington, Prudential
Created: December 31, 1994 
Description: These portfolios invest in public and private fixed income securities in developing markets as defined by the 

World Bank.    
Benchmark: JP Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index Global Diversified 
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INFLATION SENSITIVE 
Passive TIPS:  Internal Manager, Andrea Ruiz 
                          External Manager, Parametric  
Created: December 31, 2003 
Description: These portfolios invest in dollar denominated treasury inflation-indexed securities. 
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays Capital TIPS Index 

Passive Commodities:  External Manager, Parametric  
                           
Created: September 30, 2014 
Description: This portfolio replicates the Dow Jones Commodity Index by investing in commodity futures. 
Benchmark: Dow Jones Commodity Index 

LIQUID ASSETS
State Investment Fund:  Internal Manager, Andrea Ruiz
Created: June 30, 1975 
Description: The State Investment Fund invests the primary reserves of the State, agencies, pension funds, municipalities 

and others in a commingled fund to maximize safety, liquidity and rate of return.  The investments include 
direct obligations of the United States and Canada, securities guaranteed by the United States, certificates of 
deposits issued by banks in the United States and any other investment approved by the Board of Trustees. 

Benchmark: 80% T-Bill (90-day) / 20% Certificate of Deposit (30-day) 

Short Term Credit:  Internal Manager, Andrea Ruiz
Created: August 31, 2013 
Description: The Short Term Credit portfolio is an investment vehicle of cash and short-term investments designed to 

achieve a return equal to USD three month LIBOR. 
Benchmark: 3 Month USD LIBOR 

REAL ESTATE

Real Estate Equity:  Internal Manager, Steve Spiekerman
Created: June 30, 1977 
Description: The Real Estate Equity portfolio consists of commercial real estate investments either with SWIB as a sole 

direct owner or in joint ventures, partnerships, and pooled investments.   
Benchmark: 100% NFI-ODCE* 

*NFI-ODCE:  NCREIF Fund Index - Open End Diversified Core Equity 
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PRIVATE EQUITY

Private Equity:  Internal Manager, Scott Parrish
Created: March 31, 2004 
Description: The Private Equity portfolio invests in and with selected leveraged buy-out (LBO) and venture capital 

partnerships.  The portfolio is well diversified across many different partnerships with different stages of 
development focuses.  These investments are subject to higher risks of failure, but offer the prospect of 
higher returns. 

Benchmark: Burgiss Global All Private Equity 

Private Equity Co-Investments:  Internal Manager, Scott Parrish
Created: June 30, 2014 
Description: The Private Equity Co-Investment portfolio is the vehicle for SWIB to invest directly in portfolio companies 

alongside General Partners.   
Benchmark: Burgiss Buyout Weighted by Vintage Year 

Wisconsin Venture Capital:  Internal Manager, Chris Prestigiacomo 
Created: June 30, 2000 
Description: This portfolio is dedicated to investments in venture capital partnerships, with a concentration in firms sited 

primarily in Wisconsin.  These investments are subject to higher risks but offer the prospect of higher 
returns.  Each partnership commitment must meet the same due diligence as other SWIB investments. 

Benchmark: Burgiss Venture Capital Weighted by Vintage Year 

Non-Wisconsin Venture Capital:  Internal Manager, Chris Prestigiacomo 
Created: April 30, 2016 
Description: This portfolio is dedicated to investments in venture capital partnerships, with a concentration in firms sited 

primarily outside the Midwest.  These investments are subject to higher risks but offer the prospect of 
higher returns.  Each partnership commitment must meet the same due diligence as other SWIB 
investments. 

Benchmark: Burgiss Venture Capital Weighted by Vintage Year 

Private Equity Legacy:  Internal Manager, Scott Parrish
Created: June 30, 1995; modified effective March 31, 2004 
Description: Originally Private Equity Transition, the Private Equity Legacy portfolio consists of investments in public 

and private, and domestic and international markets, with a concentration in private equity.  The portfolio is 
well diversified and has significant exposure to international private equity markets. 

Benchmark: Burgiss Weighted by Vintage Year 

Current Return:  Internal Manager, Scott Parrish 
Created: December 31, 2007 
Description: The Current Return portfolio focuses on private market investments that offer a current return, and a 

majority of investments contain growth and appreciation characteristics to protect against unanticipated 
inflation.  

Benchmark: Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index plus 1% 
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Wisconsin Private Debt:  Internal Manager, Chris Prestigiacomo 
Created: Separated from National Private Placements effective December 31, 2001 
Description: This portfolio consists of loans or fixed income securities issued by companies or entities that are 

headquartered in the State of Wisconsin.  
Benchmark: Duration-Adjusted  BAA Corporate Bond Index + 20 basis points 

Non-Wisconsin Private Debt:  Internal Manager, Chris Prestigiacomo 
Created: April 30, 2015 
Description: This portfolio consists of loans or fixed income securities issued by companies or entities that are 

headquartered in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio or Pennsylvania. 
Benchmark: Duration-Adjusted  BAA Corporate Bond Index + 20 basis points 

MULTI-ASSET

Global Securities:  Internal Manager, Nick Stanton 
Created: September 30, 2011 
Description: The Global Securities portfolio is an actively managed, globally diversified portfolio that is constructed to 

achieve a high current yield with below policy index volatility.  This portfolio invests in high dividend 
global equities, European investment grade bonds, and it sells domestic puts and calls. 

Benchmark: Global Securities Custom Benchmark 

ALPHA POOL OVERLAY

Hedge Funds:  Internal Manager, Dominic Garcia 
Created: January 31, 2011 
Description: A diversified portfolio of hedge fund strategies invested across multiple asset classes, which is intended to 

achieve a total rate of return of LIBOR + 3.5% over the long term with minimal correlation to equity 
markets. 

Benchmark: 3 Month LIBOR + 10 basis points 

Tactical Alpha:  Internal Manager, Nick Stanton 
Created: March 31, 2012 
Description: This portfolio seeks to take advantage of unique opportunities due to market anomalies and the ability to 

cost-effectively capitalize on internally-generated high-conviction trade ideas within and across asset 
classes. 

Benchmark: 3 Month LIBOR + 10 basis points
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Presentation to Board of  Trustees
April 2017

Active Risk Budget
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2

The goal is to deploy active risk to portfolios that are 
the most efficient return generators given capacity 
constraints.
• Active return expectations are determined from 

competitive universe data and portfolio active risk.
• Portfolio active risk budgets are aggregated to 

specific areas of responsibility rather than asset class.

Active Return and Risk Expectations
We believe it is possible to beat the market return.
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3

CTF Active Risk (Alpha)
Return: 52 bps

Active Risk: 77 bps
$ = $480M

Manager Sourced
Return: 50 bps

Active Risk: 73 bps
$ = $463M

Funds Alpha
Return: 21 bps

Active Risk: 18 bps 
$ = $190m

Long Only/HF
$57m/$133m/$0M

Internal Active 
Return: 14 bps

Active Risk: 19 bps
$ = $132m

Pub Eq/Pub FI/MA
$88m/$20m/$24m

Private Markets
Return: 15 bps

Active Risk: 36 bps 
$ = $141m

Private Equity/Real Estate
$75m/$66m

Policy Implementation 
Return: 2 bps

Active Risk: 4 bps*
$ = $17M

*Implementation risk 
depends on unused 

active risk and market 
opportunities.

CTF 2017 Updated Budget
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Updated Active Return & Risk Contributions

Area

RPM

(%)

AUM 

($bil)

AUM 

(%)

EVA 

Budget

($mil)

Return 

Contrib

(%)

Risk 

Contrib

(%)

Stand-

alone 

Return 

(%)

Stand-

alone 

TE  

(%)

Stand-

alone

IR

Port. Implement. 39.1 42 17 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.16 0.29

Fund Alpha 14.2 15 190 0.21 0.18 1.34 1.67 0.80

Long Only 1.25 9.2 10 56 0.06 0.08 0.62 1.17 0.53

Hedge funds 2.75 5.0 5 133 0.14 0.10 2.66 3.84 0.69

Internal 25.2 27 132 0.14 0.19 0.52 0.97 0.54

Public Equities 0.80 13.7 15 89 0.10 0.16 0.65 1.61 0.40

Public Fixed 0.40 9.8 11 20 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.38 0.53

Multi-asset 2.00 1.8 2 24 0.03 0.02 1.35 2.53 0.53

Private Markets 13.6 15 141 0.15 0.36 1.04 3.11 0.33

Private Eq/Debt 2.00 7.5 8 75 0.08 0.17 1.01 3.21 0.32

Real Estate 2.00 6.1 7 66 0.07 0.19 1.09 4.46 0.24

Core Total 0.60 $92.0B 100% $480M 0.52% 0.77% 0.52 0.77 0.68
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5

Active management has contributed more than $1.2 billion to the Core 
Trust Fund over the past five years.

Historical Active Returns

Accumulated $bil1 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year

Active Return $ 0.40 0.20 1.2 0.60

Per Year Bps 45 10 32 8

Active Return as of  
December 31, 2016

1. Net of all costs, both direct and indirect including external manager fees
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6

1

Absolute 
Exposures

Relative 
Exposures

Misfit 
Exposures

Factor
Exposures

Measure Exposures 2 Measure Risks
• Market Risk
• Concentration Risk
• Liquidity Risk
• Event Risk 
• Valuation Risk
• Portfolio Level Risks

3

Value Risk Premiums
• Valuation Framework
• Factor Analysis
• Risk Premium Cash Allocation

Rebalance
• Asset Class
• Sub Asset Class
• Factor
• Risk Based Method

4 5 Implement Playbook
• Plays 
• Measurement
• Implementation Process
• Signals
• Macro Outlook

Exposure Management Process/Risk 
Management Process
Improves active return when opportunities and active risk are available.
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Appendix
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8

• Active Return: Return above the policy benchmark return.
• Active Risk: Deviation (tracking error) from policy benchmarks.  

Target: 120 bps Range: 60 to 180 bps
– Misfit/Drift Risk: Risk from actual CTF weights being different from 

policy benchmark weights or from manager benchmarks being different 
from policy benchmarks.

– Manager Sourced Active Risk: Intended active risk from manager 
portfolios being different than the assigned benchmark.

• Risk Budget: Process of setting and allocating active risk or risk 
above the policy benchmark to enhance returns.

• Information Ratio: Active return/active risk.  A measure of 
active portfolio efficiency.

Definitions
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Todd Ludgate
Managing Director–Public Fixed Income

Investment Strategies: 
Public Fixed Income
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Fixed Income Strategy Overview –
Active Portfolios

2
1   State Investment Fund
2   Short-term Credit Portfolio
3   Net Economic Value Added

SIF1 STCP2 Global Gov’t/Credit Total
Assets (bn) $13.1 $0.50 $2.90 $4.80 $21.3

Investment Horizon 
(years) 0.1 0.5-1 3-5 3-5 -

Benchmark 80% T-
Bill/20% CD LIBOR Citi World Gov’t 

Bond
Barclays 

Government/Credit -

Tracking Error target (%) n/a n/a 0.5-1.5% 0.34-1.01% -

NEVA3 target, combined 
(mm) n/a n/a $20mm -

Information ratio n/a n/a 0.5 -
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Fixed Income Strategy 
Guidelines/Flexibility – Active 
Portfolios

3

SIF1 STCP2 Global Gov’t/Credit
Duration < 1 year <1 year +/- 20% of benchmark +/- 15% of benchmark

Credit Exposure < 50% of 
portfolio No limit 20% No limit

Lowest quality 
allowed/amount

A-1/P-1,
$25MM per 

issuer

A-2/P-2 CCC, 5% HY; 15%

Max per credit
Varies 

depending on 
credit quality

Varies 
depending on 
credit quality

5% 5%

Average portfolio 
quality A-1+/P-1 A-2/P-2 A- or better A- or better

Derivatives None None Global Interest Rates and 
Currency markets UST futures

1   State Investment Fund
2   Short-term Credit Portfolio Page 45 of 146



Staffing – Public Fixed Income

4
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Staffing – Public Fixed Income

• Staffing – 14 FTE4

– Significant experience across the division.
– Majority of professionals hold a Master’s degree and CFA or CPA.

Title FTEs1 Avg Years of 
Experience

CFAs2 Masters 
Degree

CPAs3

Managing Director 1 17 1 1 0

Portfolio Manager 2 16 2 2 1

Managing Analyst 7 20 6 7 1

Analyst 2 10 2 1 1

Investment Associate 1 2 0 0 0

5
1 Full-time equivalent
2 Chartered Financial Analyst
3 Certified Public Accountant
4       One vacant position results in FTEs column not totaling to 14 Page 47 of 146



Investment Process and Philosophy

6

• Mission: Deliver high-quality alpha in a risk-
controlled manner.

• Emphasis on internal proprietary research and 
analyst-driven results

• Security selection the main driver
• Long-term horizon
• Risk position sizing varies with conviction level
• Investment guidelines and risk parameters
• Top-down and bottom-up
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Investment Process and Philosophy

7

• Government/Credit Portfolio
– Focus on corporate bond security selection
– Analysts assigned to specific industries; analysts co-manage 

exposure with PM
– Primary investments: Corporate Bonds, U.S. Treasuries and 

U.S. Agency debentures

• Global Fixed Income Portfolio
– Focus on risk management, portfolio construction, 

macroeconomic analysis
– Analysts research global sovereign markets
– Primary investments: Global sovereign bonds, currency and 

credit markets
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Investment Process and Philosophy

8

• State Investment Fund portfolio
– Focus on investment objectives: safety, liquidity, rate of return
– Analysts contribute to portfolio construction and management
– Primary investments: U.S. treasuries, agency discount notes, repurchase 

agreements, certificates of deposit, commercial paper

• Short-Term Credit portfolio
– Focus on delivering LIBOR beta for use across the SWIB platform
– Analysts assigned to specific industries; analysts co-manage exposure 

with the PM
– Primary investments: floating-rate corporate bonds, commercial paper

• TIPS Index portfolio (passive)
– Replicate beta of the TIPS benchmark
– Primary investments: U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)
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Summary

9

• The Public Fixed Income Division is comprised of 14 
experienced investment professionals running over 
$21 billion in active funds and $8 billion in passive 
funds across five portfolios.

• Emphasis on internal proprietary research and 
analyst-driven results.

• Security selection the main driver.
• Long-term performance across all active strategies is 

strong.
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April 2017

Internal Public Equities 
Strategy

Open Session
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Public Equities Division Overview

2Open Session

• Division provides two strategies for the CTF – a global mid/large 
capitalization portfolio and a domestic small cap portfolio

• Global Portfolio is broken into 11 separate sector portfolios

Global Sector 
Aggregate

Small Cap 
Diversified

Assets (mil.) $11,611 $2,088 
Portfolio Teams 11 1 
Investment Professionals 19 5 
Regional Focus Developed World United States
Benchmark MSCI World Russell 2000
Tracking Error Target 2-6% 2-6%

EVA Analysis - Combined Portfolios
EVA Target (mil.) $89 
Assumed Tracking Error 1.61%
Assumed Information Ratio 0.40 
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Division Organization Chart

3Open Session
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Investment Personnel

4Open Session

• Significant amounts of experience at Portfolio Manager and 
Managing Analyst levels

• Professionals are pursuing MBA and CFA designations while they 
are working

MS  Master of Science in Finance CPA Certified Public Accountant
MBA Master of Business Administration CIPM Certificate in Investment Performance Measurement
CFA Chartered Financial Analyst CMT Chartered Market Technician
PhD Doctor of Philosophy

Title FTEs
Avg Years of 
Experience

Advanced Degrees & 
Certifications

Managing Director 1 30 MS, CFA, CIPM

Portfolio Manager 5 18 MBA (5), CFA (4), CPA(2), CMT

Managing Analyst 12 15 PhD, MBA (10), CFA (8)

Analyst 7 7 MBA (4), CFA (5)

Research Assistant 1 15 
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Key Equity Portfolio Investment 
Guidelines

5Open Session

• Primary way of adding alpha is through stock selection
• Portfolio constraints are similar across both portfolios
• Note that cash is constrained to discourage market timing in our portfolios

Global Sector Aggregate Small Cap Diversified
Max Position Size BM +/- 5% BM +/- 5%
Max % of Company Owned < 10% of shares < 10% of shares
Maximum Portfolio Short Position 25% of Portfolio Value 25% of Portfolio Value
Maximum Portfolio Long Position 25% of  Portfolio Value 25% of  Portfolio Value
Target Net Exposure 95-105% of Portfolio Value 95-105% of Portfolio Value
Max Value - Sold Calls 10% of Portfolio Value 10% of Portfolio Value
Max Value - Sold Puts 10% of Portfolio Value 10% of Portfolio Value
Sector Weight Range NA +/- 10% of Benchmark
Industry Weight Range +/- 7% of Benchmark +/- 10% of Benchmark
Regional Weight Range +/- 7% of Benchmark NA
Target Cash Position < 2% < 2%
Maximum Cash Position 5% 5%
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Global Sector Team Investment 
Philosophy

6

• We look for opportunities to purchase stocks that are mispriced due to 
the impact of persistent investor biases, including:
– Putting too much emphasis on recent news 
– Focusing on current growth rates rather than the sustainability of growth
– Overreacting to business and product cycle impacts

• Teams analyze fundamental drivers of growth and business model risks 
to estimate intrinsic value for stocks under research coverage 

• Sector teams are encouraged to supplement this core approach with 
additional analysis 

– At the company level they may have additional metrics and drivers

– Teams may include other alpha factors in making position sizing decisions

• Supplementing core fundamental focus creates better overall alpha 
production and less correlation among the teams 

Open Session
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Small Cap Diversified Investment 
Philosophy

7

• Goal is to exploit opportunities created when the market misinterprets 
temporary issues as long-term impairments to a company’s growth 
profile.  

• Focus is on investing in companies where current valuation levels do 
not fully reflect earnings potential identified by the team’s fundamental 
research process. 

• Maintain significant diversification (approximately 200 names) and a 
bias toward sustainable business models reduce company specific risk.

• Average characteristics tend to reflect this focus on quality and growth 
opportunities when compared to the Russell 2000 benchmark:
– Higher estimated EPS Growth

– Higher ROA and ROE levels

– Lower Debt/Capitalization

Open Session
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2017 Strategic Goals

8

• Identify and implement ways to improve the quantity and 
consistency of alpha generation from our division, including:

• Continue to refine our investment process 

• Increase sophistication of portfolio construction approach by 
incorporating alpha factors where possible

• Leverage new tools and data from ARIES to improve team 
efficiency

• Find opportunities to become more cost efficient and lower the 
impact on performance of trading and external research support

• Continue to support multi-asset team and their attempts to add 
value using research insights we generate.

• Support staff through streamlining report generation and 
additional training opportunities 

Open Session
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Summary

9

• The Public Equities division is large, with a total of 25 experienced 
investment professionals running over $13 billion between two 
strategies and a total twelve portfolios.

• Our primary driver of alpha creation is stock picking, although we 
also have the ability to make sector and regional exposure decisions.

• Each team’s investment philosophy and process is grounded in 
fundamental business analysis and a disciplined valuation framework, 
but they also have the ability to supplement that core approach in 
ways that improves alpha generation within their space.

• Key focus points for 2017:

• Identify ways to improve our process implementation and portfolio 
construction

• Look for ways to reduce external costs 

• Support our staff more effectively to increase efficiency and improve 
results

Open Session
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April 2017

Internal Multi-Asset 
Strategy

Open Session
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Multi-Asset Strategy Overview

2

Global Securities Portfolio Alpha Portfolio

Assets (mil.) $920 $290 

Investment Horizon (years) 1.5-5 Less than 1.5

Benchmark 65% Equity/35% FI LIBOR+10 bps

Tracking Error target 1.5-4% 2-8%

EVA Assumptions

EVA Target $16 mil. $8 mil.

Assumed AUM (mil.) $1,350 $450

Assumed Tracking Error 2.25% 3.4%

Assumed Information Ratio (IR) 0.53 0.53
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Team Introduction

3
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Team Experience

4

Position FTEs Avg Years 
Experience

Designations

Portfolio Manager 1 16 CFA

Managing Analysts 3 17 CFA (3), MBA (3), PhD (1), FRM (1), 
CAIA (1)

Analyst 1 7 CFA, MBA

Traders 3 25 MBA (1)

Staffing – 8 FTEs
3 teams – Multi-Asset & Absolute Returns Portfolio Team, Index & 
Strategic Implementation Team, and Trading Team. 
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Investment Philosophy

5

• Systematic mispricing occurs in markets due to 
behavioral and temporal biases. SWIB can earn 
additional alpha by examining these biases and 
developing strategies to take advantage of 
mispricing.

• Many investment organizations are siloed, making it 
difficult to act on relative valuation opportunities 
across industries, sectors, and asset classes. 
Removing these constraints and seeking investment 
opportunities that take advantage of SWIB’s structure 
leads to additional alpha-creation opportunities.
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Investment Philosophy

6

• SWIB possesses a deep base of security-specific 
knowledge. Leveraging this information in an 
unconstrained environment enables SWIB to take full 
advantage of existing analyst opinions and often 
allows for expression of those views in a manner 
which is difficult to execute in traditional portfolio 
structures.

• The best way to earn a consistently high information 
ratio (IR) is to build a portfolio of diversified, alpha 
generating strategies.
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Summary

7

• The Multi-Asset Division consists of two portfolios—
one of which operates against a traditional 65%/35% 
equity/fixed income benchmark, and one of which 
operates as a hedge fund against a cash benchmark.

• The Multi-Asset team is relatively small, but 
experienced.

• The Multi-Asset portfolios primarily earn alpha 
through a combination of taking advantage of 
inefficiencies in the market, and levering SWIB’s 
existing internal knowledge in an unconstrained 
implementation.
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SWIB Board of  Trustees Meeting
April 18, 2017

Chuck Carpenter, Managing Director

2017 Private Markets & Funds 
Alpha Strategy Presentation
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PMFA Division Overview

2

1 Net asset values as of February 28, 2017
2Private Equity NAV ($5,163); Private Equity Co-Investment NAV ($257), Current Return  NAV ($719);   Private Debt 
NAV ($485); Venture Capital NAV ($905). Private Equity Legacy NAV ($28) not included

3ODCE - Open end Diversified Core Equity; LIBOR – London InterBank Offered Rate, Burgiss Global All Private Equity, 
Burgiss Buyout, Burgiss Venture Capital, Credit Suisse Leverage Loan Index + 100 bps., Duration Adjusted Barclays 
Baa Corporate + 20 bps.
NEVA = Net Economic Value Added 

Real Estate
Private Equity 

and Debt Hedge Funds
Beta One 
(External)

Assets (millions)1 $6,082 $7,5292 $4,464 $9,111
Portfolio Teams 1 2 1 1
Investment Staff 6 9 5 (incl. in HF)
Regional Focus United States Global Global Global

Benchmark3 ODCE
Burgiss/ 
Barclay’s LIBOR + 10 bps

Public Mkt.
Composite

Tracking Error Target 4% 2-5% 3-3.5% 1.5-2%

NEVA 2017 Target(millions) $66 $75 $133 $57

Key Take Away: PMFA 2017 NEVA goal of $331 million represents 69% of 
the overall SWIB NEVA target and 70% of the overall active risk budget.
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PMFA Team Experience

4

Positions FTEs Average Investment 
Experience (years)

Average SWIB 
Experience (years)

Advanced
Degrees/Certifications

Managing Director 1 35 28 MS, CFA

Portfolio Managers 4 23 17 MPP (1), MBA (2), CFA 
(1)

Managing Analysts 9 18 10 MBA (6), MA (1), MS 
(2), MPA (1), CPA (1), 

CFA (2), CAIA (1)

Investment Analyst1 4 8 4 CPA, CFA

Investment
Associate

1 1 1

Investment Support 2 -- 7

Total 21

CAIA = Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst; CFA = Chartered Financial Analyst; CPA = Certified 
Public Accountant; MA = Master of Arts; MBA = Master of Business Administration; MPA = Master of 
Public Administration; MPP = Master of Public Policy; MS = Master of Science  

1 Includes one pending FTE hire
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PMFA Investment Philosophy

5

• PMFA Division: Wide breadth of opportunity set
– Public and private, debt and equity

• Common attributes of the four teams
– SWIB Edge

• Delegated investment authority
• Opportunistic and responsive
• Access to resources

– Relationships
• Underwrite people and strategies
• Invest in managers and assets

– Complexity and Flexibility
• Inefficient markets and price discovery
• Underwrite complexity
• Understand risks and structure

Page 72 of 146



PMFA Process

6

STRATEGY

• Work with consultants, strategists and others to evaluate opportunity set
• Investment Guidelines set parameters  developed to execute strategy prudently)
• Set target strategy allocations

SELECTION

• Evaluate investments from a large and diverse universe
• Seek out fund, manager, security and co-invest (direct) investment opportunities

DILIGENCE

• Staff diligence augmented by consultants, managers and other resources
• Extensive quantitative and qualitative due diligence
• Leverage SWIB edge

IMPLEMENT

• Significant legal and operational diligence
• SWIB team (IOFA, Legal) differentiation

Key Take Away: Defined process and effective underwriting allows PMFA to 
take advantage of market opportunities to meet significant NEVA goals.
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PMFA 2017 Strategic Goals

7

• Increased PMFA allocations
– Board increased asset allocations

• Real Estate and Private Equity (including Co-Investments)
– Planned active risk allocation increases

• Hedge Funds
– Achieve NEVA contributions to SWIB

• Develop and foster human capital
– Investment staff
– Investment support staff
– Consultants

• New system implementation
– ARIES
– Private Equity/Private Debt 

• Maintain the SWIB Edge
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Appendix

8
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Private Equity Overview

9

Target allocation is 8% (+/- 3%) of CTF.  NAV as of 12/31/16 was $6.1 
billion (6.9%) and exposure was $10.6 billion (11.9%).

Core PE 
Portfolio
$5,200

Legacy 
Portfolio

$70

Current 
Return
$700

Co-Investments
$210

NAV ($ millions)

Core PE 
Portfolio
$8,850

Legacy 
Portfolio

$70

Current 
Return
$1,450

Co-
Investment

s $235

Exposure ($ millions)

Exposure = NAV + Uncalled Commitments
Venture Capital is excluded
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Core Private Equity Portfolio Review

10

• Focus: Buyout, Growth Equity, Distressed Debt Funds
• Formed in March 2004
• Committed $870 million to 15 GPs funds in 2016
• As of December 31, 2016

– Market Value of $5.2 billion (5.8% of Core Trust Fund)
– Total Exposure of $8.8 billion (9.8% of Core Trust Fund)

• Cash flow positive for 5th consecutive year
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Current Return Portfolio Review

11

• Focus: Senior Debt, Mezzanine Debt Funds
• Formed on January 1, 2008
• Committed $440 million to 7 funds in 2016
• As of December 31, 2016

– Market Value of $700 million (0.8% of Core Trust Fund)
– Total Exposure of $1.4 billion (1.6% of Core Trust Fund)

• New Benchmark in 2017
– Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index + 100 bps
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Co-Investment Portfolio Review

12

• Focus: Direct investments in portfolio companies 
alongside General Partners

• Program went “live” on 1/1/14
• Evaluated 75 co-investments from 51 different GPs in 

2016
– 65 declined 
– 10 co-investments were fully underwritten and approved

• As of December 31, 2016
– Market value of $210 million (0.25% of Core Trust Fund)
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Core Private Equity Portfolio
Sub-asset Class Diversification

13
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Source: StepStone, Burgiss Group.  
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Core Private Equity Portfolio
Industry Diversification

14
Source: StepStone, Burgiss Group. 
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Core Private Equity Portfolio
Geographic Diversification

15Source: StepStone, Burgiss Group.
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Private Debt Portfolio Review

16

• Private Debt Investor Since 1960s
• Senior and Subordinate Debt 

Investments

• Specific Geography Targeted
• Leverage Broad Sourcing Network

• Disciplined Credit Underwriting and 
Monitoring Process

• Maintain Overall Portfolio Credit 
Quality of > BBB

• Nine investments made in 2016 
totaling $83.5 million
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As of  December 31, 2016
Private Debt Portfolio

17

• $483 million (net asset value)
– $406 million (WI) & $77 million (Non-WI)
– 45 portfolio companies

• Sector Exposure
– Sector mix representative of Midwest

• Credit Quality
– Higher credit quality portfolio

20%

67%

5%
6%

2%

FIN IND UTS TRANS GOVT

Portfolio Sector 
Mix

1%

30%

66%

3%

AA A BBB BIG

Portfolio Credit 
Quality
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(as of  9/30/16 manager reports)
Real Estate Equity Portfolio – Diversification

18

Office
25.0%

Apartments
24.9%

Industrial
9.7%

Mixed Use
6.5%

Hotels
3.3%

Retail
15.7%

Student Housing
6.0%

Senior Living
2.5%

Other Equity*
1.4%

Debt**
4.2%

Property Type Exposure by GAV

Office
38.8%

Apartment
24.8%

Industrial
12.7%

Hotel
0.6%

Retail
20.2%

Other
2.9%

SWIB Real Estate Portfolio Benchmark (NFI-ODCE)

*Other includes Data Centers, Entertainment/Leisure, For-sale Residential, Medical Facilities, Parking Garages, and Self Storage.
**Debt includes First Mortgages, Mezzanine Loans, Preferred Equity, CMBS, CDOs, REIT Bonds, and other types of privately structured loans.
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(as of  9/30/16 manager reports)
Real Estate Equity Portfolio – Diversification

19

71% 67%
74% 79% 84%

7% 10%
7%

7%
3%13% 12% 10%

9% 9%4% 6% 5% 2% 1%
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(as of  9/30/16 manager reports)
Real Estate Equity Portfolio – Diversification

20

As of 9/30/16, public REIT exposure was 2.6%. Of the 2.6%, 48% was held in closed-end funds and 52% in 
open-end funds focused on the public market.  

10% 13% 15% 17% 18%
11%

13% 17% 12% 10%
10%

12%
16% 22% 22%

69% 62%
53% 49% 51%
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Investment Type Exposure by GAV

Closed-end Fund
Open-end Fund
Joint Venture
Separate Account
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(as of  9/30/16 manager reports)
Real Estate Equity Portfolio – Diversification

21
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Hedge Fund 
Summary 
(January 2017)

• $4,464 million

• 7 diversified sub-
strategies

• Recent increase in 
VaR after long 
downtrend

• Managers increasing 
risk post Brexit; but 
spike down pre-
election

• Divergence in Ex 
Ante VaR and 
Realized Vol

22
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Beta One 
Summary
(January 2017)

 Eliminated Risk Parity 
AUM  due to benchmark 
misfit

 Upgraded equity active 
risk

 Reduced active risk of FI 
and minimized naïve 
credit bias

23

Beta One AUM (in millions$)

Capital (Inside) vs. Risk (Outside) Weight (%)

$4,625 
$4,062 

$-

$8,687 

$3,735 $3,863 

$1,100 

$8,698 

 $-
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Equities Fixed Income Multi-Asset Beta One
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AUM 12/31/15

Equity
73.53

Fixed Income
26.47 53%47%
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April 2017

Enterprise Risk Management 
Board Update

Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager
Tom Bowes, Enterprise Risk Analyst
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ERM Summary of Key Takeaways

2

 Submission of the minutes of the December 08, 2016 ERCC.

 Update on two key accomplishments from 2016

1. Risks associated with vendor management and the security of SWIB’s sensitive and personal information 
were evaluated and plans have been put in place to mitigate the highest and most likely risks. 

2. As a result, these risks were reduced from high to moderate.  

 ERM activities for 2017 (Reference: Risk Register in the appendix)

1. ARIES Risks – Identified approx. 125 risks and mitigations.  Almost half have been closed, while a quarter 
moved to Internal Control assessments or other projects.  Remaining active risks are currently being 
managed and monitored, with effective mitigations in place. 

a) Program is on schedule and under budget.
b) ARIES enhancements have revealed the need for new skillsets and additional resources in certain 

areas.  Risk mitigation techniques include cross-training, filling vacant positions and requests for new 
positions.  

c) Knowledge transfer from consultants to internal SWIB staff is occurring as part of a transition plan.
d) None of the ARIES program or project risks are identified as critical, or approaching critical status.

2. Post-ARIES transition – A plan to transition to the post-ARIES environment exists.  The plan includes 
Operational Support & Readiness and a Project Stabilization period. ERM will partner with the SP&T and 
PMO groups to actively monitor, manage and report these risks.  Currently, these risks are rated as 
moderate.

3. Business Continuity Risk – A Business Continuity Plan exists that has been enhanced by the implementation 
of additional mitigation activities over the last year.  As a result, the risk rating has been reduced from high 
to moderate. 
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Enterprise Risk Management Update
Appendix

3
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Update since August 2016
Vendor Management & Sensitive Information Risks

4

 Vendor Management Risk : 
In 2016, SWIB’s Internal Audit issued a memo to SWIB’s Senior Management, which was subsequently provided to the Audit Committee
recommending that SWIB “assess its current vendor relationships for key risks and potential oversight gaps and develop a strategy for the phased 
implementation of a more holistic, formalized vendor management program. 

• In response, ERM performed a risk analysis of SWIB’s current vendor management activities in 2016.  ERM developed a high level 
action plan including steps to (i) Highlight various risks associated with vendor management, (ii) Identify immediate potential 
mitigating activities (i.e. “quick hits”) and (iii) Identify long term mitigations with a corresponding timeline.  The resulting
documentation was presented to the ERCC during the Dec 08, 2016 meeting.

• Short term mitigations involve (i) ERM and SWIB staff to develop a critical vendor list segregated by tiers, (ii) Identify related 
contracts, (iii) Finance to develop a spreadsheet based matrix to document and monitor vendor contract terms.

• Long term mitigations involve (i) Creation of a Vendor Management Resource role, (ii) Development of a Vendor Management policy 
and (iii) Integration of a vendor management program with procurement workflows.

 Security of sensitive & personal information :
In 2016, SWIB’s Data Management team created a draft of SWIB’s Information Security Management Policy.  The policy’s intent was to ensure that 
all information handled by SWIB was categorized and appropriate levels of protection were developed.  

 Two key decisions were made and implemented:

• SWIB’s Infrastructure team proceeded in Q1 2017 with the mitigation of the highest security risk by ensuring that personal 
identification information is not in the SWIB environment.  Policy updates were communicated to SWIB staff, including the handling 
of PII by staff with access to such data.

• The build out of SWIB’s infrastructure to accommodate security classifications and technical controls has been deferred to 2018.

Key Takeaways
 As a result of implementing mitigations to handle immediate risks in both vendor 

management and information security, the risk rating has been reduced from high to 
moderate. 

 ERM will continue to monitor these risks & report them to the ERCC.
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ERM Risk Register (Page 1 of 2)

5

April 2017

ID Risk Category Risk Description Related Domains
Res. 

Rating
Trend Comments

1 ARIES Program

Risks associated with adverse 
impacts to the organization (e.g., 
delays, budget over runs, 
resource drain, BAU 
interruption, and over-reliance 
on vendors, etc.) resulting from 
the implementation of the ARIES 
Program.

Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider

Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls

Workforce
Data Management

M
od

er
at

e

- Many key projects and systems went l ive recently.  SWIB is entering the final three month 
period of the ARIES Program.  As such, effective coordination, governance, and communication 
will  be critical during this time period.
- ERM performed the 2017 Q1 risk assessment, as scheduled.  ERM updated risks and 
mitigations previously documented, discussed results with key project and program 
personnel.

2
Operational 
Support and 

Readiness

Risks associated with SWIB's 
abil ity to support the transition 
from ARIES Program to BAU in a 
manner that is both sustainable 
and cost effective.

Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management

Investment Operations & 
Controls M

od
er

at
e - ERM will  transition the risk assessments from the Project state to internal controls.  

- ERM will  continue development of a database of risks as they transition to the post project 
phase. 
- ERM will  assess the risks associated with supporting SWIB’s new infrastructure, investment 
strategy and new operating model in the post-ARIES environment.

3 Data 
Dependency

Risks associated with SWIB's 
dependence on receiving timely, 
accurate and complete data.

Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider

Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls

Data Management

M
od

er
at

e

- OnCore Delivery went l ive in December 2016.  SWIB continues with post-deployment 
activities.  Open items were transitioned to BAU or other projects.
- IBOR Delivery phase 1 (which focuses on pushing data into front office systems) testing 
continues across SWIB systems.  Project teams are closely monitoring testing as unforseen 
defects could potentially impact timelines.

4 Internal Control 
Oversight

Risks associated with 
inadequate control structures 
resulting from changes in 
business processes impacted by 
ARIES implementation.

Financial Systems & Controls
Investment Operations & 

Controls
Business Continuity

Business Capabilities & Planning
M

od
er

at
e - ERM is currently working with key staff and consultants to understand and identify changes 

to SWIB's control environment that have or will  result from ARIES implementation.
- ERM is also assessing how changes to SWIB business process as a result of ARIES 
implementation will  impact risks.

5
Post ARIES 

Project 
Stabilization

Risks associate with the post 
ARIES project stabil ization effort.   

TBD TB
D Projects will  be managed by SWIB's PMO.

6
Cyber-security 

Risk

Risks associated with cyber 
attacks and the extent of 
business interruption.

Business Continuity
Vendor/Service Provider

Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management M

od
er

at
e

- ERM and IT are working together to evaluate industry risks and threats, and their l ikelihood 
of impacting SWIB.
- ERM, IT and Business Continuity teams are also working together to ascertain SWIB 
readiness from an infrastructure and control standpoint (hardware and software).  
- ERM and IT are working together to prepare a response plan for cybersecurity events (e.g., 
ransomware, etc.) that impact SWIB.

ERM RISK REGISTER

Critical High Moderate Low Negligible
RISK RATINGSKey Takeaways

 None of the risks are critical (red) or approaching critical status.
 ERM will continue to monitor these risks & report them to the 

ERCC.
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Register

		ERM RISK REGISTER																April 2017

		ID		Risk Category		Risk Description		Related Domains		Impact		Likelih'd		Res. Rating		Trend		Comments

		1		ARIES Program		Risks associated with adverse impacts to the organization (e.g., delays, budget over runs, resource drain, BAU interruption, and over-reliance on vendors, etc.) resulting from the implementation of the ARIES Program.		Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls
Workforce
Data Management		High		Moderate		Moderate		1		- Many key projects and systems went live recently.  SWIB is entering the final three month period of the ARIES Program.  As such, effective coordination, governance, and communication will be critical during this time period.
- ERM performed the 2017 Q1 risk assessment, as scheduled.  ERM updated risks and mitigations previously documented, discussed results with key project and program personnel.

		2		Operational Support and Readiness		Risks associated with SWIB's ability to support the transition from ARIES Program to BAU in a manner that is both sustainable and cost effective.		Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management
Investment Operations & Controls		High		Moderate		Moderate		1		
- ERM will transition the risk assessments from the Project state to internal controls.  
- ERM will continue development of a database of risks as they transition to the post project phase. 
- ERM will assess the risks associated with supporting SWIB’s new infrastructure, investment strategy and new operating model in the post-ARIES environment.

		3		Data Dependency		Risks associated with SWIB's dependence on receiving timely, accurate and complete data.		Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls
Data Management		High		Moderate		Moderate		1		- OnCore Delivery went live in December 2016.  SWIB continues with post-deployment activities.  Open items were transitioned to BAU or other projects.
- IBOR Delivery phase 1 (which focuses on pushing data into front office systems) testing continues across SWIB systems.  Project teams are closely monitoring testing as unforseen defects could potentially impact timelines.

		4		Internal Control Oversight		Risks associated with inadequate control structures resulting from changes in business processes impacted by ARIES implementation.		Financial Systems & Controls
Investment Operations & Controls
Business Continuity
Business Capabilities & Planning		Moderate		Unlikely		Moderate		0		- ERM is currently working with key staff and consultants to understand and identify changes to SWIB's control environment that have or will result from ARIES implementation.
- ERM is also assessing how changes to SWIB business process as a result of ARIES implementation will impact risks.

		5		Post ARIES Project Stabilization		Risks associate with the post ARIES project stabilization effort.   		TBD						TBD				Projects will be managed by SWIB's PMO.

		6		Cyber-security Risk		Risks associated with cyber attacks and the extent of business interruption.		Business Continuity
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management		High		Unlikely		Moderate		1		- ERM and IT are working together to evaluate industry risks and threats, and their likelihood of impacting SWIB.
- ERM, IT and Business Continuity teams are also working together to ascertain SWIB readiness from an infrastructure and control standpoint (hardware and software).  
- ERM and IT are working together to prepare a response plan for cybersecurity events (e.g., ransomware, etc.) that impact SWIB.

		7		Business Continuity		Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively plan for recovery and business continuity in the event of a disaster, hazard situation, or other business interruption.		All						Moderate		1		- Business Continuity (BC) has formed an Incident Command Team (ICT) that is responsible for tactical command and control of response and recovery activities in the event of a disruption to business operations. The incident command team utilizes an Emergency Action Plan to assess the impact severity and duration of the disruption in addition to being a guide the recovery processes. 
- Typical BC activities include (i) Joint exercises between SWIB and BNYM across critical systems, (ii) Remote access certifications by SWIB staff, (iii) Training of Divisional Business Coordinators and support of business continuity plan creation and maintenance. (iv) Training SWIB management and staff as well as coordinate  testing of the disaster recovery and emergency action plans.

		8		Vendor Management		Risks associated with the outsourcing of business processes.  Includes risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively implement, monitor and enforce the vendor management program.		Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation		Moderate		Moderate		Moderate		0		- ERM developed an action plan to address this recommendation that was approved by SWIB's Senior Managers and was part of SWIB's 2016 Strategic Plan. Per the plan, quarterly milestones were identified, documented, and executed.
- Q4 action items were accelerated into Q3 and completed.  They include documenting short-term and long-term mitigations, and an estimated timeline for implementation. 
- The findings were documented in a white paper that was presented to the ERCC on 09/22/16.
- Decisions made include implementing short-term activities in 2017, while defering long-term activities to 2018 and beyond.

		9		Information Management		Risks associated with the lack of data control, governance and integrity resulting from implementation of enhanced mobile device functionality without adequate and effective data security oversight.		Data Management
Governance/Leadership
Business Capabilities & Planning
Financial Systems & Controls		High		Unlikely		Moderate		0		- ERM partnered with IT and Data Management Teams to drive this initiative.
- A draft of the data classification policy was created and used by IT to approximate resource estimates for implementation.
- Decisions made include (i) focusing short-term efforts around mitigation of information classified as PII (SS#'s) in by March 2017 and (ii) long-term efforts to build out SWIB's infrastructure to accomodate security classifications and controls being deferred to 2018.

		10		Misc. Processes		Risks associated with investment processes such as external manager insurance coverage, offshore transaction reconciliation, investment compensation, etc.		Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation
Workforce						TBD				- During the course of ARIES risk assessments, or internal control process reviews, ERM often uncovers an associated risk or issue that needs addressing.  These risks tend to rate from low to medium and may be addressed quickly depending on the timing and availability of key stakeholders.











































ScoringMatrix

		RISK SCORE CALCULATION						DO NOT ADD, MOVE OR REMOVE COLUMNS/ROWS

																		Risk Score Matrix

				Impact		Likelihood		Velocity				Weights		%								Impact												Rating		Min		Max		Range

				(5) Critical		(5) Expected		N/A				Impact		60%								1		2		3		4		5				Critical		4.21		5.00		0.79

				(4) High		(4) Likely		(3) Immediate				Likelihood		40%				Likelihood		1		Negligible (1.0)		Negligible (1.6)		Low (2.2)		Moderate (2.8)		Moderate (3.4)				High		3.41		4.20		0.79

				(3) Moderate		(3) Possible		(2) Days				Velocity		0%						2		Negligible (1.4)		Low (2.0)		Low (2.6)		Moderate (3.2)		High (3.8)				Moderate		2.61		3.40		0.79

				(2) Low		(2) Unlikely		(1) Gradual						100%						3		Negligible (1.8)		Low (2.4)		Moderate (3.0)		High (3.6)		High (4.2)				Low		1.81		2.60		0.79

				(1) Incidental		(1) Remote														4		Low (2.2)		Moderate (2.8)		Moderate (3.4)		High (4.0)		Critical (4.6)				Negligible		1.00		1.80		0.80

																				5		Low (2.6)		Moderate (3.2)		High (3.8)		Critical (4.4)		Critical (5.0)



																		Risk Score Matrix - Names

																						Impact

																						1		2		3		4		5

																		Likelihood		1		Negligible		Negligible		Low		Moderate		Moderate

																				2		Negligible		Low		Low		Moderate		High

																				3		Negligible		Low		Moderate		High		High

																				4		Low		Moderate		Moderate		High		Critical

																				5		Low		Moderate		High		Critical		Critical

																		Risk Score Matrix - Calculations

																						Impact

																						1		2		3		4		5

																		Likelihood		1		1.00		1.60		2.20		2.80		3.40

																				2		1.40		2.00		2.60		3.20		3.80

																				3		1.80		2.40		3.00		3.60		4.20

																				4		2.20		2.80		3.40		4.00		4.60

																				5		2.60		3.20		3.80		4.40		5.00
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ID Risk Category Risk Description Related Domains
Res. 

Rating
Trend Comments

7
Business 

Continuity

Risks that may impact SWIB's 
abil ity to effectively plan for 
recovery and business continuity 
in the event of a disaster, hazard 
situation, or other business 
interruption.

All

M
od

er
at

e

- Business Continuity (BC) has formed an Incident Command Team (ICT) that is responsible for 
tactical command and control of response and recovery activities in the event of a disruption to 
business operations. The incident command team util izes an Emergency Action Plan to assess 
the impact severity and duration of the disruption in addition to being a guide the recovery 
processes. 
- Typical BC activities include (i) Joint exercises between SWIB and BNYM across critical systems, 
(i i) Remote access certifications by SWIB staff, (i i i) Training of Divisional Business Coordinators 
and support of business continuity plan creation and maintenance. (iv) Training SWIB 
management and staff as well  as coordinate  testing of the disaster recovery and emergency 
action plans.

8 Vendor 
Management

Risks associated with the 
outsourcing of business processes.  
Includes risks that may impact 
SWIB's abil ity to effectively 
implement, monitor and enforce 
the vendor management program.

Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation

M
od

er
at

e

- ERM developed an action plan to address this recommendation that was approved by SWIB's 
Senior Managers and was part of SWIB's 2016 Strategic Plan. Per the plan, quarterly milestones 
were identified, documented, and executed.
- Q4 action items were accelerated into Q3 and completed.  They include documenting short-term 
and long-term mitigations, and an estimated timeline for implementation. 
- The findings were documented in a white paper that was presented to the ERCC on 09/22/16.
- Decisions made include implementing short-term activities in 2017, while defering long-term 
activities to 2018 and beyond.

9 Information 
Management

Risks associated with the lack of 
data control, governance and 
integrity resulting from 
implementation of enhanced 
mobile device functionality 
without adequate and effective 
data security oversight.

Data Management
Governance/Leadership
Business Capabilities & 

Planning
Financial Systems & 

Controls
M

od
er

at
e

- ERM partnered with IT and Data Management Teams to drive this initiative.
- A draft of the data classification policy was created and used by IT to approximate resource 
estimates for implementation.
- Decisions made include (i) focusing short-term efforts around mitigation of information 
classified as PII (SS#'s) in by March 2017 and (i i) long-term efforts to build out SWIB's 
infrastructure to accomodate security classifications and controls being deferred to 2018.

10 Misc. Processes

Risks associated with investment 
processes and services.  Examples 
include external manager 
insurance coverage, offshore 
transaction reconcil iation, fin. 
Inst. Bond procurement, etc.

Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation

Workforce

TB
D

- During the course of ARIES risk assessments, or internal control process reviews, ERM often 
uncovers an associated risk or issue that needs addressing.  These risks tend to rate from low to 
medium and may be addressed quickly depending on the timing and availabil ity of key 
stakeholders.

Key Takeaways
 None of the risks are critical (red) or approaching critical status.
 ERM will continue to monitor these risks & report them to the ERCC.
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		ID		Risk Category		Risk Description		Related Domains		Impact		Likelih'd		Res. Rating		Trend		Comments

		1		ARIES Program		Risks associated with adverse impacts to the organization (e.g., delays, budget over runs, resource drain, BAU interruption, and over-reliance on vendors, etc.) resulting from the implementation of the ARIES Program.		Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls
Workforce
Data Management		High		Moderate		High		0		- Many key projects and systems went live recently.  SWIB is entering the final three month period of the ARIES Program.  As such, effective coordination, governance, and communication will be critical during this time period.
- ERM performed the 2017 Q1 risk assessment, as scheduled.  ERM updated risks and mitigations previously documented, discussed results with key project and program personnel.

		2		Operational Support and Readiness		Risks associated with SWIB's ability to support the transition from ARIES Program to BAU in a manner that is both sustainable and cost effective.		Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management
Investment Operations & Controls		High		Moderate		Moderate		2		- Continue application of the ERM ARIES risk assessment process from the past two years to the conclusion of the ARIES project in mid-2017.  
- Transition the risk assessments from the Project state to Business as Usual state.  
- Develop and periodically maintain a database of BAU risks as the risks transition from the Project phase to BAU. 
- Assess the risks associated with supporting SWIB’s new infrastructure, investment strategy and new operating model in the post-ARIES environment.

		3		Data Dependency		Risks associated with SWIB's dependence on receiving timely, accurate and complete data.		Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls
Data Management		High		Moderate		Moderate		1		- OnCore Delivery went live in December 2016.  SWIB continues with post-deployment activities.  Open items were transitioned to BAU or other projects.
- IBOR Delivery phase 1 (which focuses on pushing data into front office systems) testing continues across SWIB systems.  Project teams are closely monitoring testing as unforseen defects could potentially impact timelines.

		4		Internal Control Oversight		Risks associated with inadequate control structures resulting from changes in business processes impacted by ARIES implementation.		Financial Systems & Controls
Investment Operations & Controls
Business Continuity
Business Capabilities & Planning		Moderate		Unlikely		Moderate		0		- ERM is currently working with key staff and consultants to understand and identify changes to SWIB's control environment that have or will result from ARIES implementation.
- ERM is also assessing how changes to SWIB business process as a result of ARIES implementation will impact risks.

		5		Post ARIES Project Stabilization		Risks associate with the post ARIES project stabilization effort.   		TBD						TBD				Projects will be managed by SWIB's PMO.

		6		Cyber-security Risk		Risks associated with cyber attacks and the extent of business interruption.		Business Continuity
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management		High		Unlikely		Moderate		1		- ERM and IT are working together to evaluate industry risks and threats, and their likelihood of impacting SWIB.
- ERM, IT and Business Continuity teams are also working together to ascertain SWIB readiness from an infrastructure and control standpoint (hardware and software).  
- ERM and IT are working together to prepare a response plan for cybersecurity events (e.g., ransomware, etc.) that impact SWIB.

		7		Business Continuity		Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively plan for recovery and business continuity in the event of a disaster, hazard situation, or other business interruption.		All						Moderate		1		- Business Continuity (BC) has formed an Incident Command Team (ICT) that is responsible for tactical command and control of response and recovery activities in the event of a disruption to business operations. The incident command team utilizes an Emergency Action Plan to assess the impact severity and duration of the disruption in addition to being a guide the recovery processes. 
- Typical BC activities include (i) Joint exercises between SWIB and BNYM across critical systems, (ii) Remote access certifications by SWIB staff, (iii) Training of Divisional Business Coordinators and support of business continuity plan creation and maintenance. (iv) Training SWIB management and staff as well as coordinate  testing of the disaster recovery and emergency action plans.

		8		Vendor Management		Risks associated with the outsourcing of business processes.  Includes risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively implement, monitor and enforce the vendor management program.		Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation		Moderate		Moderate		Moderate		0		- ERM developed an action plan to address this recommendation that was approved by SWIB's Senior Managers and was part of SWIB's 2016 Strategic Plan. Per the plan, quarterly milestones were identified, documented, and executed.
- Q4 action items were accelerated into Q3 and completed.  They include documenting short-term and long-term mitigations, and an estimated timeline for implementation. 
- The findings were documented in a white paper that was presented to the ERCC on 09/22/16.
- Decisions made include implementing short-term activities in 2017, while defering long-term activities to 2018 and beyond.

		9		Information Management		Risks associated with the lack of data control, governance and integrity resulting from implementation of enhanced mobile device functionality without adequate and effective data security oversight.		Data Management
Governance/Leadership
Business Capabilities & Planning
Financial Systems & Controls		High		Unlikely		Moderate		0		- ERM partnered with IT and Data Management Teams to drive this initiative.
- A draft of the data classification policy was created and used by IT to approximate resource estimates for implementation.
- Decisions made include (i) focusing short-term efforts around mitigation of information classified as PII (SS#'s) in by March 2017 and (ii) long-term efforts to build out SWIB's infrastructure to accomodate security classifications and controls being deferred to 2018.

		10		Misc. Processes		Risks associated with investment processes and services.  Examples include external manager insurance coverage, offshore transaction reconciliation, fin. Inst. Bond procurement, etc.		Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation
Workforce						TBD				- During the course of ARIES risk assessments, or internal control process reviews, ERM often uncovers an associated risk or issue that needs addressing.  These risks tend to rate from low to medium and may be addressed quickly depending on the timing and availability of key stakeholders.











































ScoringMatrix

		RISK SCORE CALCULATION						DO NOT ADD, MOVE OR REMOVE COLUMNS/ROWS

																		Risk Score Matrix

				Impact		Likelihood		Velocity				Weights		%								Impact												Rating		Min		Max		Range

				(5) Critical		(5) Expected		N/A				Impact		60%								1		2		3		4		5				Critical		4.21		5.00		0.79

				(4) High		(4) Likely		(3) Immediate				Likelihood		40%				Likelihood		1		Negligible (1.0)		Negligible (1.6)		Low (2.2)		Moderate (2.8)		Moderate (3.4)				High		3.41		4.20		0.79

				(3) Moderate		(3) Possible		(2) Days				Velocity		0%						2		Negligible (1.4)		Low (2.0)		Low (2.6)		Moderate (3.2)		High (3.8)				Moderate		2.61		3.40		0.79

				(2) Low		(2) Unlikely		(1) Gradual						100%						3		Negligible (1.8)		Low (2.4)		Moderate (3.0)		High (3.6)		High (4.2)				Low		1.81		2.60		0.79

				(1) Incidental		(1) Remote														4		Low (2.2)		Moderate (2.8)		Moderate (3.4)		High (4.0)		Critical (4.6)				Negligible		1.00		1.80		0.80

																				5		Low (2.6)		Moderate (3.2)		High (3.8)		Critical (4.4)		Critical (5.0)



																		Risk Score Matrix - Names

																						Impact

																						1		2		3		4		5

																		Likelihood		1		Negligible		Negligible		Low		Moderate		Moderate

																				2		Negligible		Low		Low		Moderate		High

																				3		Negligible		Low		Moderate		High		High

																				4		Low		Moderate		Moderate		High		Critical

																				5		Low		Moderate		High		Critical		Critical

																		Risk Score Matrix - Calculations

																						Impact

																						1		2		3		4		5

																		Likelihood		1		1.00		1.60		2.20		2.80		3.40

																				2		1.40		2.00		2.60		3.20		3.80

																				3		1.80		2.40		3.00		3.60		4.20

																				4		2.20		2.80		3.40		4.00		4.60

																				5		2.60		3.20		3.80		4.40		5.00
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Risk Category Prior* Curren Trend* Risk Category Prior* Curren Trend* Risk Category Prior* Curren Trend* Risk Category Prior* Curren Trend* Prior* Curren Trend**

COMMUNICATIONS & 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS

INVESTMENT STRATEGY & 
POLICY DESIGN

BUSINESS CONTINUITY DATA MANAGEMENT

SECURITY & 
INFRASTRUCTURE

INVESTMENT RISK 
MANAGEMENT

INVESTMENT OPERATIONS 
& CONTROLS

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS & 
CONTROLS

GEOPOLITICAL / 
EMERGING

INVESTMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION

WORKFORCE COMPLIANCE

LEGISLATIVE / 
REGULATORY

INHERENT MARKET RISKS NR NR TECHNOLOGY & SYSTEMS 
MANAGEMENT

VENDOR / SERVICE 
PROVIDER

Critical Low
High Negligible

Moderate Not Rated

TRENDSRISK RATINGS

Risks that may impact the availabil ity of an 
adequate knowledgeable workforce with 
sufficient training and skil ls to meet 
organizational goals and objectives.
- Compensation & Incentive Comp.
- Employee Conduct
- Hiring & Onboarding

Risks that may impact SWIB's abil ity to 
vimplement, monitor and enforce 
compliance management. Includes risks 
that may impact compliance with policies.
- Ethics Policy
- Investment Guidelines
- Regulatory Reporting

Risks that may impact creating and 
achieving relevant business plan 
objectives and action plans that are 
aligned with strategic risks.
- ARIES Program Management
- Project Management
- Transition Management

Increasing

Risks that may impact appropriate levels 
of operational controls in place to 
safeguard the facil ity, employees, visitors, 
assets, and equipment.  Includes risks 
that may impact security that protects 
sensitive data and loss of information.
- Facilities Management
- Health & Safety

Managing the Environment Managing the Assets Managing the Organization Managing the Strategy
Risk Category

Risks that may impact effective 
communications and relationships with 
key stakeholders who require a high level 
of confidence in SWIB.
- Internal Communication
- External Communication (PR, Media, etc.)

Risks that may impact SWIB's abil ity to 
effectively and appropriately design the 
investment guidelines and objectives.
- Strategic Asset Allocation Design
- Capital Market Assumptions
- Asset Liability Management

Risks that may impact SWIB's abil ity to 
effectively plan for recovery and business 
continuity in the event of a disaster, hazard 
situation, or other business interruption.
- Planning & Testing
- Disaster Recovery (IT)

Risks that business resource data might 
be inaccurate, incomplete, or not 
available for appropriate decision making 
due to insufficient data governance.
- Data Management Framework
- Data Quality

Risks of ineffective delegations, 
governance committees, policies and 
procedures, and leadership that may 
impact timely decisions that guide SWIB to 
meet its strategic goals and objectives.
- "Tone at the Top"
- Ethics & Standards of Conduct

Risks that may impact the capabilities to 
effectively monitor, manage and report on 
investment risks.
- Monitoring & Reporting Capabilities
- Transitioning & Rebalancing
- Leverage/Overlay
- Derivatives

* Inputs to prior and current risk ratings are the result of one or a combination of evaluation approaches determined to be appropriate by SWIB's Enterprise Risk (ERM) 
Division.  Approaches may include application of the ERM Framework, ARIES risk assessment process, or the independent judgement of ERM supported by other material and 
relevant information.  Ratings calculated using the ERM Framework are based on residual scores (i .e., after mitigations and controls are considered) obtained from one or 
more underlying risks associated with the domain.

No Change
Decreasing

April 2017ERM Dashboard

FRAUD DETECTION & 
PREVENTION / FIDUCIARY

Risks that may impact SWIB and staff 
resulting from a failure to comply with 
state and federal laws, rules and 
regulations, monitor regulatory trends, 
perform contract due dil igence, obtain 
external counsel, etc.
- Delegated Authority
- External Counsel

Risks associated with exposures that are 
inherently present in financial 
instruments, and assumed when investing 
or managed against a benchmark.
- Credit Risk
- Currency Risk
- Interest Rate Risk
- Liquidity Risk

Risks that may impact SWIB's abil ity to 
provide a highly reliable, accessible, 
available technology infrastructure that 
meets enterprise-wide information needs.
- Systems Management
- Design, Development & Testing
- Solution Implementation

Risks inherently associated with 
outsourcing of business processes.  
Includes risks that may impact SWIB's 
abil ity to implement, monitor and enforce 
the vendor management program.
- Reliance on Critical Vendors
- Vendor Management Lifecycle

Risks that may impact adherence to ethical 
standards, core values, and guiding 
behaviors. Includes the protection of 
assets, integrity, and credibil ity through 
fraud detection & prevention.
  - Internal Controls 
  - Fiduciary Duty
  - Internal/External Audits

STRATEGIC

Risks associated with changes in the 
global political and/or public pension 
fund environment that impact SWIB's 
abil ity to adequately and effectively fulfi l  
its mission and vision.
- Cybersecurity
- Worst Case Scenarios

Risks associated with investment 
decisions made in an attempt to achieve 
investment objectives for total fund, asset 
class and portfolio mandates.
- Asset Allocation
- Portfolio Management
- Operational Due Diligence

Risks that may impact SWIB's investment 
control framework to effectively manage 
and oversee performance measurement and 
investment operations processes.
- Cash Management
- IBOR / ABOR
- Trade Operations

Risks that may impact SWIB's abil ity to 
effectively and adequately manage and 
oversee the accounting for plan assets, 
budgeting and planning, financial 
reporting, procurement, cost allocation, 
etc.
- Procurement & Accounts Payable
- General Ledger & Financial Reporting
    

Risks of achieving strategic goals and 
effectively planning and implementing 
objectives and initiatives to meet SWIB's 
vision, mission, goals and objectives.
- Mission & Vision
- Alignment of Goals with Time Horizon
- Organizational Goals & Objectives

BUSINESS CAPABILITIES & 
PLANNING

GOVERNANCE / 
LEADERSHIP

WORKING DOCUMENT

Key Takeaways
 There are no known critical (red) risks, or risks that are approaching critical status.
 ERM will continue to monitor and report existing risks.
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		ERM Dashboard																																		April 2017

		Managing the Environment								Managing the Assets								Managing the Organization																Managing the Strategy

		Risk Category		Prior*		Current*		Trend**		Risk Category		Prior*		Current*		Trend**		Risk Category		Prior*		Current*		Trend**		Risk Category		Prior*		Current*		Trend**		Risk Category				Prior*		Current*		Trend**

		COMMUNICATIONS & EXTERNAL RELATIONS						1		INVESTMENT STRATEGY & POLICY DESIGN						1		BUSINESS CONTINUITY						1		DATA MANAGEMENT						1		GOVERNANCE / LEADERSHIP								1

		Risks that may impact effective communications and relationships with key stakeholders who require a high level of confidence in SWIB.
- Internal Communication
- External Communication (PR, Media, etc.)								Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively and appropriately design the investment guidelines and objectives.
- Strategic Asset Allocation Design
- Capital Market Assumptions
- Asset Liability Management								Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively plan for recovery and business continuity in the event of a disaster, hazard situation, or other business interruption.
- Planning & Testing
- Disaster Recovery (IT)								Risks that business resource data might be inaccurate, incomplete, or not available for appropriate decision making due to insufficient data governance.
- Data Management Framework
- Data Quality								Risks of ineffective delegations, governance committees, policies and procedures, and leadership that may impact timely decisions that guide SWIB to meet its strategic goals and objectives.
- "Tone at the Top"
- Ethics & Standards of Conduct

		SECURITY & INFRASTRUCTURE						1		INVESTMENT RISK MANAGEMENT						1		INVESTMENT OPERATIONS & CONTROLS						1		FINANCIAL SYSTEMS & CONTROLS						1		STRATEGIC								1

		Risks that may impact appropriate levels of operational controls in place to safeguard the facility, employees, visitors, assets, and equipment.  Includes risks that may impact security that protects sensitive data and loss of information.
- Facilities Management
- Health & Safety								Risks that may impact the capabilities to effectively monitor, manage and report on investment risks.
- Monitoring & Reporting Capabilities
- Transitioning & Rebalancing
- Leverage/Overlay
- Derivatives								Risks that may impact SWIB's investment control framework to effectively manage and oversee performance measurement and investment operations processes.
- Cash Management
- IBOR / ABOR
- Trade Operations								Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to effectively and adequately manage and oversee the accounting for plan assets, budgeting and planning, financial reporting, procurement, cost allocation, etc.
- Procurement & Accounts Payable
- General Ledger & Financial Reporting
- Financial Planning & Analysis								Risks of achieving strategic goals and effectively planning and implementing objectives and initiatives to meet SWIB's vision, mission, goals and objectives.
- Mission & Vision
- Alignment of Goals with Time Horizon
- Organizational Goals & Objectives

		GEOPOLITICAL / EMERGING						1		INVESTMENT IMPLEMENTATION						1		WORKFORCE						1		COMPLIANCE						1		BUSINESS CAPABILITIES & PLANNING								1

		Risks associated with changes in the global political and/or public pension fund environment that impact SWIB's ability to adequately and effectively fulfil its mission and vision.
- Cybersecurity
- Worst Case Scenarios								Risks associated with investment decisions made in an attempt to achieve investment objectives for total fund, asset class and portfolio mandates.
- Asset Allocation
- Portfolio Management
- Operational Due Diligence								Risks that may impact the availability of an adequate knowledgeable workforce with sufficient training and skills to meet organizational goals and objectives.
- Compensation & Incentive Comp.
- Employee Conduct
- Hiring & Onboarding								Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to vimplement, monitor and enforce compliance management. Includes risks that may impact compliance with policies.
- Ethics Policy
- Investment Guidelines
- Regulatory Reporting								Risks that may impact creating and achieving relevant business plan objectives and action plans that are aligned with strategic risks.
- ARIES Program Management
- Project Management
- Transition Management

		LEGISLATIVE / REGULATORY						1		INHERENT MARKET RISKS		NR		NR				TECHNOLOGY & SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT						1		VENDOR / SERVICE PROVIDER						1		FRAUD DETECTION & PREVENTION / FIDUCIARY								1

		Risks that may impact SWIB and staff resulting from a failure to comply with state and federal laws, rules and regulations, monitor regulatory trends, perform contract due diligence, obtain external counsel, etc.
- Delegated Authority
- External Counsel
- Records Retention								Risks associated with exposures that are inherently present in financial instruments, and assumed when investing or managed against a benchmark.
- Credit Risk
- Currency Risk
- Interest Rate Risk
- Liquidity Risk								Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to provide a highly reliable, accessible, available technology infrastructure that meets enterprise-wide information needs.
- Systems Management
- Design, Development & Testing
- Solution Implementation								Risks inherently associated with outsourcing of business processes.  Includes risks that may impact SWIB's ability to implement, monitor and enforce the vendor management program.
- Reliance on Critical Vendors
- Vendor Management Lifecycle								Risks that may impact adherence to ethical standards, core values, and guiding behaviors. Includes the protection of assets, integrity, and credibility through fraud detection & prevention.
  - Internal Controls 
  - Fiduciary Duty
  - Internal/External Audits



		* Inputs to prior and current risk ratings are the result of one or a combination of evaluation approaches determined to be appropriate by SWIB's Enterprise Risk (ERM) Division.  Approaches may include application of the ERM Framework, ARIES risk assessment process, or the independent judgement of ERM supported by other material and relevant information.  Ratings calculated using the ERM Framework are based on residual scores (i.e., after mitigations and controls are considered) obtained from one or more underlying risks associated with the domain.
** Trend indicates ERM's projection of category rating based on expected changes to processes, material and relevant information, and/or events that impact enterprise risks.																																RISK RATINGS				TRENDS

																																		Critical		Low		Increasing				2

																																		High		Negligible		No Change				1

																																		Moderate		Not Rated		Decreasing				0
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ARIES Risk Assessment Summary

8

 Role of ERM in the ARIES Risk Assessment Process
• Advise project teams on identifying and managing their risks
• Assure that risks are appropriately updated and documented
• Provide the ERCC and Board with risk summary update

Key Risk Rating Trend Summary

Resources/Planning
- Risk of not meeting resource 

needs; requires re-planning 
and/or restructuring

Moderate

 ARIES enhancements have revealed the need for new skillsets and additional resources in 
certain areas.  Risk mitigation techniques include cross-training, filling vacant positions and 
requests for new positions.

 Knowledge transfer from consultants to internal SWIB staff is occurring as part of a transition 
plan.

 Planning for business and project governance during the post-ARIES stabilization is underway.  

Schedule/Timeline
- Risk of not meeting 

established timelines
High

 As the program approaches the 6/30 end date, the threat of unexpected delays that impact 
timelines has been reduced.

 Current ongoing system testing is not expected to adversely impact timelines.

Budget
- Risk of unexpected expenses 

beyond budget
Moderate

 As the program approaches the 6/30 end date, management has higher visibility to actual 
costs as unexpected budget impacts have a lower occurrence likelihood.

 Anticipated remaining costs are within budget tolerance.

Vendor/Service Provider
- Risk of unexpected service 

interruption from vendors; 
impacts implementation

High

 The Program is highly dependent on the ability of key vendors to meet the organizations 
expectations. 

 Frequent communication and coordination between SWIB and key vendors is adequate to 
keep the vendors aligned with SWIB deadlines and ensure timely resolution of any 
unexpected issues.

Key Takeaways
 ARIES Program remains on-time and on-budget.
 Program and project risks have been identified and are actively being managed. Mitigations are in place.
 None of the known risks are critical, and overall risk rating has declined to moderate levels as the project nears 

completion.
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ARIES Risk Statistics – April 2017
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Breakdown of Active Risks by ARIES Project

Negligible

Low

Moderate

High

Key Takeaways

 Approx. 127 risks are identified, monitored and 
reported.  Almost 3/4 of those risks have been 
closed or trasferred to other projects.

 As we approach June 30, expect all of these risks to 
either close, or be transferred to post stabilization 
projects.

 The majority of the remaining projects have only 
moderate risks.

 The ARIES Project Management Team is aware of 
these risks and managing the mitigations.  ERM will 
continue monitoring these risks until June 30.
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						Instructions

						1) Obtain ARIES Risk Reports (WorkFront)

						A)		Method 1 - Click the "ARIES Implementation - Risk Report" Link displayed in the scheduled report email from "noreply@attask.com"

						B)		Method 2 - Open WorkFront (https://swib.attask-ondemand.com/myWork), search "ARIES Implementation - Risk Report" and run



						2) Export Report to Excel (xlsx)

								Select "Export" dropdown menu on the left side, select "Excel (xlsx)"



						3) Copy report contents into this report

								On the report (xlsx), select all cells, right-click and select "copy"

								Activate this report, tab "Updates"

								Select cell A1, right click and select paste



						4) Run Macro





















Run Formatting
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Uploader (3-22-17)

										Enterprise Risk Management

		Area:				ARIES Program				Risk & Control Assessment																										Data as of: 

		Project:				System Retirement - Legacy PACE																														March 22, 2017



		Project		Risk ID		Description		Rank		Category		Risk Notes		Inherent Risk						Mitigations & Controls		Residual Risk						Scoring Rationale		Risk Owner		Response		Status		Comments		Added on:		Updated on:		Updated by:

														Impact		Likelihood		Rating				Impact		Likelihood		Rating

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208657		Barclays POINT vendor support		1		Vendor/Service Provider		The support that SWIB is starting to receive is decreasing. The dedicated implementation team that was assigned to SWIB has been unresponsive, and the main contact there (Badr) sometimes takes multiple days to return an email/phone call		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Continue to monitor and escalate to senior client service contact at Barclays. A dedicated contact for issue resolution was requested on 3/16		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		3/16/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208656		Developer/resource constraints		1		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Deliverable extensions		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		11/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208663		Expected POINT staff attrition		1		Vendor/Service Provider		Barclays staff leave prior to product retirement:
- Knowledge drain
- Decreased quality of support		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		- Develop power user among SWIB staff
- Hold recurring meetings with point support to stay ahead of issues		3 - Moderate		5 - Expected		3.8				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208658		Support for Phase 2 Implementation will discontinue after April		1		Vendor/Service Provider		Barclays stated that all implementation will not be supported after April 30		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		- Reprioritize phase 2 scope items		3 - Moderate		5 - Expected		3.8				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was never realized.  Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208645		Short Term Securities data availability		4		Vendor/Service Provider		There are ongoing risks around the availability of data for Short Term securities, specifically Commercial Paper, Industry classification and S&P and Moody's ratings.		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Research is being done to source this data from Bloomberg or PACE		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Decision was made by Todd and team to no longer pursue implementing short term in POINT		5/3/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208646		Quality of data for Short Term Securities		1		Vendor/Service Provider				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Other data providers, including Bloomberg and CRD are being looked at to source the data		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Decision made by Todd Ludgate and team to no longer pursue implementing short term on POINT		5/3/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208654		Barclays Contract Issue		1		Compliance & Legal		Barclays still has not signed the contract with SWIB. They have cited a vendor issue as the reason and are unable to provide us with a timeline. They have currently provided a letter that provides an outline of the cost and length of the contract that will be offered once the contract is signed.		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Legal to contact Barclays if letter received is not acceptable		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Contract issue was resolved		9/1/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208643		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Long-Term)- the BNY Mellon IBOR feed will not be available by July 2016.				Data Management		Phase 1 will monitor this risk in advance of Phase 2		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Program restructured projects into OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery. POINT will be implemented with Interim Data (Legacy PACE).  The IBOR Delivery project will delivery IBOR data to consuming systems		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		i.) Enables the workstream to manage the expectations are the availability and quality on data; 
ii) provides the best available data in the interim		Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure 

Timely data delivery of data is a risk of the IBOR Delivery project		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208644		Resource Availability - SWIB internal resource availability				Business Capabilities		Project team must work with developers and business analysts to ensure availability		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		The mitigation plan is to identify the required key resources and put in place a strategy to relieve them of their day-to-day job demands. 

Limit key man risk across the project by cross training project resources and organizing project flow and collaboration to mitigate the risk.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208661		Barclays initiates the 3 month termination clause in the contract prior to the expected end date		1		Vendor/Service Provider		In the contract, there is a 90 day without cause termination clause that Barclays could enact at any point. Consequently, a contingency plan needs to be put in place with a backup option		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Determine fallback option (FactSet, Wilshire Axiom)		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208641		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Short-Term) - What position data do we use to source the Front Office applications in the interim?				Data Management				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Dedicated resource responsible for manually scrubbing data on a daily basis to ensure a higher level of quality		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208642		Strategy and Trade Group Identification - Availability of  a mechanism to identify Strategies and Trade Groups				Strategy				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Have a dedicated resource responsible for manually entering these tags into the Front Office systems		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.  No additional tagging requirements identified at time of go live		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208636		Resource Availability - Citisoft resource availability				Vendor/Service Provider				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		The mitigation plan is to identify the required Citisoft resources and obtain them for SWIB		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208639		Multiple applications duplicating the calculation of similar risk and attribution analytics within the Future State Operating Model - The risk of confusion in the future state operating model  due to multiple systems calculating the same investment risk factors and attributes				Business Capabilities		The selected application model illustrates there will be multiple applications calculating performance attribution and investment risk factors. There will one core application, a supplemental application and a asset specific application within the Front Office and then Primary Book of Record at the enhanced service provider generating a series of Risk and Attribution analytics. As each application is based on different risk models the results will differ.  The metrics in each of these systems are not meant to reconcile to each other given that the models used to derive these data points are different across each application. Having multiple views of risk can be attractive to an Investment Risk / Portfolio Manager and it is logical to want to understand the correlation between the different results or models. Understanding this correlation will require significant a large manual effort on SWIB’s behalf which will detract from two of the major goals of the Front Office implementation; reducing manual processing and freeing up the investment team’s time from creating reports.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		The mitigation plan is to build policies and procedures that will identify the purpose of each of the applications in the environment.  Also, to mitigate this risk the operating model will intentionally limit the number of users to Risk Manager (secondary risk system) and Barclays Point (Fixed Income Risk & Attribution). This will help control the scope of how these additional risk views will be utilized. Lastly, a mitigating factor is that there will be a level of consistency between Risk Manager and factsheet in that the Barra GEM factor model will be available to view within both systems.		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/19/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208659		Unexpected cost increase for Point to use Index data post close of deal				Vendor/Service Provider		Significant cost increase for use of indexes in Point once Bloomberg deal closes		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		- Contact Bloomberg product representative to investigate details of point acquisition - in progress		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Todd Ludgate		Defer action until future assessment		Transferred		Project went live in July - Aug.  Still need to confirm if these Indexes will be part of the Bloomberg package, or called out separately and BB will increase the price.  Transfer risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/9/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208635		Resource Availability - Barclays Point software provider capacity constraints - implementation on consultant availability.				Vendor/Service Provider				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		The mitigation plan is to work closely with Citisoft and Barclays to find the correct mix of consultants to help SWIB implement the Point implementation		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Barclays has resources - we just need to ensure the best ones are assigned to SWIB		Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/5/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208660		PORT will not meet SWIB's needs at the end of POINT's life		1		Business Continuity		Future Port solution product details are not available		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		- Contact Bloomberg product representative to investigate details of Point acquisition
- Evaluate other solutions		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure 

POINT contingency and long term replacement outside of the scope of ARIES.  Transferring to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208655		Unexpected cost increase for Barclays Indexes for SWIB's 3rd party tools post close of deal				Vendor/Service Provider		Currently $10k per tool (MSCI, Factset, Wilshire)		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		- Contact Bloomberg product representative to investigate details of point acquisition - in progress		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Todd Ludgate		Defer action until future assessment		Transferred		Project went live in July - Aug.  Still need to confirm if these Indexes will be part of the Bloomberg package, or called out separately and BB will increase the price.  Transfer risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/9/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208662		Barclays POINT will be retired		1		Vendor/Service Provider		Anytime after the close of the Barclays POINT sale to Bloomberg, POINT could be retired		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Implement a new FI solution		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208637		Quality Source Data Availability (History)- Availability of quality historical data to support the implementation of selected Front Office Applications				Data Management		There have historically been issues with the quality of data in internal databases such as PACE. Therefore, if PACE was selected as the tool to retrieve historical data from there would need to be a significant data quality/scrubbing effort prior to loading this data into the selected Front Office Applications. Alternatively, if SWIB decides to retrieve historical data from BNYM there will be an issue with obtaining daily data such as holdings. This is due to the fact that BNYM maintains and stores data for SWIB on a monthly basis in IAS, CMS (soon to be GSP) and InvestOne. Lastly, BNYM sends SWIB’s instance of PACE holdings data on a daily basis which is not stored in BNYM systems. The Front Office implementation team has not explored the option of having BNYM retrieve these daily files in order to populate historical data required for the implementation of the Front Office Applications.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Utilize existing historical data available in FactSet and Wilshire		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Interim Data holdings from Legacy PACE implemented.  Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208640		There is a risk that BAU requests will interfere with Project items				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		BAU items and Project items will be tracked and force rank prioritized in one open item list. This will allow the team to communicate the impact of any BAU related requests to SWIB front office leadership in an effort to control the scope and volume of BAU request		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Eric Dyer		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		4/13/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208638		Organizational Change Management - understanding the impact of the organizational change to the SWIB Front Office could negatively impact the Front Office implementation workstream				Business Capabilities				2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4		The mitigation plan is to work with the SWIB Transformation Lead/SP&T/Communications/HR to plan and execute Organizational Change Management		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252409		Lack of Legacy PACE documentation leads to overlooked analysis, missed requirements, and rework.		1		Information Technology				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Regular review meetings with SWIB technical and data management employees and with end users to obtain historical information and identify current usage.		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252410		Priorities of other workstreams impact resource availability extending the project timeline.		2		Strategy				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Project planning identifying resource needs and timing along with regular meetings with management to ensure resource availability.		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252411		Key Person Risk - Barb Pearson - Internal subject matter experts have critical knowledge and expertise on specific Legacy PACE components which could impact project delivery timing and cost		3		Human Resources				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Regular meetings with SWIB SMEs		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252412		Eagle GPS resource assignment and availability impacts project quality and timeline		4		Vendor/Service Provider				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Work with BNYM/Eagle to ensure proper staffing skill sets and timeliness		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		OnCore Delivery		208868		The current project timeline does not have contingency time planned.		5		Business Capabilities		This is a Project and Program Risk.		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		1) Strong project governance and management.
2) The workstream implemented interim trade operations early to help front run some of the work that would otherwise have to be done as part of the overall project.
3) Scope is closely monitored and managed by minimizing deviations from the Eagle and BNY Mellon adopted standards, products and best practices.  Also, some less critical functionality / services have been mutually agreed to be implemented in a subsequent phase (Exchange Traded Options margin).

5/16 - 5/11: Date was moved to October go live.  Creating more aligned plan and detailed tasks so we are better able to identify and mitigate tasks that are falling behind.		3 - Moderate		5 - Expected		3.8		9/21/16 - Both organizations have acknowledged we are unable to Go-Live on the original target of 10/3.  BNYM is not operationally ready.  However, with the separation of OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery, the impact is much lower due to the OnCore data not being planned for distribution within SWIB until later.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		2/28/17: OnCore Services have been live since November.  IBOR delivery testing has not revealed any major data issues.
9/21/16: Date will be moved again past 10/3.  A new date is not yet agreed.
5/11: Date was moved to October go live.  Creating more aligned plan and detailed tasks so we are better able to identify and mitigate tasks that are falling behind.		10/27/14		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208867		Repurposing SWIB PACE to Spoke is a significant effort. *				Business Capabilities		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		SWIB PACE will be replaced with a new instance which will integrate easily with the BNYM Hub		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Using a new instance of PACE is the recommended path by BNYM.  They will play a mjaor role in establishing the new instance		Erich Huemoeller		Accept & monitor		Transferred		This risk has been transferred to the Data Management workstream.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208883		During the selection phase, SWIB accepted a level of risk associated with being the first client to utilize the full OnCore Suite of Services. Since then, we have learned that they are still developing solution integration  and they lack experience onboarding new clients.		3		Vendor/Service Provider		This is a Project and BAU risk		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		A 4th Mock Migration has been planned to perform additional tests of processes and use of tools.  The target go live date has also been extended to October 3rd versus June 30 which will allow additional testing.

Senior level emphasis has been placed on joint planning, interdependencies, risks, assumptions and focused project management,.

Contingency plans have been identified, such as manual processes versus automation.		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		We cannot mitigate the impact of the Migration process not being executed properly.  We can only reduce the likelihood by further testing the process.

5/16 - The risk is further mitigated with the deferral of IBOR Delivery.  This will give SWIB time post Go-Live to identify and mitigate any unforeseen service issues.		Enhanced Services Project Team & BNY Mellon		Enhance existing mitigations		Closed		2/28/17: This risk was realized and SWIB was compensated for it in the contract negotiation.  We will continue the Joint Executive Steering Committee until fully stable.  BNYM has incorporated SWIB's feedback into their product roadmap.		3/10/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208860		Service provider capacity constraints and staff turnover				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Agnostic to Provider		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Negotiate terms in the contract and SLA/KPI regarding critical staff turnover and maintain a strong governance structure to help manage resource assignments for the SWIB relationship.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		SWIB has little influence over the staff turnover at any service provider but knowing that the provider has a deep bench can reduce the impact.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208862		Significant SWIB culture change (personnel turnover, difficulty transitioning from role of doer (processing centric environment) to reviewer (risk based oversight model))				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		1) Manage change through communication, training and management support.
2) Strong working relationship with service provider.
3) Effective implementation of ARIES communication and organizational transition management plan.
4) Integrated and coordinated effort with Data Management and Front Office workstreams for joint transition related activities related to common stakeholders.
5) A large subset of IOFA staff impacted by the change are assigned to the project and being educated of the changes and the impact on the organization.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Clear, constant and open communication will lessen the likelihood and impact of staff's resistance to change.
1/20/16 - There will likely be a subset of end consumers of OnCore data who will not accept the quality of data and continue to maintain their independent spreadsheets and data validation processes.   This is not uncommon in large projects such as ARIES and will take time for staff to accept the changes and for SWIB to fully realize the benefits of ARIES.
9/21/16 - As we come closer to Go-Live and execute against the Transition Management activities, this becomes less likely.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Transferred		2/28/17: Good progress has been made in holding the BNYM team responsible.  This risk will close when FO consumes data through the IBOR Delivery project

Certain benefits realization will be deferred to IBOR Delivery.  

IOFA Staff are in "Ability" phase of ADKAR.  Due to resourcing constraints, Performance Staff are lagging through the progression of ADKAR phases.		10/27/14		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208874		BNY Mellon implementation methodology may not align with SWIB's request for iterative (phased) implementations				Business Capabilities		BNYM Implementation Risks		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Strong project governance and management to ensure adherance to the mutually agreed upon implementation schedule		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Changed to N/A.  SWIB is no longer asking BNYM to change their implementation approach.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Closed because we have negotiated a joint governance structure that has fully mitigated this risk.		2/17/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208861		Service provider not able to fulfill all of SWIB’s requirements. Not all aspects of the solution are fully integrated.				Investment Controls & Support		BNY Mellon Implementation Risk		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Ensure service provider has strong reconciliation & control environment to identify and address issues from non-STP processes.

Ensure service provider maintains state of the art technology.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Over time, integration and automation will replace the non-integrated aspects of the current environment; Identifying and resolving errors caused by manual intervention reduces the impact		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was identified as part of the selection phase.  As we complete requirements and issues are identified, risks will be added to highlight gaps in the service.  Therefore this risk is being closed.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208884		BNY Mellon's Derivatives Service Group operating model is not stable, increasing the risk of derivatives services to be fully integrated into Middle Office service platform.		2		Investment Controls & Support				4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Issues have been escalated to the Executive Level at both organizations. Meetings have been scheduled to address the project tasks that are behind and to discuss an Operating Model that will allow the organizations to get better aligned and the derivative services fully integrated into the Middle Office service platform.		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4				Shirley Eckes		Enhance existing mitigations		Transferred		2/28/17:  Transferred to BAU.  The service has stabilized but Derivatives continue to be an area of focus. If the complexity of the instruments increases, oversight will need to increase too.		5/2/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208879		The availability of Dashboard views may impact SWIB staff's ability to properly oversight BNY Mellon.  Because it is just now being developed, SWIB will be the "pilot" client and may experience the growing pains of helping BNYM develop functionality that is appropriate for client use.				Business Controls & Support		The availability of Dashboard views may impact SWIB's ability to properly oversight BNY Mellon and delivery timely updates to the front office staff.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Without Dashboard access or functionality, the SWIB team must be able to rely on Spoke data or BNY Mellon timely reporting to perform oversight of the Bank's services and to provide timely updated information to the front office staff.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		9/21/16 - We have acceptance criteria with BNYM for the project that in lieu of Dashboard functionality the Bank will provide acceptable reporting.  This may require more resourcing for SWIB to consume, but we have accepted this and are therefore closing the risk.

5/16/16 - With the introduction of IBOR Delivery as a deferred phase, the data being produced out of OnCore is less impactful to SWIB as an organization as it won't be integrated into the Front Office applications.  SWIB should then have more flexibility reacting to any issues post go-live.		Shirley Eckes		Defer action until future assessment		Closed				1/13/16		9/21/16		Salina Fruth

		OnCore Delivery		208864		Effort was made to fully define requirements to be consistent with Front Office needs.  Needs may not be consistent across the Front Office, therefore our solution may not address all views.		4		Strategy & Policy Design		This is a Project and Operational Risk.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Robust cross-functional working sessions to refine and align requirements.

Current timeline & budget won't permit material scope change.  Change will be managed through strong governance.

Assigned lead BA/PM (David Glenn) to identify and close open requirements. - COMPLETE (see Key Decision)

1/20/16 - If additional or revised Front Office requirements are identified, they will be evaluated against current project scope, timeline and budget and if warranted escalated to the ARIES program management team for program level prioritization and direction.

5/16/16 - This risk possibility is even greater given the division of projects to OnCore Delivery versus IBOR Delivery.

9/21/16 - Wit the separation of OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery, this risk will not come to fruition until the Front Office begins consuming OnCore data.  Therefore this risk is being transferred to IBOR.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		Heightened sponsors and project team awareness to help drive alignment.		Shirley Eckes		Enhance existing mitigations		Transferred				10/27/14		9/21/16		Salina Fruth

		OnCore Delivery		208863		Loss of direct control over technology and operations with significant reliance on service provider.  Less control over staff and service level as well as less ability to customize and develop bespoke solutions (service providers want standardization to achieve cost efficiency via scale in a controlled environment)				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		1) Contractual terms, service level standards, key performance indicators, strong oversight/ governance model.

2) Transparency into service provider operations including operational dashboard reporting.

3) Technology will be in-house to receive, store, and distribute data.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Strong SLAs and KPIs set expectations which reduces the likelihood; Owning the data in SWIB PACE reduces impact		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208885		Certain IOFA and Performance staff are over-allocated across BAU and Project work.		1		Investment Controls & Support		This is a Project and BAU Risk.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Dedicated more experienced IOFA staff to higher level project tasks and supplemented other work with the addition of project/temporary staff.  

This risk related to performance staff over-allocation has been escalated to PMT and Senior Managers to address.  No mitigation is in place yet.

9/21/16 - Additional staff have been added to mitigate this.  2 temp IOFA, 1 temp Performance and 1 Consultant Resource.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		At the time that staff were added this risk, certain Project tasks were already behind.  Therefore the risks still exists, though residual impact and likelihood have been reduced.		Shirley Eckes		Enhance existing mitigations		Transferred		2/28/17:  Transferred to IOFA BAU, IBOR Delivery and the Performance Project.  BAU effort levels have increased significantly more than the project work has decreased.  While the project is no longer at risk, the resources are still strained.  See Ops plan for resource planning in 2017.		5/2/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208877		There are experienced project resource constraints due to the timing of the FAS implementation, Interim Trade Flow implementation and unanticipated staff departures				Investment Implementation		This is a Project & Operational Risk.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		IOFA is assessing whether the risk is short term or long term and evaluating related mitigation strategies.  Resource relief is expected post FAS and interim trade flow implementations.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		With closure of FAS and Interim Trade project, the same resource constrain no longer exists.		6/16/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208869		Certain security types within BNYM still lack robust functionality and straight through processing automation (e.g. Tri-party Repo, Derivatives automation, Corporate Action Election Processing).				Strategy & Policy Design		Risk is Operational, Strategic and Project.		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		BNYM is working on automation development.  We will track progress as part of the OnCore project.  

If automation is not in place by go-live, the team will work to understand the manual processing and develop robust SLA/KPI measures to monitor error rates.

1/19/16 - We have mitigated some Derivatives risk by retaining the Exchange Traded Options collateral processing. We also know the Corporate Action Elections process will remain at Custody until BNY Mellon develops a Day 2 solution to meet SWIBs need.  Contingencies are being developed if the full build is not available by the go-live date, much of which related to manual processes.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		9/21/16 - BNYM has promised delivery of a Product Roadmap that will outline strategic enhancement and investments into the OnCore solution.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Transferred		2/28/17 - The risk of manual processes has been transferred to BAU and is being monitored through SLA/KPI
9/21/16 - If the development work is not complete and contingency processes implemented in order to meet project timeline, it will result in the transfer of project risk to BAU/operational risk due to the increase in manual processes requiring additional controls traditionally not required if automation/straight-thru processes were in place.		10/27/14		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208870		Lack of experience with public fund client (with dual role as asset owner and asset manager)				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		SWIB is an existing client for custody and back office as well as partial middle office functions. Several BNY Mellon staff know SWIB operations and understand SWIB needs. Can leverage these individuals during implementation of full middle office solution.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		The amount of SWIB knowledge at BNY Mellon reduces the likelihood that this will have an impact.  Incorporate in contract, key BNYM staff knowledgeable of SWIB to be part of the implementation project team.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This was identified as a risk during the Selection Phase.  Because the provider has been chosen, the risk is accepted and being Close.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208881		Testing Timeline is at risk				Strategy				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		We have added an ARIES/Citisoft project resource and are considering added IOFA temporary resources to help with the project load and write/execute tests.  Also, we are working with BNYM to streamline our testing approach by jointly using testing tools and some test scripts to alleviate duplicate effort.		5 - Critical		2 - Unlikely		3.8				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Risk is closed due to Go-Live date change.  Project was extended by 3 months; new date is 10/3/16.		1/19/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208880		Retirement of InvestONE, BNYM application and related processes that support SIF, is a Project Dependecy				Investment Controls & Support				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		5/16/16 - Barclay's POINT has been identified as the future solution for LIRM reporting.  Interim Data should satisfy the needs of Barclay's POINT.  That is planned to go live prior to OnCore Delivery.  The risk still exists should Interim Data no go live prior to the implementation of OnCore Delivery.  That is believed to be unlikely given the target date of late May.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2		9/21/16 - This will be Transitioned to the "System Retirement" project.  Activities to solution for the InvestONE report are already underway.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Transferred		2/28/17: Transferred to the InvestOne Retirement project		1/18/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208878		Certain BNYM, Citisoft and SWIB resources are key to the successful completion of the implementation.  If any of those resources were to leave the organization or project, it may impact the project timeline.				Strategy		This is a Project Risk		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		In reviewing with the ARIES PMT, SWIB Senior Managers and BNY Mellon project managers each are aware of the risk.  BNYM has assigned dual program managers.  There is also a deep pool of bench resources to help mitigate.  The BNY Mellon project team includes members of the eventual BAU team. 

The SWIB ES project team staff (Citisoft and SWIB) work closely together and have/can back each other up in unforeseen absences.   The SWIB project team includes staff of the eventual BAU team.  

Finally, there has  been and will continue to be active sponsor involvement in monitoring the workstream.		1 - Incidental		1 - Remote		1		9/21/16 - As we move closer to Go-Live and execute against the Transition Management activities, the key project team members mentioned are transitioning knowledge to the SWIB team.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed				6/16/15		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208882		Post Go Live Support may extend past 90 days				Business Controls & Support		Post Go Live Support may extend past 90 days		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Beginning discussion of needing a post go-live support plan developed and ARIES program/workstream roles and responsibilities.		3 - Moderate		1 - Remote		2.2		Initial ARIES planning included 90 day post go-live project support.  Based on lessons learned of Interim Trade project, FAS implementation, and the magnitude of the project scope, a 6 to 9 month post go-live support program will likely be needed and one that is integrated/coordinated with the other ARIES workstreams.

9/21/16 - We now anticipate that any major post go-live support needs can likely be absorbed by IBOR Delivery project staff.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		2/28/17: Post Go Live support was negotiated in the contract.		1/19/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208871		Some unique SWIB requirements may require manual processing within OnCore (e.g. sweeping of income to SIF/STIF, self borrow, etc.)				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		5 - Critical		2 - Unlikely		3.8		1) Strong reconciliation & control environment to identify and address any issues from non-STP processes.

2) BNY Mellon is strategic partner and will work towards improving integration and automation where volumes warrant.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2		It is not likely that BNY Mellon would automate every process.  The risk is not mitigated but is expected to have low impact.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was identified as part of the Selection Phase.  We are currently defining requirements for BNY Mellon.  When we reach solution design, if there are specific requirements BNYM can't meet, we will add risks to call those out separately.  Therefore we are closing this risk.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208872		Concentration of services with a single provider				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		1) Strong oversight/governance model.

2) SWIB will have technology in-house to receive, store and distribute data, enabling migration to another service provider if warranted.

3)Increasing Strategic Operational Flexibility by better positioning SWIB to be able to transition/migrate from one Service Provider to another (decoupling ABOR/IBOR).		2 - Minor		1 - Remote		1.6		Having strong governance and owning our data in  SWIB PACE will reduce the impact of this risk.  Incorporate provisions within contract to protect SWIB during a termination/exit/disengagement period.  Design processes and services to separate Middle and Back Office services allow for easier lift out of such  services.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208865		Inability to perform services for future strategies and asset types (i.e. new derivatives)				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Ensure service provider has strong reconciliation & control environment to identify and address issues from non-STP processes.

Ensure service provider maintains state of the art technology.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		Selection of a service provider who builds its service offering for multiple investment management clients greater in size and complexity than SWIB.  In addition, the service provider's willingness to address issues with new strategies and asset types via temporary work around will reduce the impact		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was identified as part of the Selection Phase.  Risk specific to automation around derivatives and the project implementation is captured elsewhere.  This is risk is being closed.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208875		Analysis of historical data needs may not identify all IOFA processes that use such data				Business Capabilities		BNYM Implementation Risks		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Historical data from the current version of PACE will be stored locally and the MiDAS infrastructure will allow for temporary queries if needed.

Confirm that all necessary historical Performance data is retrievable from BNY Mellon source systems.		2 - Minor		1 - Remote		1.6		The Business Intelligence tools are built to query databases		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Tasks within the project plan have been created to perform this analysis.  See Migration Plan activity.		2/1/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208866		Other, larger clients may drive future innovation				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Ensure seat on a client advisory board.

Note: This risk could be a benefit to SWIB.		3 - Moderate		1 - Remote		2.2		A seat on the client advisory board only helps if every seat's vote carries the same weight		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208873		SWIB PACE version tied to BNY Mellon PACE instance upgrade schedule *				Strategy		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		SWIB IT will manage and stay abreast of upgrade schedule and potential impacts to SWIB environment.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Low impact.  Individual upgrade projects will be coordinated as needed.		Erich Huemoeller		Accept & monitor		Transferred		This risk has been transferred to the data management workstream.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208876		MiDAS infrastructure is not able to extract and integrate unconverted historical data				Investment Controls & Support		MiDAS infrastructure is not able to extract and integrate unconverted historical data		1 - Incidental		2 - Unlikely		1.4		None listed		1 - Incidental		2 - Unlikely		1.4		Low Risk		Erich Huemoeller		Accept & monitor		Transferred		This risk has been transferred to the Data Management workstream.		2/1/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		System Retirement - AASPE		240157		Priorities of other workstreams impact resource availability resulting in project delays		4		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Monitoring of project activities and assignments

Schedule/prioritize workstream needs		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Current State assessment was completed and presented to the PMT.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240155		Organizational Readiness activities are not properly completed or coordinated across owners with lack of direction, guidance and responsibilities clearly defined  resulting in user resistance, potentially project delays, and incomplete support models		2		Human Resources				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Structured Org Readiness planning and coordination across owners		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Current State Assessment identified two ongoing uses with one ongoing need.  Performance project will own future state need and Org Readiness.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240154		Undocumented current state users and their requirements lead to overlooked future state requirements, rework, and/or incorrect development decisions		1		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Solicitation of input from all potential users via email;
Ongoing confirmation of requirements with user community		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Current State Assessment identified two ongoing uses with one ongoing need.  All current state users were solicited.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240156		Lack of coordination between the final state Trustee Report and the AASPE replacement results in missed user requirements		3		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Meetings and communication with the Trustee Report Team; Cross project staffing with BA resources		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Meetings have been held with Trustee Report Team and AASPE Retirement team to align scope and retirement dates.  Risk transferred to Performance Project who will implement replacement data delivery.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240158		Several projects are reliant on developers which could result in missed deadlines or project delays		5		Information Technology				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Work with SWIB IT Management to assess+I7 and plan developer needs		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Development of replacement transferred to Performance scope.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238045		Organizational Readiness activities are not properly completed or coordinated across owners with lack of direction, guidance and responsibilities clearly defined  resulting in user resistance, potentially project		5		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Structured Org Readiness planning and coordination		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/1/16		1/9/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238042		Delays in the conversion of IAS to FMV could delay the retirement of InvestOne		2		Vendor/Service Provider				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Monitor progress of separate IAS Conversion project		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		InvestOne Retirement date has been extended by BNYM to September, 2017		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238041		Lack of month end file from BNYM when month ends land on a weekend could necessitate alternative processing or data sources		1		Vendor/Service Provider				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Work with BNYM on a Change Order to have the Bank start loading the month-end file		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/1/16		1/9/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238043		Priorities of other projects (IBOR Delivery, BAU, Trustee Report) impact resource availability resulting in missed deadlines and delays		3		Business Capabilities				4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Closely monitor project plan status and due dates; Schedule/prioritize; Work with SWIB management to ensure business analyst and report developer availability		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active		Somewhat mitigated by BNYM's extension of InvestOne to September, 2017		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238044		Limitations with Tableau necessitate imbedded calculations or unmet requirements		4		Information Technology				4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Work with Tableau (open tickets, etc.) to address challenges to meeting requirements; Also work with SWIB Data Architect on solutions		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Some imbedded calculations were necessary.		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238046		Undocumented current state requirements and specifications lead to incorrect development decisions, rework, and/or overlooked future state requirements				Business Capabilities				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Robust requirements documentation and user approval
Ongoing confirmation of requirements with user community
Ongoing communication with developers and BAs		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		A more formal approach to project management/requirements gathering was implemented.		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		Program Management Plan		208793		There is the risk that one or more of the external partners/vendors will fail to achieve the planned Program deadlines or stay within the planned budget because of: - The ability of external partners to be able to identify and engage appropriate resources in a timely manner - Achieving a balance between subject matter expertise and project management skills - Ability to deliver, to the quality expected, against the Statement of Work - Vendor becomes focused on other clients and pulls resources away from SWIB. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.		4		Vendor/Service Provider		Vendor management needs to be reviewed with assignees and owned by SWIB.  Some vendors have already been transitioned such as FactSet but the remaining systems still need to be assigned		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Strict Program Management oversight.

Developed ARIES vendor management process but need to review assigned vendor management roles across the projects.

Contingency plans for delayed go-live dates.

Leverage Citisoft connections with executive management levels within Vendor organizations to secure commitment to SWIB project.

Active sponsor involvement in monitoring project partners/vendors.		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Rapid identification of issues, responses reviewed and addressed in timely fashion.
Creating and executing an  effective transition plan when personnel changes occur.
Defined roles and responsibilities for vendors and SWIB staff.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208794		There is a risk that the sheer scale and complexity of the program with simultaneous projects has a significant impact on resouce planning in the following areas: 1) effectively staffing the program across the board with the right project team composition, 2) managing the resource requirement to avoid staff overload, 3) providing for staff availability to execute regular job duties, 4) managing the impact on employee morale/turnover, and 5) having formal staffing contingency plans in place		3		Human Resources				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Engage additional consulting resources from Citisoft and other external partners to support gaps in resourcing within business units until a full transition to BAU can be achieved.

Work with HR to address HR issues.

Backfill staff as required, request additional project positions, if needed.

Implement systems that improve operational efficiency early in implementation phase to reduce staff overhead.

Program and individual workstream transition and communication plans integrated into project work plans and being actively managed.

Close monitoring of any staffing problems and escalation to Program Management Team, workstream sponsors, Horizontal Transition Management Lead, Steering Team, SWIB Senior Management Team and SWIB Transition Management Team.

Mitigated Key person risk by providing backups for people on projects, cross training and collaboration.

Execution Manager will complete weekly resource checks with Project Managers and report any issues to the program manager and advisor.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Provide reward, appreciation to project teams and staff.
Communicate successes.
Assessed and continue to assess resource use.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208846		There is a risk that SWIB will not be operationally ready to support, operate, enhance, and maintain business activities during and after the transition from vendor services to SWIB. This could result in declined morale and business operations supporting SWIB being negatively impacted.		2		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		The ARIES Program defined what organizational readiness is and what it means for SWIB to be reviewed at organizational readiness kick-off meetings.  Developed an organizational readiness plan template and a program wide timeline outlining key activities and roles and responsibilities to prepare SWIB to make the transition.

As part of the organizational readiness planning an analysis of staffing needs will be completed as well as skills and competency review.  If changes to SWIB resources are needed a plan will be completed identifying how the target will be reached.

Program Manager, Program Advisor and Execution Manager will review, oversee and manage resource plans and organizational readiness.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		As the program has progressed, this risk has been realized.  Focus needs to remain on key organizational readiness activities to ensure SWIB can support business operations and that staffing is adequate with the needed knowledge and skills.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				1/28/16		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208845		There is a risk that SWIB business areas are not operationally ready to support, operate, enhance, and maintain business activities during and after the transition from ARIES. This could result in declined morale and business operations being negatively impacted.		1		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		The ARIES Program defined what organizational readiness is and what it means for SWIB to be reviewed at ogranizational readiness kick-off meetings.  Developed an organizational readiness plan template and a program wide timeline outlining key activities and roles and responsibilities to prepare SWIB to make the transition.

As part of the ogranizational readiness planning an analysis of staffing needs will be completed as well as skills and competency review.  If changes to SWIB resources are needed a plan will be completed identifing how the target will be reached.

Program Manager, Program Advisor and Execution Manager will review, oversee and manage resource plans, organizational and readiness activities.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Michelle Baxter		Accept & monitor		Closed		This is a duplicate risk, so closed on 5/24/2016.		1/28/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Program Management Plan		227659		There is a risk that the Data Management Division will not have the key structural components in place for the program.  This will impact their ability to successfully support ARIES upon completion				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Program ensuring key data management dependencies are incorporated into project plans and socialized with DMD for alignment.

Working with Shirley to position ARIES resources in the DQR project to help progress work forward		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				7/1/16		3/21/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208795		There is a risk that the program will not achieve the planned dates because of the scale and complexity of the Program with multiple parallel projects. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Program restructured and integrated plan developed.  Weekly project and program status reporting enhanced to provide more visibility into progress and issues

Added execution manager role to manage delivery dates and report upcoming issues.

Developed ARIES vendor management process and assigned vendor management roles across the projects.

Contingency plans for delayed go-live dates.

If doing well on budget, then more resources can be added.

Phase gate challenges for all phase deliverables have been implemented and Program Managers will provide an independent review.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		As the program has progressed this risk has been realized and delivery dates have been delayed as a result.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208796		There is a risk that the program will not stay within the budget and resourcing allocation because of the scale and complexity of the Program with parallel projects. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Budget monitoring with estimate to completion implemented.   Program and project costs monitored on a monthly basis and when change requests are submitted. 

Ongoing monitoring of resource utlization to planned implemented.

If doing well on dates, then can remove resources to lower costs.		5 - Critical		2 - Unlikely		3.8		Monitoring activities in place and the program is currently under budget and holding a contingency.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208812		Cross workstream requirements may not be identified, which would affect other workstreams . This would cause rework.  Timeline for requirements gathering by other work streams necessitates assumptions to be made by Data Management work stream or delays in architecture and solution decisions				Business Capabilities				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Execution manager added to create and manage program level integrated plan. 

Cross workstream requirements will be reviewed and all key stakeholders will sign off on the requirements.

Requirements review by non-project team members/workstreams prior to Design Development

Standardized business requirements documentation across the program.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Majority of Requirements have been gathered and shared cross workstream.		PMT- Michelle Baxter		Accept & monitor		Closed				3/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Program Management Plan		208797		There is a risk that all stakeholders, including the State of Wisconsin, the public, and business partners would question program activities, results and statuses because of the program complexity, costs, SWIB impact on business operations, and past state failures. This could result in SWIB reputation being perceived negatively.				Reputation				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Report program and workstream results to the board, including explanation. This would include risks and issues, being preemptive in reporting these.

Engage the Communications team for program and workstream communications

Engage SWIB's Legislative Liaison		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Michael Williamson		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208798		The risk is that any current vendors with whom we choose not to continue in the future (e.g. Wilshire) may disengage before we are able to transition to the new ARIES solution. This could result in decreased vendor support, enhancements, additional downtime, and operational breakdowns				Vendor/Service Provider				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Create detailed plans for the "sunsetting" of any applications which we plan to phase out under the new future state model.

Prioritize the replacement of functions that are served by "at risk" vendors higher in new system implementation plans in order to minimize the duration of the dependence on these vendors.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Wilshire continues to work with us.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208799		There is a risk of projects not managing scope because of change requests, requirements additions which could impact cross project dependencies, and resources across projects, causing timeline or cost to be affected. If scope is not managed, the timeline or costs will be impacted.				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Change control process, integrated plan and resource matrix in place for effective management of scope

Program Management Team oversight and review of project plans, project budgets, status reporting, program/project governance.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				2/19/15		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208837		There is a risk that system/application security to configure access rights will not be applied correctly since staff are new to configuring the security in the new systems.  This could impact the  segregation of duties and the appropriate application of security within the different systems. This could result in inappropriate approvals for financial, data, and other access for business processing.				Business Controls & Support		Risk is being closed as it being tracked within ARIES projects and also replicated for BAU		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Staff will be trained on how to manage security in the new systems and business area leaders will be reviewing and approving security roles within the products.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Nathaniel Feldner		Accept & monitor		Closed				8/26/15		12/2/16		Danielle Castrechini

		Front Office Phase 2		250841		MSCI Merger Arbitrage Module lack of expertise.		1		Vendor/Service Provider		This project has an objective to implement the Merger Arbitrage module within MSCI for the Multi-Asset team.  During the business requirements phase, the project team has been unable to get answers to specific question regarding which merger terms are most influential to the risk modeling.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		This has be escalated within MSCI but we have yet to find a resource that is able to supply the information we requested.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		Front Office Phase 2		250839		The team is unclear how exact the Hedge Fund proxy in Factset must be to achieve project success.				Investment Controls & Support		The way in which we must proxy Hedge Funds in Factset is likely to create inexact risk attributes.  From a project perspective, this will make it difficult to define success.  There are also interested parties to this data, which may cause competing opinions about what level of accuracy is desired.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		No mitigation has been identified at this time.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		Front Office Phase 2		250843		MSCI Deployment is Dependent on IBOR Delivery		2		Business Capabilities		MSCI Deployment is Dependent on IBOR Delivery.  Any delays in IBOR Delivery then translate into delays with the scope items in Front Office Phase 2 specific to MSCI.  These scope items include: Merger Arbitrage Module, Hedge Fund tagging, Beta One Board Report.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		No mitigation has been identified or implemented yet.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				TBD		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		IBOR Delivery		227320		A delay in the final decision for the account structure will impact Phase 1 go-live (and possibly additional phases) if changes are introduced that require additional development and testing.				Data Management				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Project has assumed that the account structure will require a 2-tier structure of Portfolios and Strategies.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project structure will be solved by the Multi-Asset Project.  This is no longer a dependency for IBOR Delivery as we will go live with the current account structure, as decided by the Multi-Asset Project.		10/4/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		220182		There is a risk that knowledge gaps will be created during the project as project resources, identified as SMEs, are being assigned to determine critical data fields (and their business defintions).		1		Data Management				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		These SMEs are working with the SWIB Data Owners to educate them on the new OnCore data and how it is being architected in EDM to mitigate against a loss of knowledge transfer at the end of the project.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				9/21/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		227051		The project is making an assumption on the account structure requirements (in order to stay on schedule) while they are still being finalized and validated with the business.  There is a risk this approach can result in re-work if the requirements shift significantly.				Business Capabilities				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Project is assuming that the Strategy Accounts will be required which means additional work is being done to support a more sophisticated capability.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		It was decided by the Multi-Asset Project that Strategies will no longer be employed via OnCore functionality.  This risk is closed.		10/24/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		251286		During testing we have found environment stability/readiness issues.  Problems have ranged from Eagle not delivering files in a timely manner, to problems with internal processes.  If these problems persist at the current rate of occurrence, it may impact our ability to go live.		2		Investment Controls & Support				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Technology is working to tighten up the process internally.  Additionally, they will be moving components within Markit into SIt and Prod regions ahead of the Go Live in order to iron out the bugs.  SWIB has also been working closely with Eagle to ensure issues on their end are addressed.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/7/17		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206941		There is a risk the breadth and depth of OnCore data does not meet the requirements of the consuming systems.  This could affect our timeline as it will delay the start of development and could bring to light unanticipated data gaps.				Business Capabilities				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		We will continue to request information from BNYM regarding the data they will be providing.  BAs are analyzing the datasets as they complete their data mapping.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		By working with BYNM and using the data during parallel to assess if we have data gaps, we can re-plan the project if needed while we are still in requirements.		Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		210535		With the account structure changes, users will be unable to run historical reports on the affected accounts.  If this becomes a requirement it may significantly affect budget and timelines.		2		Business Capabilities				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		None identified at this time.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Account structure will not change under IBOR Delivery therefore this risk is closed.		7/26/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206938		If there are additional requirements for IBOR Data Delivery, then the project timeline will shift				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Scope needs to be well understood at the beginning so that the project plan can account for the time required to document all the requirements needed for the project to be successful.		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4		This is line with the inherent risk of missed/new requirements in any project.		Johnson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		The risk has been transferred to the Data Quality Readiness project who has responsibility to delivery data compare capabilities.		5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		227052		We have a resource risk that key, or critical resources, may leave the project, the company, or the third party consulting company.  Existing resources may get reallocated to other projects within Aries or at SWIB reducing their bandwidth to work on IBOR Delivery.				Human Resources				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		PM meets regularly with IT to ensure project resources are assigned and sufficiently allocated to the IBOR Delivery project.  Resource resignations are addressed swiftly with immediate action taken to find a replacement and begin the transition plan.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				10/24/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206942		If 3rd parties cannot support full round-trip testing, the scope of our UAT may be compromised.				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		We will plan our testing jointly so that our scope will align to the capabilities that BNYM and other vendors can support		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		Working with BNYM and other vendors to develop the joint testing plan will ensure the scope of testing can be supported by both organizations.		Johnson		Defer action until future assessment		Active				5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		216402		GRS Index Services are being replaced prior to IBOR data going live.  This may cause an issue for CRD that consumes IBOR Data.				Information Technology				2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		BA has researched Indexes that won't be available and met with Compliance and Front Office staff and determined that data is no longer being used in CRD.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Doug Adler		Accept & monitor		Active				10/4/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems		248257		Legacy SWIB Developed Systems are difficult to retire		2		Information Technology				4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Work with IT and users to identify critical components and assess the difficulties with retirement		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project has been closed as Accounting Systems were successfully retired.		1/9/17		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems		248258		Priorities of other workstreams are impacting resource availability for Data Management activities.		3		Information Technology				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Identify and prioritize analysis and development needs accordingly.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project has been closed as Accounting Systems were successfully retired.		1/9/17		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems		248256		User Resistance		1		Human Resources				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Communication with users to document current and post retirement usage		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project has been closed as Accounting Systems were successfully retired.		1/9/17		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		Enterprise Data Store		242296		EDS Phase 1 Scope Control		1		Data Management		There is a risk with any Data Store project that the project tries to deliver “everything”, and fails.		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		i) Identify and prioritize only the specific domains and data attributes which will be delivered as part of each phase of the Data Store.  
ii) Use enhanced communication and participation with the Front Office as a means to manage expectations.

Update 3/13 - we continue to control scope - the Proof of Concept (POC) will be for two defined scope items - Universal Risk report and two performance based Chart Books.  Following the POC we will review and agree the scope to be included in the first production build phase.		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		TBA		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				1/26/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245672		EDS Key Person Risk		1		Information Technology		There is a Key Person risk associated with the EDS technical designer and developer - Vladimir Seroff.  If Vladimir is no longer on the project we lose the only person with the skill set to complete the solution design and implement the EDS solution		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		i) Ensure design is documented and understood by SWIB; 
ii) ensure transition of knowledge and skillset to SWIB employees - Molly VanderVelde has been appointed as the SWIB Enterprise Architect and has joined the EDS project team.  Molly is shadowing Vladimir with regard to design and architecture.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				2/9/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245673		EDS Solution is too Leading Edge		1		Information Technology		The EDS solution uses technologies and tools that are new to SWIB and require a significant learning curve/training		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Ensure that the EDS solution uses a technology set that is used by SWIB/which can easily be learned and adopted

Update 3/13 - The proposed EDS technical solution uses technology either already used by SWIB, or is based on technology that SWIB already uses.  This reduces the initially identified risk.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				2/9/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245667		EDS is not supportable		1		Business Controls & Support		There is a risk with Data Store projects that the organization chooses a solution that it cannot afford to support on an ongoing basis.  The mitigation to this will be an analysis as part of the Business Case identifying all ongoing costs, and whether, given the benefits, these can and should be sustained by SWIB		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Analysis as part of the Business Case identifying all ongoing costs, and whether, given the benefits, these can and should be sustained by SWIB

3/13 - The solution recommendation has identified that the solution is sustainable - this will be verified as part of the next phase - the Proof of Concept		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245668		Need Front Office Phase 2 Reporting Requirements		2		Investment Implementation		If the Front Office Phase 2 project does not have reporting and output requirements identified by 2/15/2017 then the implementation of the data required for those reports within the Enterprise Data Store will be delayed		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		EDS and Front Office team gathering requirements in parallel; reporting requirements are being identified		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Closed 3/13 by DY - Front Office Phase 2 reporting requirements have been provided.		1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245671		Domain changes will affect EDS Design		2		Investment Implementation		SWIB’s data domains are currently being reworked by the Data Management Division.  There is a risk that the Enterprise Data Store design may be impacted by this		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Ensure that EDS design is not constrained by set domains		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Closed 3/13 by DY - Primary data domains used by EDS have not been changed; design of EDS is not dependent upon/constrained by domain names/types		1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208999		Resource Availability - SWIB internal resource availability				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		The mitigation plan is to identify the required key resources and put in place a strategy to relieve them of their day-to-day job demands. 

Limit key man risk across the project by cross training project resources and organizing project flow and collaboration to mitigate the risk.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208991		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Long-Term)- the BNY Mellon IBOR feed will not be available by July 2016.				Data Management				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		The program restructured into OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery.  MSCI Phase 1 will be focused on implementing MSCI with Interim Data holdings.  Delivery of IBOR to MSCI is part of the IBOR Delivery project		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		i.) Enables the workstream to manage the expectations are the availability and quality on data; 
ii) provides the best available data in the interim		Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9. Risk of data delivery is part of the IBOR Delivery project		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208997		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Short-Term) - What position data do we use to source the Front Office applications in the interim?				Data Management				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Dedicated resource responsible for manually scrubbing data on a daily basis to ensure a higher level of quality		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		There have been no Data availability issues to date that have not been mitigated, i.e. RIC code.

Project successfully went live on 12/9.  Transferring to BAU		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208995		Multiple applications duplicating the calculation of similar risk and attribution analytics within the Future State Operating Model - The risk of confusion in the future state operating model  due to multiple systems calculating the same investment risk factors and attributes				Business Capabilities		The selected application model illustrates there will be multiple applications calculating performance attribution and investment risk factors. There will one core application, a supplemental application and a asset specific application within the Front Office and then Primary Book of Record at the enhanced service provider generating a series of Risk and Attribution analytics. As each application is based on different risk models the results will differ.  The metrics in each of these systems are not meant to reconcile to each other given that the models used to derive these data points are different across each application. Having multiple views of risk can be attractive to an Investment Risk / Portfolio Manager and it is logical to want to understand the correlation between the different results or models. Understanding this correlation will require significant a large manual effort on SWIB’s behalf which will detract from two of the major goals of the Front Office implementation; reducing manual processing and freeing up the investment team’s time from creating reports.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		The mitigation plan is to build policies and procedures that will identify the purpose of each of the applications in the environment.  Also, to mitigate this risk the operating model will intentionally limit the number of users to Risk Manager (secondary risk system) and Barclays Point (Fixed Income Risk & Attribution). This will help control the scope of how these additional risk views will be utilized. Lastly, a mitigating factor is that there will be a level of consistency between Risk Manager and factsheet in that the Barra GEM factor model will be available to view within both systems.		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		FactSet will be the primary risk system, with specific attributes from MSCI to monitor and calibrate the systems.  The FODS project will align these attributes and provide the 'master' information to be used in reporting.

Project successfully went live 12/9.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/19/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208988		Resource Availability - Citisoft resource availability				Vendor/Service Provider		Citisoft availability has been consistent and has not been an issue.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		The mitigation plan is to identify the required Citisoft resources and obtain them for SWIB		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208992		Resource Availability - MSCI software provider capacity constraints - implementation on consultant availability.				Vendor/Service Provider		Vendor availability has been consistent with no issues		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		The mitigation plan is to work closely with Citisoft and MSCI to find the correct mix of consultants to help SWIB implement the Point implementation		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		MSCI has resources - we just need to ensure the best ones are assigned to SWIB		Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project successfully went live on 12/9.  Transferred to FO Phase 2 projects with MSCI scope		1/5/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208998		Strategy and Trade Group Identification - Availability of  a mechanism to identify Strategies and Trade Groups				Strategy				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Have a dedicated resource responsible for manually entering these tags into the Front Office systems		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9.  Multi Asset Enablement project to support trade tagging will not impact MSCI		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208989		Quality Source Data Availability (History)- Availability of quality historical data to support the implementation of selected Front Office Applications				Data Management		There have historically been issues with the quality of data in internal databases such as PACE. Therefore, if PACE was selected as the tool to retrieve historical data from there would need to be a significant data quality/scrubbing effort prior to loading this data into the selected Front Office Applications. Alternatively, if SWIB decides to retrieve historical data from BNYM there will be an issue with obtaining daily data such as holdings. This is due to the fact that BNYM maintains and stores data for SWIB on a monthly basis in IAS, CMS (soon to be GSP) and InvestOne. Lastly, BNYM sends SWIB’s instance of PACE holdings data on a daily basis which is not stored in BNYM systems. The Front Office implementation team has not explored the option of having BNYM retrieve these daily files in order to populate historical data required for the implementation of the Front Office Applications.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Utilize existing historical data available in FactSet and Wilshire		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Interim Data Holdings went live with MSCI go live on 12/9.  A recon tool was built for ongoing daily support and is being used in BAU		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208996		There is a risk that BAU requests will interfere with Project items				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		BAU items and Project items will be tracked and force rank prioritized in one open item list. This will allow the team to communicate the impact of any BAU related requests to SWIB front office leadership in an effort to control the scope and volume of BAU request		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Eric Dyer		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		4/13/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208990		New External Data Sources - The availability of new data required to support Front Office systems sourced from external sources (Assumption new custom benchmarks are not required)				Data Management				2 - Minor		4 - Likely		2.8		The mitigation plan is to identify existing data gaps, usage and priority of identified data, and appropriate source		2 - Minor		4 - Likely		2.8				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		The only unavailable data that was identified was the RIC code.  This was mitigated by building the identifier in MarkitEDM

Project successfully went live on 12/9, transferring to BAU		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208993		Organizational Change Management - understanding the impact of the organizational change to the SWIB Front Office could negatively impact the Front Office implementation workstream				Business Capabilities		Organizational changes have had no impact to date on the implementation		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4		The mitigation plan is to work with the SWIB Transformation Lead/SP&T/Communications/HR to plan and execute Organizational Change Management		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208994		BI Tool Implementation  - Availability of the BI Tool to support reporting needs that are not satisfied by the Front Office Tools				Data Management		Specific to the MSCI project, there has been no requirement to use the BI tool to date.		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4		There is no mitigation written for this risk		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9. No BI requirements at time of go live		2/2/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		209029		There is a risk of the wrong benchmark being assigned to a portfolio		4		Investment Controls & Support				3 - Moderate		5 - Expected		3.8		The AIM project will close this Risk		3 - Moderate		5 - Expected		3.8				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project successfully went live on 12/9

This will be transferred to BAU as it will not be addressed until Strategic AIM which is a post ARIES initiative		5/18/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		209030		Front Office Resource Bandwidth		3		Business Capabilities		Interim data Factset and MSCI Phase 1 are both scheduled for Front Office testing to begin in July.  The Front Office team is also being asked to manually support an interim data solution for defining portfolio benchmarks and blends before the process is replaced by AIM.		3 - Moderate		5 - Expected		3.8		Potential impact to timeline must be understood.  Potential challenge to date and/or assigned resource should be considered.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		5/24/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209060		There is a risk that developers will not have availability to devote enough time to the development of the interim data feed due to day to day business demands. Without dedication to this development effort it creates a risk that interim data will not be available to users by the project deadline pushing out the end of the project and subsequent dependencies.				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		SWIB is in the process of looking to hire additional developers to provide more capacity to devote to development of Interim Data Feeds		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209064		There is a risk of putting in a system design without standard practices and processes being put in place. This would create a constraint on allowing the system to evolve as business evolves.				Strategy & Policy Design				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		As part of the project steps will be taken to go through and implementing the standard ARIES redesign process and procedures. Part of this process will be building the Front Office database		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209062		There is some risk with the report run time of the Barra Factor Model vs when the factor model is updated daily within FactSet. If the users aren't aware of the timing difference this creates risk that they are looking at inaccurate factor values for the given day. This could result in a trade error.				Market Risks				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		In order to reduce the risk all users will be made aware of when the factor model is updated vs when the report runs in the morning as well as the risk involved in the timing difference. As long as the users are aware of the timing difference the risk should be removed.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209241		There is a risk that given the reporting changes that will be required on the interim data feed that users will become frustrated and not have trust in the data. There will be a learning curve on this new data set.				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		A clear transition plan will be important to help manage and mitigate the risk of users adopting the new dataset and reporting		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				5/13/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209063		There is a risk of the system/data feeds not being flexible and capable to handle new strategies and security types. Without this flexibility the effort and time to be able to add additional strategies and security types down the road will be cumbersome.				Investment Implementation				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		In order to ensure that the system and data feeds are developed to be flexible there will be a process created on how to onboard new strategies or security types		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209065		There is a risk that as new complex practices (both technical and quantitative) are executed post transition that users and support staff do not have the proper processes and procedures in place to adapt to these changes				Strategy & Policy Design		Groups are moving towards a new way of managing their funds that will be more technical and quantitative such as risk budgets, draw down budget, etc...		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Plan a roll out of Strategic FactSet with training, strategy, processes, etc.. to handle and manage these changes as they occur		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209066		There is a risk that the needs of each individual user will not be meet if everyone is given a standard template without flexibility to fit each users needs. The lack of flexibility could restrict users from accessing everything they need in order to successfully do their job without a lot of manual intervention				Investment Implementation		FI has decided to utilize Bloomberg functionality if POINT is retired without much notice and FactSet with be utilized as the FI risk system		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Make sure that the standard templates that are created for users have flexibility to fit all users individual needs		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Closed		FI has decided to utilize Bloomberg functionality if POINT is retired without much notice and FactSet with be utilized as the FI risk system		1/5/16		3/7/17		Eric Dyer

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209061		There is a risk of FI adopting FactSet as a solution. As a result of the Barclay's Point going away the default would be for the the FI team to use FactSet. Given they didn't choose it during the evaluation and selection phase there is a risk of adoption rate				Vendor/Service Provider				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		FactSet to work with the users to demonstrate the FI capabilities within the system helping make it a usable tool for the team		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Closed		Per Eric Dyer, FI team chose Bloomberg in instance Barclays pulls the plug without notice.  Factset will be used by ARA for risk.		1/5/16		3/7/17		Salina Fruth

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209259		There is a risk of missing the date to migrate existing reports to strategic FactSet by July 15th due to a) not having the inventory of existing reports that need to be migrated comiled yet and b) There is a dependancy on an interim AIM solution being in place before reports can begin to be migrated				Information Technology				3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		Given that the AIM dependency was raised after the July 15th date was entered, we will need to reevaluate given the new AIM timeline		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Change Request submitted for timeline, scope and budget change		5/23/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209052		Quality & Completeness of Source Data				Data Management		As part of the interim data project there is a risk of the quality of data being produced and the completeness of the data. This effects both historical data and on going data as it's being sourced through this feed until the Encore goes live		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Interim data execution		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/2/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		New Trustee Report		252312		Resources may be assigned or partially assigned to other projects impacting delivery		2		Information Technology				2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4		Work with resource managers to insure resource availability		2 - Minor		1 - Remote		1.6				Elizabeth Fadell		Accept & monitor		Active				1/16/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		New Trustee Report		252313		IBOR data sourcing may require more time and engineering than planned		2		Information Technology				3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Work with SMEs to identify and source report data and surface issues upfront.		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Elizabeth Fadell		Accept & monitor		Active				3/13/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		Multi Asset		252310		Resouces may be diverted to other projects thus imperiling delivery		2		Information Technology				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Working with resource managers to manage resource availability		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Nick Stanton		Accept & monitor		Active				1/19/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		Multi Asset		252311		Design Risk		2		Information Technology		Detailed design and implementation may not result in a stable and on time functioning  POC.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		Perform detail design and testing		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Nick Stanton		Accept & monitor		Active				3/1/17		3/15/17		William Barth
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		Enterprise Data Store		242296		EDS Phase 1 Scope Control		1		Data Management		There is a risk with any Data Store project that the project tries to deliver “everything”, and fails.		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		i) Identify and prioritize only the specific domains and data attributes which will be delivered as part of each phase of the Data Store.  
ii) Use enhanced communication and participation with the Front Office as a means to manage expectations.

Update 3/13 - we continue to control scope - the Proof of Concept (POC) will be for two defined scope items - Universal Risk report and two performance based Chart Books.  Following the POC we will review and agree the scope to be included in the first production build phase.		5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		TBA		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				1/26/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245672		EDS Key Person Risk		1		Information Technology		There is a Key Person risk associated with the EDS technical designer and developer - Vladimir Seroff.  If Vladimir is no longer on the project we lose the only person with the skill set to complete the solution design and implement the EDS solution		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		i) Ensure design is documented and understood by SWIB; 
ii) ensure transition of knowledge and skillset to SWIB employees - Molly VanderVelde has been appointed as the SWIB Enterprise Architect and has joined the EDS project team.  Molly is shadowing Vladimir with regard to design and architecture.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				2/9/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245667		EDS is not supportable		1		Business Controls & Support		There is a risk with Data Store projects that the organization chooses a solution that it cannot afford to support on an ongoing basis.  The mitigation to this will be an analysis as part of the Business Case identifying all ongoing costs, and whether, given the benefits, these can and should be sustained by SWIB		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Analysis as part of the Business Case identifying all ongoing costs, and whether, given the benefits, these can and should be sustained by SWIB

3/13 - The solution recommendation has identified that the solution is sustainable - this will be verified as part of the next phase - the Proof of Concept		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245673		EDS Solution is too Leading Edge		1		Information Technology		The EDS solution uses technologies and tools that are new to SWIB and require a significant learning curve/training		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Ensure that the EDS solution uses a technology set that is used by SWIB/which can easily be learned and adopted

Update 3/13 - The proposed EDS technical solution uses technology either already used by SWIB, or is based on technology that SWIB already uses.  This reduces the initially identified risk.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				2/9/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Front Office Phase 2		250841		MSCI Merger Arbitrage Module lack of expertise.		1		Vendor/Service Provider		This project has an objective to implement the Merger Arbitrage module within MSCI for the Multi-Asset team.  During the business requirements phase, the project team has been unable to get answers to specific question regarding which merger terms are most influential to the risk modeling.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		This has be escalated within MSCI but we have yet to find a resource that is able to supply the information we requested.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		Front Office Phase 2		250843		MSCI Deployment is Dependent on IBOR Delivery		2		Business Capabilities		MSCI Deployment is Dependent on IBOR Delivery.  Any delays in IBOR Delivery then translate into delays with the scope items in Front Office Phase 2 specific to MSCI.  These scope items include: Merger Arbitrage Module, Hedge Fund tagging, Beta One Board Report.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		No mitigation has been identified or implemented yet.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				TBD		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		Front Office Phase 2		250839		The team is unclear how exact the Hedge Fund proxy in Factset must be to achieve project success.				Investment Controls & Support		The way in which we must proxy Hedge Funds in Factset is likely to create inexact risk attributes.  From a project perspective, this will make it difficult to define success.  There are also interested parties to this data, which may cause competing opinions about what level of accuracy is desired.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		No mitigation has been identified at this time.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		IBOR Delivery		251286		During testing we have found environment stability/readiness issues.  Problems have ranged from Eagle not delivering files in a timely manner, to problems with internal processes.  If these problems persist at the current rate of occurrence, it may impact our ability to go live.		2		Investment Controls & Support				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		Technology is working to tighten up the process internally.  Additionally, they will be moving components within Markit into SIt and Prod regions ahead of the Go Live in order to iron out the bugs.  SWIB has also been working closely with Eagle to ensure issues on their end are addressed.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/7/17		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		220182		There is a risk that knowledge gaps will be created during the project as project resources, identified as SMEs, are being assigned to determine critical data fields (and their business defintions).		1		Data Management				4 - Major		4 - Likely		4		These SMEs are working with the SWIB Data Owners to educate them on the new OnCore data and how it is being architected in EDM to mitigate against a loss of knowledge transfer at the end of the project.		4 - Major		2 - Unlikely		3.2				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				9/21/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206941		There is a risk the breadth and depth of OnCore data does not meet the requirements of the consuming systems.  This could affect our timeline as it will delay the start of development and could bring to light unanticipated data gaps.				Business Capabilities				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		We will continue to request information from BNYM regarding the data they will be providing.  BAs are analyzing the datasets as they complete their data mapping.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		By working with BYNM and using the data during parallel to assess if we have data gaps, we can re-plan the project if needed while we are still in requirements.		Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		227052		We have a resource risk that key, or critical resources, may leave the project, the company, or the third party consulting company.  Existing resources may get reallocated to other projects within Aries or at SWIB reducing their bandwidth to work on IBOR Delivery.				Human Resources				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		PM meets regularly with IT to ensure project resources are assigned and sufficiently allocated to the IBOR Delivery project.  Resource resignations are addressed swiftly with immediate action taken to find a replacement and begin the transition plan.		3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				10/24/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206942		If 3rd parties cannot support full round-trip testing, the scope of our UAT may be compromised.				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		We will plan our testing jointly so that our scope will align to the capabilities that BNYM and other vendors can support		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		Working with BNYM and other vendors to develop the joint testing plan will ensure the scope of testing can be supported by both organizations.		Johnson		Defer action until future assessment		Active				5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		216402		GRS Index Services are being replaced prior to IBOR data going live.  This may cause an issue for CRD that consumes IBOR Data.				Information Technology				2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		BA has researched Indexes that won't be available and met with Compliance and Front Office staff and determined that data is no longer being used in CRD.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Doug Adler		Accept & monitor		Active				10/4/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		Multi Asset		252310		Resouces may be diverted to other projects thus imperiling delivery		2		Information Technology				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Working with resource managers to manage resource availability		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Nick Stanton		Accept & monitor		Active				1/19/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		Multi Asset		252311		Design Risk		2		Information Technology		Detailed design and implementation may not result in a stable and on time functioning  POC.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2		Perform detail design and testing		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Nick Stanton		Accept & monitor		Active				3/1/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		New Trustee Report		252313		IBOR data sourcing may require more time and engineering than planned		2		Information Technology				3 - Moderate		2 - Unlikely		2.6		Work with SMEs to identify and source report data and surface issues upfront.		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Elizabeth Fadell		Accept & monitor		Active				3/13/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		New Trustee Report		252312		Resources may be assigned or partially assigned to other projects impacting delivery		2		Information Technology				2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4		Work with resource managers to insure resource availability		2 - Minor		1 - Remote		1.6				Elizabeth Fadell		Accept & monitor		Active				1/16/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		Program Management Plan		208793		There is the risk that one or more of the external partners/vendors will fail to achieve the planned Program deadlines or stay within the planned budget because of: - The ability of external partners to be able to identify and engage appropriate resources in a timely manner - Achieving a balance between subject matter expertise and project management skills - Ability to deliver, to the quality expected, against the Statement of Work - Vendor becomes focused on other clients and pulls resources away from SWIB. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.		4		Vendor/Service Provider		Vendor management needs to be reviewed with assignees and owned by SWIB.  Some vendors have already been transitioned such as FactSet but the remaining systems still need to be assigned		5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Strict Program Management oversight.

Developed ARIES vendor management process but need to review assigned vendor management roles across the projects.

Contingency plans for delayed go-live dates.

Leverage Citisoft connections with executive management levels within Vendor organizations to secure commitment to SWIB project.

Active sponsor involvement in monitoring project partners/vendors.		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Rapid identification of issues, responses reviewed and addressed in timely fashion.
Creating and executing an  effective transition plan when personnel changes occur.
Defined roles and responsibilities for vendors and SWIB staff.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208796		There is a risk that the program will not stay within the budget and resourcing allocation because of the scale and complexity of the Program with parallel projects. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		Budget monitoring with estimate to completion implemented.   Program and project costs monitored on a monthly basis and when change requests are submitted. 

Ongoing monitoring of resource utlization to planned implemented.

If doing well on dates, then can remove resources to lower costs.		5 - Critical		2 - Unlikely		3.8		Monitoring activities in place and the program is currently under budget and holding a contingency.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208794		There is a risk that the sheer scale and complexity of the program with simultaneous projects has a significant impact on resouce planning in the following areas: 1) effectively staffing the program across the board with the right project team composition, 2) managing the resource requirement to avoid staff overload, 3) providing for staff availability to execute regular job duties, 4) managing the impact on employee morale/turnover, and 5) having formal staffing contingency plans in place		3		Human Resources				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Engage additional consulting resources from Citisoft and other external partners to support gaps in resourcing within business units until a full transition to BAU can be achieved.

Work with HR to address HR issues.

Backfill staff as required, request additional project positions, if needed.

Implement systems that improve operational efficiency early in implementation phase to reduce staff overhead.

Program and individual workstream transition and communication plans integrated into project work plans and being actively managed.

Close monitoring of any staffing problems and escalation to Program Management Team, workstream sponsors, Horizontal Transition Management Lead, Steering Team, SWIB Senior Management Team and SWIB Transition Management Team.

Mitigated Key person risk by providing backups for people on projects, cross training and collaboration.

Execution Manager will complete weekly resource checks with Project Managers and report any issues to the program manager and advisor.		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Provide reward, appreciation to project teams and staff.
Communicate successes.
Assessed and continue to assess resource use.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208846		There is a risk that SWIB will not be operationally ready to support, operate, enhance, and maintain business activities during and after the transition from vendor services to SWIB. This could result in declined morale and business operations supporting SWIB being negatively impacted.		2		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		The ARIES Program defined what organizational readiness is and what it means for SWIB to be reviewed at organizational readiness kick-off meetings.  Developed an organizational readiness plan template and a program wide timeline outlining key activities and roles and responsibilities to prepare SWIB to make the transition.

As part of the organizational readiness planning an analysis of staffing needs will be completed as well as skills and competency review.  If changes to SWIB resources are needed a plan will be completed identifying how the target will be reached.

Program Manager, Program Advisor and Execution Manager will review, oversee and manage resource plans and organizational readiness.		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4		As the program has progressed, this risk has been realized.  Focus needs to remain on key organizational readiness activities to ensure SWIB can support business operations and that staffing is adequate with the needed knowledge and skills.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				1/28/16		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		227659		There is a risk that the Data Management Division will not have the key structural components in place for the program.  This will impact their ability to successfully support ARIES upon completion				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Program ensuring key data management dependencies are incorporated into project plans and socialized with DMD for alignment.

Working with Shirley to position ARIES resources in the DQR project to help progress work forward		3 - Moderate		4 - Likely		3.4				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				7/1/16		3/21/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208795		There is a risk that the program will not achieve the planned dates because of the scale and complexity of the Program with multiple parallel projects. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6		Program restructured and integrated plan developed.  Weekly project and program status reporting enhanced to provide more visibility into progress and issues

Added execution manager role to manage delivery dates and report upcoming issues.

Developed ARIES vendor management process and assigned vendor management roles across the projects.

Contingency plans for delayed go-live dates.

If doing well on budget, then more resources can be added.

Phase gate challenges for all phase deliverables have been implemented and Program Managers will provide an independent review.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		As the program has progressed this risk has been realized and delivery dates have been delayed as a result.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208797		There is a risk that all stakeholders, including the State of Wisconsin, the public, and business partners would question program activities, results and statuses because of the program complexity, costs, SWIB impact on business operations, and past state failures. This could result in SWIB reputation being perceived negatively.				Reputation				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Report program and workstream results to the board, including explanation. This would include risks and issues, being preemptive in reporting these.

Engage the Communications team for program and workstream communications

Engage SWIB's Legislative Liaison		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Michael Williamson		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208798		The risk is that any current vendors with whom we choose not to continue in the future (e.g. Wilshire) may disengage before we are able to transition to the new ARIES solution. This could result in decreased vendor support, enhancements, additional downtime, and operational breakdowns				Vendor/Service Provider				4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6		Create detailed plans for the "sunsetting" of any applications which we plan to phase out under the new future state model.

Prioritize the replacement of functions that are served by "at risk" vendors higher in new system implementation plans in order to minimize the duration of the dependence on these vendors.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Wilshire continues to work with us.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208799		There is a risk of projects not managing scope because of change requests, requirements additions which could impact cross project dependencies, and resources across projects, causing timeline or cost to be affected. If scope is not managed, the timeline or costs will be impacted.				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Change control process, integrated plan and resource matrix in place for effective management of scope

Program Management Team oversight and review of project plans, project budgets, status reporting, program/project governance.		2 - Minor		2 - Unlikely		2				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				2/19/15		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209060		There is a risk that developers will not have availability to devote enough time to the development of the interim data feed due to day to day business demands. Without dedication to this development effort it creates a risk that interim data will not be available to users by the project deadline pushing out the end of the project and subsequent dependencies.				Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		3 - Possible		4.2		SWIB is in the process of looking to hire additional developers to provide more capacity to devote to development of Interim Data Feeds		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209064		There is a risk of putting in a system design without standard practices and processes being put in place. This would create a constraint on allowing the system to evolve as business evolves.				Strategy & Policy Design				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		As part of the project steps will be taken to go through and implementing the standard ARIES redesign process and procedures. Part of this process will be building the Front Office database		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209062		There is some risk with the report run time of the Barra Factor Model vs when the factor model is updated daily within FactSet. If the users aren't aware of the timing difference this creates risk that they are looking at inaccurate factor values for the given day. This could result in a trade error.				Market Risks				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		In order to reduce the risk all users will be made aware of when the factor model is updated vs when the report runs in the morning as well as the risk involved in the timing difference. As long as the users are aware of the timing difference the risk should be removed.		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209063		There is a risk of the system/data feeds not being flexible and capable to handle new strategies and security types. Without this flexibility the effort and time to be able to add additional strategies and security types down the road will be cumbersome.				Investment Implementation				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		In order to ensure that the system and data feeds are developed to be flexible there will be a process created on how to onboard new strategies or security types		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209065		There is a risk that as new complex practices (both technical and quantitative) are executed post transition that users and support staff do not have the proper processes and procedures in place to adapt to these changes				Strategy & Policy Design		Groups are moving towards a new way of managing their funds that will be more technical and quantitative such as risk budgets, draw down budget, etc...		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Plan a roll out of Strategic FactSet with training, strategy, processes, etc.. to handle and manage these changes as they occur		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson				Active				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209052		Quality & Completeness of Source Data				Data Management		As part of the interim data project there is a risk of the quality of data being produced and the completeness of the data. This effects both historical data and on going data as it's being sourced through this feed until the Encore goes live		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		Interim data execution		3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/2/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209241		There is a risk that given the reporting changes that will be required on the interim data feed that users will become frustrated and not have trust in the data. There will be a learning curve on this new data set.				Business Capabilities				3 - Moderate		3 - Possible		3		A clear transition plan will be important to help manage and mitigate the risk of users adopting the new dataset and reporting		2 - Minor		3 - Possible		2.4				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				5/13/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238041		Lack of month end file from BNYM when month ends land on a weekend could necessitate alternative processing or data sources		1		Vendor/Service Provider				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Work with BNYM on a Change Order to have the Bank start loading the month-end file		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/1/16		1/9/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238043		Priorities of other projects (IBOR Delivery, BAU, Trustee Report) impact resource availability resulting in missed deadlines and delays		3		Business Capabilities				4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Closely monitor project plan status and due dates; Schedule/prioritize; Work with SWIB management to ensure business analyst and report developer availability		4 - Major		4 - Likely		4				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active		Somewhat mitigated by BNYM's extension of InvestOne to September, 2017		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238045		Organizational Readiness activities are not properly completed or coordinated across owners with lack of direction, guidance and responsibilities clearly defined  resulting in user resistance, potentially project		5		Business Capabilities				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Structured Org Readiness planning and coordination		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/1/16		1/9/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252410		Priorities of other workstreams impact resource availability extending the project timeline.		2		Strategy				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Project planning identifying resource needs and timing along with regular meetings with management to ensure resource availability.		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252411		Key Person Risk - Barb Pearson - Internal subject matter experts have critical knowledge and expertise on specific Legacy PACE components which could impact project delivery timing and cost		3		Human Resources				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Regular meetings with SWIB SMEs		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252409		Lack of Legacy PACE documentation leads to overlooked analysis, missed requirements, and rework.		1		Information Technology				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Regular review meetings with SWIB technical and data management employees and with end users to obtain historical information and identify current usage.		5 - Critical		4 - Likely		4.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252412		Eagle GPS resource assignment and availability impacts project quality and timeline		4		Vendor/Service Provider				5 - Critical		5 - Expected		5		Work with BNYM/Eagle to ensure proper staffing skill sets and timeliness		4 - Major		3 - Possible		3.6				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake

		Transaction Reconciliation		253924		Scope change for the original transaction reconciliation project (timescale and number of portfolios), together with initiatives to load additional historical data to FactSet, mean that we need to re-evaluate what we are looking to achieve with regard to the loading of historical Interim Data to FactSet, and the costs associated with this.		1		Investment Implementation				4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4		Create a presentation that outlines in one place everything that we are looking to achieve with the various efforts we are discussing for the loading of historical Interim Data to FactSet.    The presentation will outline the various options, costs, timelines and assumptions associated with these efforts, and facilitate a SWIB decision as to how to move forward.		4 - Major		5 - Expected		4.4				Scott Anderson		Initiate risk reduction project		Active				3/23/17		3/23/17		David Yardley
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		Project		Risk ID		Description		Rank		Category		Risk Notes		Inh_Impact		Inh_Likelihood		Inh_Rating		Mitigations		Res_Impact		Res_Likelihood		Res_Rating		Residual Risk Score		Scoring Rationale		Risk Owner		Response		Status		Comments		Added on:		Updated on:		Updated by:

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208657		Barclays POINT vendor support		1		Vendor/Service Provider		The support that SWIB is starting to receive is decreasing. The dedicated implementation team that was assigned to SWIB has been unresponsive, and the main contact there (Badr) sometimes takes multiple days to return an email/phone call		5		5		5		Continue to monitor and escalate to senior client service contact at Barclays. A dedicated contact for issue resolution was requested on 3/16		4		4		4		High				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		3/16/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208656		Developer/resource constraints		1		Business Capabilities				5		5		5		Deliverable extensions		5		5		5		Critical				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		11/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208663		Expected POINT staff attrition		1		Vendor/Service Provider		Barclays staff leave prior to product retirement:
- Knowledge drain
- Decreased quality of support		4		5		4.4		- Develop power user among SWIB staff
- Hold recurring meetings with point support to stay ahead of issues		3		5		3.8		High				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208658		Support for Phase 2 Implementation will discontinue after April		1		Vendor/Service Provider		Barclays stated that all implementation will not be supported after April 30		4		5		4.4		- Reprioritize phase 2 scope items		3		5		3.8		High				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was never realized.  Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208645		Short Term Securities data availability		4		Vendor/Service Provider		There are ongoing risks around the availability of data for Short Term securities, specifically Commercial Paper, Industry classification and S&P and Moody's ratings.		4		4		4		Research is being done to source this data from Bloomberg or PACE		3		4		3.4		Moderate				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Decision was made by Todd and team to no longer pursue implementing short term in POINT		5/3/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208646		Quality of data for Short Term Securities		1		Vendor/Service Provider				4		4		4		Other data providers, including Bloomberg and CRD are being looked at to source the data		3		3		3		Moderate				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Decision made by Todd Ludgate and team to no longer pursue implementing short term on POINT		5/3/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208654		Barclays Contract Issue		1		Compliance & Legal		Barclays still has not signed the contract with SWIB. They have cited a vendor issue as the reason and are unable to provide us with a timeline. They have currently provided a letter that provides an outline of the cost and length of the contract that will be offered once the contract is signed.		5		3		4.2		Legal to contact Barclays if letter received is not acceptable		4		3		3.6		High				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Contract issue was resolved		9/1/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208643		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Long-Term)- the BNY Mellon IBOR feed will not be available by July 2016.				Data Management		Phase 1 will monitor this risk in advance of Phase 2		5		3		4.2		Program restructured projects into OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery. POINT will be implemented with Interim Data (Legacy PACE).  The IBOR Delivery project will delivery IBOR data to consuming systems		4		3		3.6		High		i.) Enables the workstream to manage the expectations are the availability and quality on data; 
ii) provides the best available data in the interim		Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure 

Timely data delivery of data is a risk of the IBOR Delivery project		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208644		Resource Availability - SWIB internal resource availability				Business Capabilities		Project team must work with developers and business analysts to ensure availability		5		3		4.2		The mitigation plan is to identify the required key resources and put in place a strategy to relieve them of their day-to-day job demands. 

Limit key man risk across the project by cross training project resources and organizing project flow and collaboration to mitigate the risk.		4		3		3.6		High				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208661		Barclays initiates the 3 month termination clause in the contract prior to the expected end date		1		Vendor/Service Provider		In the contract, there is a 90 day without cause termination clause that Barclays could enact at any point. Consequently, a contingency plan needs to be put in place with a backup option		5		3		4.2		Determine fallback option (FactSet, Wilshire Axiom)		3		3		3		Moderate				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208641		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Short-Term) - What position data do we use to source the Front Office applications in the interim?				Data Management				5		3		4.2		Dedicated resource responsible for manually scrubbing data on a daily basis to ensure a higher level of quality		4		3		3.6		High				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208642		Strategy and Trade Group Identification - Availability of  a mechanism to identify Strategies and Trade Groups				Strategy				4		3		3.6		Have a dedicated resource responsible for manually entering these tags into the Front Office systems		2		2		2		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.  No additional tagging requirements identified at time of go live		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208636		Resource Availability - Citisoft resource availability				Vendor/Service Provider				4		3		3.6		The mitigation plan is to identify the required Citisoft resources and obtain them for SWIB		4		3		3.6		High				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208639		Multiple applications duplicating the calculation of similar risk and attribution analytics within the Future State Operating Model - The risk of confusion in the future state operating model  due to multiple systems calculating the same investment risk factors and attributes				Business Capabilities		The selected application model illustrates there will be multiple applications calculating performance attribution and investment risk factors. There will one core application, a supplemental application and a asset specific application within the Front Office and then Primary Book of Record at the enhanced service provider generating a series of Risk and Attribution analytics. As each application is based on different risk models the results will differ.  The metrics in each of these systems are not meant to reconcile to each other given that the models used to derive these data points are different across each application. Having multiple views of risk can be attractive to an Investment Risk / Portfolio Manager and it is logical to want to understand the correlation between the different results or models. Understanding this correlation will require significant a large manual effort on SWIB’s behalf which will detract from two of the major goals of the Front Office implementation; reducing manual processing and freeing up the investment team’s time from creating reports.		3		4		3.4		The mitigation plan is to build policies and procedures that will identify the purpose of each of the applications in the environment.  Also, to mitigate this risk the operating model will intentionally limit the number of users to Risk Manager (secondary risk system) and Barclays Point (Fixed Income Risk & Attribution). This will help control the scope of how these additional risk views will be utilized. Lastly, a mitigating factor is that there will be a level of consistency between Risk Manager and factsheet in that the Barra GEM factor model will be available to view within both systems.		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/19/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208659		Unexpected cost increase for Point to use Index data post close of deal				Vendor/Service Provider		Significant cost increase for use of indexes in Point once Bloomberg deal closes		4		3		3.6		- Contact Bloomberg product representative to investigate details of point acquisition - in progress		3		3		3		Moderate				Todd Ludgate		Defer action until future assessment		Transferred		Project went live in July - Aug.  Still need to confirm if these Indexes will be part of the Bloomberg package, or called out separately and BB will increase the price.  Transfer risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/9/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208635		Resource Availability - Barclays Point software provider capacity constraints - implementation on consultant availability.				Vendor/Service Provider				4		3		3.6		The mitigation plan is to work closely with Citisoft and Barclays to find the correct mix of consultants to help SWIB implement the Point implementation		4		3		3.6		High		Barclays has resources - we just need to ensure the best ones are assigned to SWIB		Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		1/5/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208660		PORT will not meet SWIB's needs at the end of POINT's life		1		Business Continuity		Future Port solution product details are not available		4		3		3.6		- Contact Bloomberg product representative to investigate details of Point acquisition
- Evaluate other solutions		3		3		3		Moderate				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure 

POINT contingency and long term replacement outside of the scope of ARIES.  Transferring to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208655		Unexpected cost increase for Barclays Indexes for SWIB's 3rd party tools post close of deal				Vendor/Service Provider		Currently $10k per tool (MSCI, Factset, Wilshire)		4		3		3.6		- Contact Bloomberg product representative to investigate details of point acquisition - in progress		3		3		3		Moderate				Todd Ludgate		Defer action until future assessment		Transferred		Project went live in July - Aug.  Still need to confirm if these Indexes will be part of the Bloomberg package, or called out separately and BB will increase the price.  Transfer risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/9/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208662		Barclays POINT will be retired		1		Vendor/Service Provider		Anytime after the close of the Barclays POINT sale to Bloomberg, POINT could be retired		3		3		3		Implement a new FI solution		3		2		2.6		Low				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/1/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208637		Quality Source Data Availability (History)- Availability of quality historical data to support the implementation of selected Front Office Applications				Data Management		There have historically been issues with the quality of data in internal databases such as PACE. Therefore, if PACE was selected as the tool to retrieve historical data from there would need to be a significant data quality/scrubbing effort prior to loading this data into the selected Front Office Applications. Alternatively, if SWIB decides to retrieve historical data from BNYM there will be an issue with obtaining daily data such as holdings. This is due to the fact that BNYM maintains and stores data for SWIB on a monthly basis in IAS, CMS (soon to be GSP) and InvestOne. Lastly, BNYM sends SWIB’s instance of PACE holdings data on a daily basis which is not stored in BNYM systems. The Front Office implementation team has not explored the option of having BNYM retrieve these daily files in order to populate historical data required for the implementation of the Front Office Applications.		3		3		3		Utilize existing historical data available in FactSet and Wilshire		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Interim Data holdings from Legacy PACE implemented.  Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208640		There is a risk that BAU requests will interfere with Project items				Business Capabilities				3		3		3		BAU items and Project items will be tracked and force rank prioritized in one open item list. This will allow the team to communicate the impact of any BAU related requests to SWIB front office leadership in an effort to control the scope and volume of BAU request		2		2		2		Low				Eric Dyer		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure		4/13/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)		208638		Organizational Change Management - understanding the impact of the organizational change to the SWIB Front Office could negatively impact the Front Office implementation workstream				Business Capabilities				2		3		2.4		The mitigation plan is to work with the SWIB Transformation Lead/SP&T/Communications/HR to plan and execute Organizational Change Management		2		3		2.4		Low				Todd Ludgate		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project went live and transferred to BAU July-Aug.  Remaining tactical issues are to be managed outside of the project structure.		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252412		Eagle GPS resource assignment and availability impacts project quality and timeline		4		Vendor/Service Provider				5		5		5		Work with BNYM/Eagle to ensure proper staffing skill sets and timeliness		4		3		3.6		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake		High to Moderate (Steve)

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252410		Priorities of other workstreams impact resource availability extending the project timeline.		2		Strategy				5		5		5		Project planning identifying resource needs and timing along with regular meetings with management to ensure resource availability.		5		4		4.6		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake		Critical to Moderate (Steve)

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252411		Key Person Risk - Barb Pearson - Internal subject matter experts have critical knowledge and expertise on specific Legacy PACE components which could impact project delivery timing and cost		3		Human Resources				5		5		5		Regular meetings with SWIB SMEs		5		4		4.6		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake		Critical to Moderate (Steve)

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		252409		Lack of Legacy PACE documentation leads to overlooked analysis, missed requirements, and rework.		1		Information Technology				5		5		5		Regular review meetings with SWIB technical and data management employees and with end users to obtain historical information and identify current usage.		5		4		4.6		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				1/2/17		3/15/17		Gary Drake		Critical to Moderate (Steve)

		OnCore Delivery		208868		The current project timeline does not have contingency time planned.		5		Business Capabilities		This is a Project and Program Risk.		5		5		5		1) Strong project governance and management.
2) The workstream implemented interim trade operations early to help front run some of the work that would otherwise have to be done as part of the overall project.
3) Scope is closely monitored and managed by minimizing deviations from the Eagle and BNY Mellon adopted standards, products and best practices.  Also, some less critical functionality / services have been mutually agreed to be implemented in a subsequent phase (Exchange Traded Options margin).

5/16 - 5/11: Date was moved to October go live.  Creating more aligned plan and detailed tasks so we are better able to identify and mitigate tasks that are falling behind.		3		5		3.8		High		9/21/16 - Both organizations have acknowledged we are unable to Go-Live on the original target of 10/3.  BNYM is not operationally ready.  However, with the separation of OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery, the impact is much lower due to the OnCore data not being planned for distribution within SWIB until later.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		2/28/17: OnCore Services have been live since November.  IBOR delivery testing has not revealed any major data issues.
9/21/16: Date will be moved again past 10/3.  A new date is not yet agreed.
5/11: Date was moved to October go live.  Creating more aligned plan and detailed tasks so we are better able to identify and mitigate tasks that are falling behind.		10/27/14		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208867		Repurposing SWIB PACE to Spoke is a significant effort. *				Business Capabilities		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		5		5		5		SWIB PACE will be replaced with a new instance which will integrate easily with the BNYM Hub		3		3		3		Moderate		Using a new instance of PACE is the recommended path by BNYM.  They will play a mjaor role in establishing the new instance		Erich Huemoeller		Accept & monitor		Transferred		This risk has been transferred to the Data Management workstream.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208883		During the selection phase, SWIB accepted a level of risk associated with being the first client to utilize the full OnCore Suite of Services. Since then, we have learned that they are still developing solution integration  and they lack experience onboarding new clients.		3		Vendor/Service Provider		This is a Project and BAU risk		5		5		5		A 4th Mock Migration has been planned to perform additional tests of processes and use of tools.  The target go live date has also been extended to October 3rd versus June 30 which will allow additional testing.

Senior level emphasis has been placed on joint planning, interdependencies, risks, assumptions and focused project management,.

Contingency plans have been identified, such as manual processes versus automation.		5		4		4.6		Critical		We cannot mitigate the impact of the Migration process not being executed properly.  We can only reduce the likelihood by further testing the process.

5/16 - The risk is further mitigated with the deferral of IBOR Delivery.  This will give SWIB time post Go-Live to identify and mitigate any unforeseen service issues.		Enhanced Services Project Team & BNY Mellon		Enhance existing mitigations		Closed		2/28/17: This risk was realized and SWIB was compensated for it in the contract negotiation.  We will continue the Joint Executive Steering Committee until fully stable.  BNYM has incorporated SWIB's feedback into their product roadmap.		3/10/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208860		Service provider capacity constraints and staff turnover				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Agnostic to Provider		5		5		5		Negotiate terms in the contract and SLA/KPI regarding critical staff turnover and maintain a strong governance structure to help manage resource assignments for the SWIB relationship.		4		3		3.6		High		SWIB has little influence over the staff turnover at any service provider but knowing that the provider has a deep bench can reduce the impact.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208862		Significant SWIB culture change (personnel turnover, difficulty transitioning from role of doer (processing centric environment) to reviewer (risk based oversight model))				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		4		5		4.4		1) Manage change through communication, training and management support.
2) Strong working relationship with service provider.
3) Effective implementation of ARIES communication and organizational transition management plan.
4) Integrated and coordinated effort with Data Management and Front Office workstreams for joint transition related activities related to common stakeholders.
5) A large subset of IOFA staff impacted by the change are assigned to the project and being educated of the changes and the impact on the organization.		3		2		2.6		Low		Clear, constant and open communication will lessen the likelihood and impact of staff's resistance to change.
1/20/16 - There will likely be a subset of end consumers of OnCore data who will not accept the quality of data and continue to maintain their independent spreadsheets and data validation processes.   This is not uncommon in large projects such as ARIES and will take time for staff to accept the changes and for SWIB to fully realize the benefits of ARIES.
9/21/16 - As we come closer to Go-Live and execute against the Transition Management activities, this becomes less likely.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Transferred		2/28/17: Good progress has been made in holding the BNYM team responsible.  This risk will close when FO consumes data through the IBOR Delivery project

Certain benefits realization will be deferred to IBOR Delivery.  

IOFA Staff are in "Ability" phase of ADKAR.  Due to resourcing constraints, Performance Staff are lagging through the progression of ADKAR phases.		10/27/14		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208874		BNY Mellon implementation methodology may not align with SWIB's request for iterative (phased) implementations				Business Capabilities		BNYM Implementation Risks		4		5		4.4		Strong project governance and management to ensure adherance to the mutually agreed upon implementation schedule		4		5		4.4		Critical		Changed to N/A.  SWIB is no longer asking BNYM to change their implementation approach.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Closed because we have negotiated a joint governance structure that has fully mitigated this risk.		2/17/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208861		Service provider not able to fulfill all of SWIB’s requirements. Not all aspects of the solution are fully integrated.				Investment Controls & Support		BNY Mellon Implementation Risk		5		4		4.6		Ensure service provider has strong reconciliation & control environment to identify and address issues from non-STP processes.

Ensure service provider maintains state of the art technology.		3		3		3		Moderate		Over time, integration and automation will replace the non-integrated aspects of the current environment; Identifying and resolving errors caused by manual intervention reduces the impact		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was identified as part of the selection phase.  As we complete requirements and issues are identified, risks will be added to highlight gaps in the service.  Therefore this risk is being closed.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208884		BNY Mellon's Derivatives Service Group operating model is not stable, increasing the risk of derivatives services to be fully integrated into Middle Office service platform.		2		Investment Controls & Support				4		5		4.4		Issues have been escalated to the Executive Level at both organizations. Meetings have been scheduled to address the project tasks that are behind and to discuss an Operating Model that will allow the organizations to get better aligned and the derivative services fully integrated into the Middle Office service platform.		4		4		4		High				Shirley Eckes		Enhance existing mitigations		Transferred		2/28/17:  Transferred to BAU.  The service has stabilized but Derivatives continue to be an area of focus. If the complexity of the instruments increases, oversight will need to increase too.		5/2/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208879		The availability of Dashboard views may impact SWIB staff's ability to properly oversight BNY Mellon.  Because it is just now being developed, SWIB will be the "pilot" client and may experience the growing pains of helping BNYM develop functionality that is appropriate for client use.				Business Controls & Support		The availability of Dashboard views may impact SWIB's ability to properly oversight BNY Mellon and delivery timely updates to the front office staff.		4		5		4.4		Without Dashboard access or functionality, the SWIB team must be able to rely on Spoke data or BNY Mellon timely reporting to perform oversight of the Bank's services and to provide timely updated information to the front office staff.		3		4		3.4		Moderate		9/21/16 - We have acceptance criteria with BNYM for the project that in lieu of Dashboard functionality the Bank will provide acceptable reporting.  This may require more resourcing for SWIB to consume, but we have accepted this and are therefore closing the risk.

5/16/16 - With the introduction of IBOR Delivery as a deferred phase, the data being produced out of OnCore is less impactful to SWIB as an organization as it won't be integrated into the Front Office applications.  SWIB should then have more flexibility reacting to any issues post go-live.		Shirley Eckes		Defer action until future assessment		Closed				1/13/16		9/21/16		Salina Fruth

		OnCore Delivery		208864		Effort was made to fully define requirements to be consistent with Front Office needs.  Needs may not be consistent across the Front Office, therefore our solution may not address all views.		4		Strategy & Policy Design		This is a Project and Operational Risk.		4		5		4.4		Robust cross-functional working sessions to refine and align requirements.

Current timeline & budget won't permit material scope change.  Change will be managed through strong governance.

Assigned lead BA/PM (David Glenn) to identify and close open requirements. - COMPLETE (see Key Decision)

1/20/16 - If additional or revised Front Office requirements are identified, they will be evaluated against current project scope, timeline and budget and if warranted escalated to the ARIES program management team for program level prioritization and direction.

5/16/16 - This risk possibility is even greater given the division of projects to OnCore Delivery versus IBOR Delivery.

9/21/16 - Wit the separation of OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery, this risk will not come to fruition until the Front Office begins consuming OnCore data.  Therefore this risk is being transferred to IBOR.		3		4		3.4		Moderate		Heightened sponsors and project team awareness to help drive alignment.		Shirley Eckes		Enhance existing mitigations		Transferred				10/27/14		9/21/16		Salina Fruth

		OnCore Delivery		208863		Loss of direct control over technology and operations with significant reliance on service provider.  Less control over staff and service level as well as less ability to customize and develop bespoke solutions (service providers want standardization to achieve cost efficiency via scale in a controlled environment)				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		5		4		4.6		1) Contractual terms, service level standards, key performance indicators, strong oversight/ governance model.

2) Transparency into service provider operations including operational dashboard reporting.

3) Technology will be in-house to receive, store, and distribute data.		3		3		3		Moderate		Strong SLAs and KPIs set expectations which reduces the likelihood; Owning the data in SWIB PACE reduces impact		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208885		Certain IOFA and Performance staff are over-allocated across BAU and Project work.		1		Investment Controls & Support		This is a Project and BAU Risk.		4		5		4.4		Dedicated more experienced IOFA staff to higher level project tasks and supplemented other work with the addition of project/temporary staff.  

This risk related to performance staff over-allocation has been escalated to PMT and Senior Managers to address.  No mitigation is in place yet.

9/21/16 - Additional staff have been added to mitigate this.  2 temp IOFA, 1 temp Performance and 1 Consultant Resource.		3		3		3		Moderate		At the time that staff were added this risk, certain Project tasks were already behind.  Therefore the risks still exists, though residual impact and likelihood have been reduced.		Shirley Eckes		Enhance existing mitigations		Transferred		2/28/17:  Transferred to IOFA BAU, IBOR Delivery and the Performance Project.  BAU effort levels have increased significantly more than the project work has decreased.  While the project is no longer at risk, the resources are still strained.  See Ops plan for resource planning in 2017.		5/2/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208877		There are experienced project resource constraints due to the timing of the FAS implementation, Interim Trade Flow implementation and unanticipated staff departures				Investment Implementation		This is a Project & Operational Risk.		4		5		4.4		IOFA is assessing whether the risk is short term or long term and evaluating related mitigation strategies.  Resource relief is expected post FAS and interim trade flow implementations.		4		5		4.4		Critical				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		With closure of FAS and Interim Trade project, the same resource constrain no longer exists.		6/16/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208869		Certain security types within BNYM still lack robust functionality and straight through processing automation (e.g. Tri-party Repo, Derivatives automation, Corporate Action Election Processing).				Strategy & Policy Design		Risk is Operational, Strategic and Project.		4		4		4		BNYM is working on automation development.  We will track progress as part of the OnCore project.  

If automation is not in place by go-live, the team will work to understand the manual processing and develop robust SLA/KPI measures to monitor error rates.

1/19/16 - We have mitigated some Derivatives risk by retaining the Exchange Traded Options collateral processing. We also know the Corporate Action Elections process will remain at Custody until BNY Mellon develops a Day 2 solution to meet SWIBs need.  Contingencies are being developed if the full build is not available by the go-live date, much of which related to manual processes.		3		3		3		Moderate		9/21/16 - BNYM has promised delivery of a Product Roadmap that will outline strategic enhancement and investments into the OnCore solution.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Transferred		2/28/17 - The risk of manual processes has been transferred to BAU and is being monitored through SLA/KPI
9/21/16 - If the development work is not complete and contingency processes implemented in order to meet project timeline, it will result in the transfer of project risk to BAU/operational risk due to the increase in manual processes requiring additional controls traditionally not required if automation/straight-thru processes were in place.		10/27/14		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208870		Lack of experience with public fund client (with dual role as asset owner and asset manager)				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		5		3		4.2		SWIB is an existing client for custody and back office as well as partial middle office functions. Several BNY Mellon staff know SWIB operations and understand SWIB needs. Can leverage these individuals during implementation of full middle office solution.		2		2		2		Low		The amount of SWIB knowledge at BNY Mellon reduces the likelihood that this will have an impact.  Incorporate in contract, key BNYM staff knowledgeable of SWIB to be part of the implementation project team.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This was identified as a risk during the Selection Phase.  Because the provider has been chosen, the risk is accepted and being Close.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208881		Testing Timeline is at risk				Strategy				5		3		4.2		We have added an ARIES/Citisoft project resource and are considering added IOFA temporary resources to help with the project load and write/execute tests.  Also, we are working with BNYM to streamline our testing approach by jointly using testing tools and some test scripts to alleviate duplicate effort.		5		2		3.8		High				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Risk is closed due to Go-Live date change.  Project was extended by 3 months; new date is 10/3/16.		1/19/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208880		Retirement of InvestONE, BNYM application and related processes that support SIF, is a Project Dependecy				Investment Controls & Support				4		3		3.6		5/16/16 - Barclay's POINT has been identified as the future solution for LIRM reporting.  Interim Data should satisfy the needs of Barclay's POINT.  That is planned to go live prior to OnCore Delivery.  The risk still exists should Interim Data no go live prior to the implementation of OnCore Delivery.  That is believed to be unlikely given the target date of late May.		4		2		3.2		Moderate		9/21/16 - This will be Transitioned to the "System Retirement" project.  Activities to solution for the InvestONE report are already underway.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Transferred		2/28/17: Transferred to the InvestOne Retirement project		1/18/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208878		Certain BNYM, Citisoft and SWIB resources are key to the successful completion of the implementation.  If any of those resources were to leave the organization or project, it may impact the project timeline.				Strategy		This is a Project Risk		2		2		2		In reviewing with the ARIES PMT, SWIB Senior Managers and BNY Mellon project managers each are aware of the risk.  BNYM has assigned dual program managers.  There is also a deep pool of bench resources to help mitigate.  The BNY Mellon project team includes members of the eventual BAU team. 

The SWIB ES project team staff (Citisoft and SWIB) work closely together and have/can back each other up in unforeseen absences.   The SWIB project team includes staff of the eventual BAU team.  

Finally, there has  been and will continue to be active sponsor involvement in monitoring the workstream.		1		1		1		Negligible		9/21/16 - As we move closer to Go-Live and execute against the Transition Management activities, the key project team members mentioned are transitioning knowledge to the SWIB team.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed				6/16/15		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208882		Post Go Live Support may extend past 90 days				Business Controls & Support		Post Go Live Support may extend past 90 days		4		3		3.6		Beginning discussion of needing a post go-live support plan developed and ARIES program/workstream roles and responsibilities.		3		1		2.2		Low		Initial ARIES planning included 90 day post go-live project support.  Based on lessons learned of Interim Trade project, FAS implementation, and the magnitude of the project scope, a 6 to 9 month post go-live support program will likely be needed and one that is integrated/coordinated with the other ARIES workstreams.

9/21/16 - We now anticipate that any major post go-live support needs can likely be absorbed by IBOR Delivery project staff.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		2/28/17: Post Go Live support was negotiated in the contract.		1/19/16		3/13/17		David Glenn

		OnCore Delivery		208871		Some unique SWIB requirements may require manual processing within OnCore (e.g. sweeping of income to SIF/STIF, self borrow, etc.)				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		5		2		3.8		1) Strong reconciliation & control environment to identify and address any issues from non-STP processes.

2) BNY Mellon is strategic partner and will work towards improving integration and automation where volumes warrant.		4		2		3.2		Moderate		It is not likely that BNY Mellon would automate every process.  The risk is not mitigated but is expected to have low impact.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was identified as part of the Selection Phase.  We are currently defining requirements for BNY Mellon.  When we reach solution design, if there are specific requirements BNYM can't meet, we will add risks to call those out separately.  Therefore we are closing this risk.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208872		Concentration of services with a single provider				Investment Controls & Support		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		3		3		3		1) Strong oversight/governance model.

2) SWIB will have technology in-house to receive, store and distribute data, enabling migration to another service provider if warranted.

3)Increasing Strategic Operational Flexibility by better positioning SWIB to be able to transition/migrate from one Service Provider to another (decoupling ABOR/IBOR).		2		1		1.6		Negligible		Having strong governance and owning our data in  SWIB PACE will reduce the impact of this risk.  Incorporate provisions within contract to protect SWIB during a termination/exit/disengagement period.  Design processes and services to separate Middle and Back Office services allow for easier lift out of such  services.		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208865		Inability to perform services for future strategies and asset types (i.e. new derivatives)				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		3		3		3		Ensure service provider has strong reconciliation & control environment to identify and address issues from non-STP processes.

Ensure service provider maintains state of the art technology.		2		2		2		Low		Selection of a service provider who builds its service offering for multiple investment management clients greater in size and complexity than SWIB.  In addition, the service provider's willingness to address issues with new strategies and asset types via temporary work around will reduce the impact		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was identified as part of the Selection Phase.  Risk specific to automation around derivatives and the project implementation is captured elsewhere.  This is risk is being closed.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208875		Analysis of historical data needs may not identify all IOFA processes that use such data				Business Capabilities		BNYM Implementation Risks		3		2		2.6		Historical data from the current version of PACE will be stored locally and the MiDAS infrastructure will allow for temporary queries if needed.

Confirm that all necessary historical Performance data is retrievable from BNY Mellon source systems.		2		1		1.6		Negligible		The Business Intelligence tools are built to query databases		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Tasks within the project plan have been created to perform this analysis.  See Migration Plan activity.		2/1/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208866		Other, larger clients may drive future innovation				Strategy		Risk Agnostic to Provider		3		2		2.6		Ensure seat on a client advisory board.

Note: This risk could be a benefit to SWIB.		3		1		2.2		Low		A seat on the client advisory board only helps if every seat's vote carries the same weight		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		This risk was created during the Selection Phase.  Risk has been accepted because provider was chosen.  We are now closing because this is not a risk to the Implementation.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208873		SWIB PACE version tied to BNY Mellon PACE instance upgrade schedule *				Strategy		Risk Specific to Selecting BNYM		3		2		2.6		SWIB IT will manage and stay abreast of upgrade schedule and potential impacts to SWIB environment.		3		2		2.6		Low		Low impact.  Individual upgrade projects will be coordinated as needed.		Erich Huemoeller		Accept & monitor		Transferred		This risk has been transferred to the data management workstream.		10/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		OnCore Delivery		208876		MiDAS infrastructure is not able to extract and integrate unconverted historical data				Investment Controls & Support		MiDAS infrastructure is not able to extract and integrate unconverted historical data		1		2		1.4		None listed		1		2		1.4		Negligible		Low Risk		Erich Huemoeller		Accept & monitor		Transferred		This risk has been transferred to the Data Management workstream.		2/1/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		System Retirement - AASPE		240157		Priorities of other workstreams impact resource availability resulting in project delays		4		Business Capabilities				5		5		5		Monitoring of project activities and assignments

Schedule/prioritize workstream needs		5		3		4.2		High				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Current State assessment was completed and presented to the PMT.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240155		Organizational Readiness activities are not properly completed or coordinated across owners with lack of direction, guidance and responsibilities clearly defined  resulting in user resistance, potentially project delays, and incomplete support models		2		Human Resources				5		5		5		Structured Org Readiness planning and coordination across owners		3		2		2.6		Low				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Current State Assessment identified two ongoing uses with one ongoing need.  Performance project will own future state need and Org Readiness.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240154		Undocumented current state users and their requirements lead to overlooked future state requirements, rework, and/or incorrect development decisions		1		Business Capabilities				5		5		5		Solicitation of input from all potential users via email;
Ongoing confirmation of requirements with user community		3		2		2.6		Low				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Current State Assessment identified two ongoing uses with one ongoing need.  All current state users were solicited.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240156		Lack of coordination between the final state Trustee Report and the AASPE replacement results in missed user requirements		3		Business Capabilities				5		5		5		Meetings and communication with the Trustee Report Team; Cross project staffing with BA resources		5		3		4.2		High				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Meetings have been held with Trustee Report Team and AASPE Retirement team to align scope and retirement dates.  Risk transferred to Performance Project who will implement replacement data delivery.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - AASPE		240158		Several projects are reliant on developers which could result in missed deadlines or project delays		5		Information Technology				5		4		4.6		Work with SWIB IT Management to assess+I7 and plan developer needs		5		3		4.2		High				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Development of replacement transferred to Performance scope.		12/15/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238045		Organizational Readiness activities are not properly completed or coordinated across owners with lack of direction, guidance and responsibilities clearly defined  resulting in user resistance, potentially project		5		Business Capabilities				5		5		5		Structured Org Readiness planning and coordination		4		3		3.6		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/1/16		1/9/17		Gary Drake		High to Moderate (Steve)

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238042		Delays in the conversion of IAS to FMV could delay the retirement of InvestOne		2		Vendor/Service Provider				5		5		5		Monitor progress of separate IAS Conversion project		5		4		4.6		Critical				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		InvestOne Retirement date has been extended by BNYM to September, 2017		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238041		Lack of month end file from BNYM when month ends land on a weekend could necessitate alternative processing or data sources		1		Vendor/Service Provider				5		5		5		Work with BNYM on a Change Order to have the Bank start loading the month-end file		5		4		4.6		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				12/1/16		1/9/17		Gary Drake		Critical to Moderate (Steve)

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238043		Priorities of other projects (IBOR Delivery, BAU, Trustee Report) impact resource availability resulting in missed deadlines and delays		3		Business Capabilities				4		5		4.4		Closely monitor project plan status and due dates; Schedule/prioritize; Work with SWIB management to ensure business analyst and report developer availability		4		4		4		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active		Somewhat mitigated by BNYM's extension of InvestOne to September, 2017		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake		High to Moderate (Steve)

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238044		Limitations with Tableau necessitate imbedded calculations or unmet requirements		4		Information Technology				4		5		4.4		Work with Tableau (open tickets, etc.) to address challenges to meeting requirements; Also work with SWIB Data Architect on solutions		4		3		3.6		High				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Some imbedded calculations were necessary.		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - InvestOne		238046		Undocumented current state requirements and specifications lead to incorrect development decisions, rework, and/or overlooked future state requirements				Business Capabilities				4		3		3.6		Robust requirements documentation and user approval
Ongoing confirmation of requirements with user community
Ongoing communication with developers and BAs		4		2		3.2		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		A more formal approach to project management/requirements gathering was implemented.		12/1/16		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		Program Management Plan		208793		There is the risk that one or more of the external partners/vendors will fail to achieve the planned Program deadlines or stay within the planned budget because of: - The ability of external partners to be able to identify and engage appropriate resources in a timely manner - Achieving a balance between subject matter expertise and project management skills - Ability to deliver, to the quality expected, against the Statement of Work - Vendor becomes focused on other clients and pulls resources away from SWIB. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.		4		Vendor/Service Provider		Vendor management needs to be reviewed with assignees and owned by SWIB.  Some vendors have already been transitioned such as FactSet but the remaining systems still need to be assigned		5		5		5		Strict Program Management oversight.

Developed ARIES vendor management process but need to review assigned vendor management roles across the projects.

Contingency plans for delayed go-live dates.

Leverage Citisoft connections with executive management levels within Vendor organizations to secure commitment to SWIB project.

Active sponsor involvement in monitoring project partners/vendors.		4		4		4		High				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Rapid identification of issues, responses reviewed and addressed in timely fashion.
Creating and executing an  effective transition plan when personnel changes occur.
Defined roles and responsibilities for vendors and SWIB staff.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208794		There is a risk that the sheer scale and complexity of the program with simultaneous projects has a significant impact on resouce planning in the following areas: 1) effectively staffing the program across the board with the right project team composition, 2) managing the resource requirement to avoid staff overload, 3) providing for staff availability to execute regular job duties, 4) managing the impact on employee morale/turnover, and 5) having formal staffing contingency plans in place		3		Human Resources				5		4		4.6		Engage additional consulting resources from Citisoft and other external partners to support gaps in resourcing within business units until a full transition to BAU can be achieved.

Work with HR to address HR issues.

Backfill staff as required, request additional project positions, if needed.

Implement systems that improve operational efficiency early in implementation phase to reduce staff overhead.

Program and individual workstream transition and communication plans integrated into project work plans and being actively managed.

Close monitoring of any staffing problems and escalation to Program Management Team, workstream sponsors, Horizontal Transition Management Lead, Steering Team, SWIB Senior Management Team and SWIB Transition Management Team.

Mitigated Key person risk by providing backups for people on projects, cross training and collaboration.

Execution Manager will complete weekly resource checks with Project Managers and report any issues to the program manager and advisor.		4		3		3.6		Moderate				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Provide reward, appreciation to project teams and staff.
Communicate successes.
Assessed and continue to assess resource use.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini		High to Moderate (Steve)

		Program Management Plan		208846		There is a risk that SWIB will not be operationally ready to support, operate, enhance, and maintain business activities during and after the transition from vendor services to SWIB. This could result in declined morale and business operations supporting SWIB being negatively impacted.		2		Business Capabilities				5		4		4.6		The ARIES Program defined what organizational readiness is and what it means for SWIB to be reviewed at organizational readiness kick-off meetings.  Developed an organizational readiness plan template and a program wide timeline outlining key activities and roles and responsibilities to prepare SWIB to make the transition.

As part of the organizational readiness planning an analysis of staffing needs will be completed as well as skills and competency review.  If changes to SWIB resources are needed a plan will be completed identifying how the target will be reached.

Program Manager, Program Advisor and Execution Manager will review, oversee and manage resource plans and organizational readiness.		3		4		3.4		Moderate		As the program has progressed, this risk has been realized.  Focus needs to remain on key organizational readiness activities to ensure SWIB can support business operations and that staffing is adequate with the needed knowledge and skills.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				1/28/16		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208845		There is a risk that SWIB business areas are not operationally ready to support, operate, enhance, and maintain business activities during and after the transition from ARIES. This could result in declined morale and business operations being negatively impacted.		1		Business Capabilities				5		4		4.6		The ARIES Program defined what organizational readiness is and what it means for SWIB to be reviewed at ogranizational readiness kick-off meetings.  Developed an organizational readiness plan template and a program wide timeline outlining key activities and roles and responsibilities to prepare SWIB to make the transition.

As part of the ogranizational readiness planning an analysis of staffing needs will be completed as well as skills and competency review.  If changes to SWIB resources are needed a plan will be completed identifing how the target will be reached.

Program Manager, Program Advisor and Execution Manager will review, oversee and manage resource plans, organizational and readiness activities.		3		3		3		Moderate				Michelle Baxter		Accept & monitor		Closed		This is a duplicate risk, so closed on 5/24/2016.		1/28/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Program Management Plan		227659		There is a risk that the Data Management Division will not have the key structural components in place for the program.  This will impact their ability to successfully support ARIES upon completion				Business Capabilities				5		4		4.6		Program ensuring key data management dependencies are incorporated into project plans and socialized with DMD for alignment.

Working with Shirley to position ARIES resources in the DQR project to help progress work forward		3		4		3.4		Moderate				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				7/1/16		3/21/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208795		There is a risk that the program will not achieve the planned dates because of the scale and complexity of the Program with multiple parallel projects. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.				Business Capabilities				5		4		4.6		Program restructured and integrated plan developed.  Weekly project and program status reporting enhanced to provide more visibility into progress and issues

Added execution manager role to manage delivery dates and report upcoming issues.

Developed ARIES vendor management process and assigned vendor management roles across the projects.

Contingency plans for delayed go-live dates.

If doing well on budget, then more resources can be added.

Phase gate challenges for all phase deliverables have been implemented and Program Managers will provide an independent review.		3		3		3		Moderate		As the program has progressed this risk has been realized and delivery dates have been delayed as a result.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208796		There is a risk that the program will not stay within the budget and resourcing allocation because of the scale and complexity of the Program with parallel projects. This could result in delayed delivery dates, cost overruns on budget and resource allocation, thus impacting the deadlines and overall ARIES budget.				Business Capabilities				5		3		4.2		Budget monitoring with estimate to completion implemented.   Program and project costs monitored on a monthly basis and when change requests are submitted. 

Ongoing monitoring of resource utlization to planned implemented.

If doing well on dates, then can remove resources to lower costs.		5		2		3.8		Moderate		Monitoring activities in place and the program is currently under budget and holding a contingency.		Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini		High to Moderate (Steve)

		Program Management Plan		208812		Cross workstream requirements may not be identified, which would affect other workstreams . This would cause rework.  Timeline for requirements gathering by other work streams necessitates assumptions to be made by Data Management work stream or delays in architecture and solution decisions				Business Capabilities				4		4		4		Execution manager added to create and manage program level integrated plan. 

Cross workstream requirements will be reviewed and all key stakeholders will sign off on the requirements.

Requirements review by non-project team members/workstreams prior to Design Development

Standardized business requirements documentation across the program.		3		3		3		Moderate		Majority of Requirements have been gathered and shared cross workstream.		PMT- Michelle Baxter		Accept & monitor		Closed				3/27/14		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Program Management Plan		208797		There is a risk that all stakeholders, including the State of Wisconsin, the public, and business partners would question program activities, results and statuses because of the program complexity, costs, SWIB impact on business operations, and past state failures. This could result in SWIB reputation being perceived negatively.				Reputation				4		3		3.6		Report program and workstream results to the board, including explanation. This would include risks and issues, being preemptive in reporting these.

Engage the Communications team for program and workstream communications

Engage SWIB's Legislative Liaison		3		3		3		Moderate				Michael Williamson		Accept & monitor		Active				11/18/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208798		The risk is that any current vendors with whom we choose not to continue in the future (e.g. Wilshire) may disengage before we are able to transition to the new ARIES solution. This could result in decreased vendor support, enhancements, additional downtime, and operational breakdowns				Vendor/Service Provider				4		3		3.6		Create detailed plans for the "sunsetting" of any applications which we plan to phase out under the new future state model.

Prioritize the replacement of functions that are served by "at risk" vendors higher in new system implementation plans in order to minimize the duration of the dependence on these vendors.		2		2		2		Low				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active		Wilshire continues to work with us.		11/18/14		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208799		There is a risk of projects not managing scope because of change requests, requirements additions which could impact cross project dependencies, and resources across projects, causing timeline or cost to be affected. If scope is not managed, the timeline or costs will be impacted.				Business Capabilities				3		3		3		Change control process, integrated plan and resource matrix in place for effective management of scope

Program Management Team oversight and review of project plans, project budgets, status reporting, program/project governance.		2		2		2		Low				Keith Schmidt		Accept & monitor		Active				2/19/15		3/22/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Program Management Plan		208837		There is a risk that system/application security to configure access rights will not be applied correctly since staff are new to configuring the security in the new systems.  This could impact the  segregation of duties and the appropriate application of security within the different systems. This could result in inappropriate approvals for financial, data, and other access for business processing.				Business Controls & Support		Risk is being closed as it being tracked within ARIES projects and also replicated for BAU		3		2		2.6		Staff will be trained on how to manage security in the new systems and business area leaders will be reviewing and approving security roles within the products.		3		2		2.6		Low				Nathaniel Feldner		Accept & monitor		Closed				8/26/15		12/2/16		Danielle Castrechini

		Front Office Phase 2		250841		MSCI Merger Arbitrage Module lack of expertise.		1		Vendor/Service Provider		This project has an objective to implement the Merger Arbitrage module within MSCI for the Multi-Asset team.  During the business requirements phase, the project team has been unable to get answers to specific question regarding which merger terms are most influential to the risk modeling.		4		5		4.4		This has be escalated within MSCI but we have yet to find a resource that is able to supply the information we requested.		4		5		4.4		High				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth		Critical to High (Steve)

		Front Office Phase 2		250839		The team is unclear how exact the Hedge Fund proxy in Factset must be to achieve project success.				Investment Controls & Support		The way in which we must proxy Hedge Funds in Factset is likely to create inexact risk attributes.  From a project perspective, this will make it difficult to define success.  There are also interested parties to this data, which may cause competing opinions about what level of accuracy is desired.		3		4		3.4		No mitigation has been identified at this time.		3		4		3.4		Moderate				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		Front Office Phase 2		250843		MSCI Deployment is Dependent on IBOR Delivery		2		Business Capabilities		MSCI Deployment is Dependent on IBOR Delivery.  Any delays in IBOR Delivery then translate into delays with the scope items in Front Office Phase 2 specific to MSCI.  These scope items include: Merger Arbitrage Module, Hedge Fund tagging, Beta One Board Report.		4		3		3.6		No mitigation has been identified or implemented yet.		4		3		3.6		High				TBD		Accept & monitor		Active				3/6/17		3/6/17		Salina Fruth

		IBOR Delivery		227320		A delay in the final decision for the account structure will impact Phase 1 go-live (and possibly additional phases) if changes are introduced that require additional development and testing.				Data Management				4		4		4		Project has assumed that the account structure will require a 2-tier structure of Portfolios and Strategies.		4		3		3.6		High				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project structure will be solved by the Multi-Asset Project.  This is no longer a dependency for IBOR Delivery as we will go live with the current account structure, as decided by the Multi-Asset Project.		10/4/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		220182		There is a risk that knowledge gaps will be created during the project as project resources, identified as SMEs, are being assigned to determine critical data fields (and their business defintions).		1		Data Management				4		4		4		These SMEs are working with the SWIB Data Owners to educate them on the new OnCore data and how it is being architected in EDM to mitigate against a loss of knowledge transfer at the end of the project.		4		2		3.2		Moderate				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				9/21/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		227051		The project is making an assumption on the account structure requirements (in order to stay on schedule) while they are still being finalized and validated with the business.  There is a risk this approach can result in re-work if the requirements shift significantly.				Business Capabilities				4		4		4		Project is assuming that the Strategy Accounts will be required which means additional work is being done to support a more sophisticated capability.		4		2		3.2		Moderate				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		It was decided by the Multi-Asset Project that Strategies will no longer be employed via OnCore functionality.  This risk is closed.		10/24/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		251286		During testing we have found environment stability/readiness issues.  Problems have ranged from Eagle not delivering files in a timely manner, to problems with internal processes.  If these problems persist at the current rate of occurrence, it may impact our ability to go live.		2		Investment Controls & Support				4		4		4		Technology is working to tighten up the process internally.  Additionally, they will be moving components within Markit into SIt and Prod regions ahead of the Go Live in order to iron out the bugs.  SWIB has also been working closely with Eagle to ensure issues on their end are addressed.		4		3		3.6		High				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				3/7/17		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206941		There is a risk the breadth and depth of OnCore data does not meet the requirements of the consuming systems.  This could affect our timeline as it will delay the start of development and could bring to light unanticipated data gaps.				Business Capabilities				4		3		3.6		We will continue to request information from BNYM regarding the data they will be providing.  BAs are analyzing the datasets as they complete their data mapping.		3		3		3		Moderate		By working with BYNM and using the data during parallel to assess if we have data gaps, we can re-plan the project if needed while we are still in requirements.		Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		210535		With the account structure changes, users will be unable to run historical reports on the affected accounts.  If this becomes a requirement it may significantly affect budget and timelines.		2		Business Capabilities				4		3		3.6		None identified at this time.		4		3		3.6		High				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Account structure will not change under IBOR Delivery therefore this risk is closed.		7/26/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206938		If there are additional requirements for IBOR Data Delivery, then the project timeline will shift				Business Capabilities				3		3		3		Scope needs to be well understood at the beginning so that the project plan can account for the time required to document all the requirements needed for the project to be successful.		2		3		2.4		Low		This is line with the inherent risk of missed/new requirements in any project.		Johnson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		The risk has been transferred to the Data Quality Readiness project who has responsibility to delivery data compare capabilities.		5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		227052		We have a resource risk that key, or critical resources, may leave the project, the company, or the third party consulting company.  Existing resources may get reallocated to other projects within Aries or at SWIB reducing their bandwidth to work on IBOR Delivery.				Human Resources				3		3		3		PM meets regularly with IT to ensure project resources are assigned and sufficiently allocated to the IBOR Delivery project.  Resource resignations are addressed swiftly with immediate action taken to find a replacement and begin the transition plan.		3		2		2.6		Low				Johnson		Accept & monitor		Active				10/24/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		206942		If 3rd parties cannot support full round-trip testing, the scope of our UAT may be compromised.				Business Capabilities				3		3		3		We will plan our testing jointly so that our scope will align to the capabilities that BNYM and other vendors can support		2		2		2		Low		Working with BNYM and other vendors to develop the joint testing plan will ensure the scope of testing can be supported by both organizations.		Johnson		Defer action until future assessment		Active				5/31/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		IBOR Delivery		216402		GRS Index Services are being replaced prior to IBOR data going live.  This may cause an issue for CRD that consumes IBOR Data.				Information Technology				2		2		2		BA has researched Indexes that won't be available and met with Compliance and Front Office staff and determined that data is no longer being used in CRD.		2		2		2		Low				Doug Adler		Accept & monitor		Active				10/4/16		3/7/17		Alex Marangoni

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems		248257		Legacy SWIB Developed Systems are difficult to retire		2		Information Technology				4		5		4.4		Work with IT and users to identify critical components and assess the difficulties with retirement		3		3		3		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project has been closed as Accounting Systems were successfully retired.		1/9/17		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems		248258		Priorities of other workstreams are impacting resource availability for Data Management activities.		3		Information Technology				4		4		4		Identify and prioritize analysis and development needs accordingly.		3		3		3		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project has been closed as Accounting Systems were successfully retired.		1/9/17		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems		248256		User Resistance		1		Human Resources				4		4		4		Communication with users to document current and post retirement usage		3		3		3		Moderate				Steve Johnson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project has been closed as Accounting Systems were successfully retired.		1/9/17		3/14/17		Gary Drake

		Enterprise Data Store		242296		EDS Phase 1 Scope Control		1		Data Management		There is a risk with any Data Store project that the project tries to deliver “everything”, and fails.		5		3		4.2		i) Identify and prioritize only the specific domains and data attributes which will be delivered as part of each phase of the Data Store.  
ii) Use enhanced communication and participation with the Front Office as a means to manage expectations.

Update 3/13 - we continue to control scope - the Proof of Concept (POC) will be for two defined scope items - Universal Risk report and two performance based Chart Books.  Following the POC we will review and agree the scope to be included in the first production build phase.		5		3		4.2		Moderate		TBA		Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				1/26/17		3/13/17		David Yardley		High to Moderate (Steve)

		Enterprise Data Store		245672		EDS Key Person Risk		1		Information Technology		There is a Key Person risk associated with the EDS technical designer and developer - Vladimir Seroff.  If Vladimir is no longer on the project we lose the only person with the skill set to complete the solution design and implement the EDS solution		4		3		3.6		i) Ensure design is documented and understood by SWIB; 
ii) ensure transition of knowledge and skillset to SWIB employees - Molly VanderVelde has been appointed as the SWIB Enterprise Architect and has joined the EDS project team.  Molly is shadowing Vladimir with regard to design and architecture.		4		2		3.2		Moderate				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				2/9/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245673		EDS Solution is too Leading Edge		1		Information Technology		The EDS solution uses technologies and tools that are new to SWIB and require a significant learning curve/training		4		3		3.6		Ensure that the EDS solution uses a technology set that is used by SWIB/which can easily be learned and adopted

Update 3/13 - The proposed EDS technical solution uses technology either already used by SWIB, or is based on technology that SWIB already uses.  This reduces the initially identified risk.		3		2		2.6		Low				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				2/9/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245667		EDS is not supportable		1		Business Controls & Support		There is a risk with Data Store projects that the organization chooses a solution that it cannot afford to support on an ongoing basis.  The mitigation to this will be an analysis as part of the Business Case identifying all ongoing costs, and whether, given the benefits, these can and should be sustained by SWIB		4		3		3.6		Analysis as part of the Business Case identifying all ongoing costs, and whether, given the benefits, these can and should be sustained by SWIB

3/13 - The solution recommendation has identified that the solution is sustainable - this will be verified as part of the next phase - the Proof of Concept		3		3		3		Moderate				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Active				1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245668		Need Front Office Phase 2 Reporting Requirements		2		Investment Implementation		If the Front Office Phase 2 project does not have reporting and output requirements identified by 2/15/2017 then the implementation of the data required for those reports within the Enterprise Data Store will be delayed		3		3		3		EDS and Front Office team gathering requirements in parallel; reporting requirements are being identified		3		2		2.6		Low				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Closed 3/13 by DY - Front Office Phase 2 reporting requirements have been provided.		1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Enterprise Data Store		245671		Domain changes will affect EDS Design		2		Investment Implementation		SWIB’s data domains are currently being reworked by the Data Management Division.  There is a risk that the Enterprise Data Store design may be impacted by this		3		3		3		Ensure that EDS design is not constrained by set domains		3		2		2.6		Low				Shirley Eckes		Accept & monitor		Closed		Closed 3/13 by DY - Primary data domains used by EDS have not been changed; design of EDS is not dependent upon/constrained by domain names/types		1/19/17		3/13/17		David Yardley

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208999		Resource Availability - SWIB internal resource availability				Business Capabilities				5		3		4.2		The mitigation plan is to identify the required key resources and put in place a strategy to relieve them of their day-to-day job demands. 

Limit key man risk across the project by cross training project resources and organizing project flow and collaboration to mitigate the risk.		4		3		3.6		High				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208991		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Long-Term)- the BNY Mellon IBOR feed will not be available by July 2016.				Data Management				5		3		4.2		The program restructured into OnCore Delivery and IBOR Delivery.  MSCI Phase 1 will be focused on implementing MSCI with Interim Data holdings.  Delivery of IBOR to MSCI is part of the IBOR Delivery project		4		3		3.6		High		i.) Enables the workstream to manage the expectations are the availability and quality on data; 
ii) provides the best available data in the interim		Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9. Risk of data delivery is part of the IBOR Delivery project		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208997		Source Data Availability (Ongoing Short-Term) - What position data do we use to source the Front Office applications in the interim?				Data Management				5		3		4.2		Dedicated resource responsible for manually scrubbing data on a daily basis to ensure a higher level of quality		4		3		3.6		High				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		There have been no Data availability issues to date that have not been mitigated, i.e. RIC code.

Project successfully went live on 12/9.  Transferring to BAU		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208995		Multiple applications duplicating the calculation of similar risk and attribution analytics within the Future State Operating Model - The risk of confusion in the future state operating model  due to multiple systems calculating the same investment risk factors and attributes				Business Capabilities		The selected application model illustrates there will be multiple applications calculating performance attribution and investment risk factors. There will one core application, a supplemental application and a asset specific application within the Front Office and then Primary Book of Record at the enhanced service provider generating a series of Risk and Attribution analytics. As each application is based on different risk models the results will differ.  The metrics in each of these systems are not meant to reconcile to each other given that the models used to derive these data points are different across each application. Having multiple views of risk can be attractive to an Investment Risk / Portfolio Manager and it is logical to want to understand the correlation between the different results or models. Understanding this correlation will require significant a large manual effort on SWIB’s behalf which will detract from two of the major goals of the Front Office implementation; reducing manual processing and freeing up the investment team’s time from creating reports.		3		4		3.4		The mitigation plan is to build policies and procedures that will identify the purpose of each of the applications in the environment.  Also, to mitigate this risk the operating model will intentionally limit the number of users to Risk Manager (secondary risk system) and Barclays Point (Fixed Income Risk & Attribution). This will help control the scope of how these additional risk views will be utilized. Lastly, a mitigating factor is that there will be a level of consistency between Risk Manager and factsheet in that the Barra GEM factor model will be available to view within both systems.		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		FactSet will be the primary risk system, with specific attributes from MSCI to monitor and calibrate the systems.  The FODS project will align these attributes and provide the 'master' information to be used in reporting.

Project successfully went live 12/9.  Transferring risk to BAU		1/19/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208988		Resource Availability - Citisoft resource availability				Vendor/Service Provider		Citisoft availability has been consistent and has not been an issue.		4		3		3.6		The mitigation plan is to identify the required Citisoft resources and obtain them for SWIB		4		3		3.6		High				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208992		Resource Availability - MSCI software provider capacity constraints - implementation on consultant availability.				Vendor/Service Provider		Vendor availability has been consistent with no issues		4		3		3.6		The mitigation plan is to work closely with Citisoft and MSCI to find the correct mix of consultants to help SWIB implement the Point implementation		4		3		3.6		High		MSCI has resources - we just need to ensure the best ones are assigned to SWIB		Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project successfully went live on 12/9.  Transferred to FO Phase 2 projects with MSCI scope		1/5/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208998		Strategy and Trade Group Identification - Availability of  a mechanism to identify Strategies and Trade Groups				Strategy				4		3		3.6		Have a dedicated resource responsible for manually entering these tags into the Front Office systems		2		2		2		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9.  Multi Asset Enablement project to support trade tagging will not impact MSCI		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208989		Quality Source Data Availability (History)- Availability of quality historical data to support the implementation of selected Front Office Applications				Data Management		There have historically been issues with the quality of data in internal databases such as PACE. Therefore, if PACE was selected as the tool to retrieve historical data from there would need to be a significant data quality/scrubbing effort prior to loading this data into the selected Front Office Applications. Alternatively, if SWIB decides to retrieve historical data from BNYM there will be an issue with obtaining daily data such as holdings. This is due to the fact that BNYM maintains and stores data for SWIB on a monthly basis in IAS, CMS (soon to be GSP) and InvestOne. Lastly, BNYM sends SWIB’s instance of PACE holdings data on a daily basis which is not stored in BNYM systems. The Front Office implementation team has not explored the option of having BNYM retrieve these daily files in order to populate historical data required for the implementation of the Front Office Applications.		3		3		3		Utilize existing historical data available in FactSet and Wilshire		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Interim Data Holdings went live with MSCI go live on 12/9.  A recon tool was built for ongoing daily support and is being used in BAU		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208996		There is a risk that BAU requests will interfere with Project items				Business Capabilities				3		3		3		BAU items and Project items will be tracked and force rank prioritized in one open item list. This will allow the team to communicate the impact of any BAU related requests to SWIB front office leadership in an effort to control the scope and volume of BAU request		2		2		2		Low				Eric Dyer		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		4/13/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208990		New External Data Sources - The availability of new data required to support Front Office systems sourced from external sources (Assumption new custom benchmarks are not required)				Data Management				2		4		2.8		The mitigation plan is to identify existing data gaps, usage and priority of identified data, and appropriate source		2		4		2.8		Moderate				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		The only unavailable data that was identified was the RIC code.  This was mitigated by building the identifier in MarkitEDM

Project successfully went live on 12/9, transferring to BAU		10/1/14		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208993		Organizational Change Management - understanding the impact of the organizational change to the SWIB Front Office could negatively impact the Front Office implementation workstream				Business Capabilities		Organizational changes have had no impact to date on the implementation		2		3		2.4		The mitigation plan is to work with the SWIB Transformation Lead/SP&T/Communications/HR to plan and execute Organizational Change Management		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		1/30/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		208994		BI Tool Implementation  - Availability of the BI Tool to support reporting needs that are not satisfied by the Front Office Tools				Data Management		Specific to the MSCI project, there has been no requirement to use the BI tool to date.		2		3		2.4		There is no mitigation written for this risk		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9. No BI requirements at time of go live		2/2/15		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		209029		There is a risk of the wrong benchmark being assigned to a portfolio		4		Investment Controls & Support				3		5		3.8		The AIM project will close this Risk		3		5		3.8		High				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Transferred		Project successfully went live on 12/9

This will be transferred to BAU as it will not be addressed until Strategic AIM which is a post ARIES initiative		5/18/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)		209030		Front Office Resource Bandwidth		3		Business Capabilities		Interim data Factset and MSCI Phase 1 are both scheduled for Front Office testing to begin in July.  The Front Office team is also being asked to manually support an interim data solution for defining portfolio benchmarks and blends before the process is replaced by AIM.		3		5		3.8		Potential impact to timeline must be understood.  Potential challenge to date and/or assigned resource should be considered.		3		4		3.4		Moderate				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Project successfully went live on 12/9		5/24/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209060		There is a risk that developers will not have availability to devote enough time to the development of the interim data feed due to day to day business demands. Without dedication to this development effort it creates a risk that interim data will not be available to users by the project deadline pushing out the end of the project and subsequent dependencies.				Business Capabilities				5		3		4.2		SWIB is in the process of looking to hire additional developers to provide more capacity to devote to development of Interim Data Feeds		4		3		3.6		High				Scott Anderson				Closed				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209064		There is a risk of putting in a system design without standard practices and processes being put in place. This would create a constraint on allowing the system to evolve as business evolves.				Strategy & Policy Design				3		3		3		As part of the project steps will be taken to go through and implementing the standard ARIES redesign process and procedures. Part of this process will be building the Front Office database		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson				Closed				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209062		There is some risk with the report run time of the Barra Factor Model vs when the factor model is updated daily within FactSet. If the users aren't aware of the timing difference this creates risk that they are looking at inaccurate factor values for the given day. This could result in a trade error.				Market Risks				3		3		3		In order to reduce the risk all users will be made aware of when the factor model is updated vs when the report runs in the morning as well as the risk involved in the timing difference. As long as the users are aware of the timing difference the risk should be removed.		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson				Closed				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209241		There is a risk that given the reporting changes that will be required on the interim data feed that users will become frustrated and not have trust in the data. There will be a learning curve on this new data set.				Business Capabilities				3		3		3		A clear transition plan will be important to help manage and mitigate the risk of users adopting the new dataset and reporting		2		3		2.4		Low				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed				5/13/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209063		There is a risk of the system/data feeds not being flexible and capable to handle new strategies and security types. Without this flexibility the effort and time to be able to add additional strategies and security types down the road will be cumbersome.				Investment Implementation				3		3		3		In order to ensure that the system and data feeds are developed to be flexible there will be a process created on how to onboard new strategies or security types		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson				Closed				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209065		There is a risk that as new complex practices (both technical and quantitative) are executed post transition that users and support staff do not have the proper processes and procedures in place to adapt to these changes				Strategy & Policy Design		Groups are moving towards a new way of managing their funds that will be more technical and quantitative such as risk budgets, draw down budget, etc...		3		3		3		Plan a roll out of Strategic FactSet with training, strategy, processes, etc.. to handle and manage these changes as they occur		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson				Closed				1/5/16		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209066		There is a risk that the needs of each individual user will not be meet if everyone is given a standard template without flexibility to fit each users needs. The lack of flexibility could restrict users from accessing everything they need in order to successfully do their job without a lot of manual intervention				Investment Implementation		FI has decided to utilize Bloomberg functionality if POINT is retired without much notice and FactSet with be utilized as the FI risk system		3		3		3		Make sure that the standard templates that are created for users have flexibility to fit all users individual needs		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson				Closed		FI has decided to utilize Bloomberg functionality if POINT is retired without much notice and FactSet with be utilized as the FI risk system		1/5/16		3/7/17		Eric Dyer

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209061		There is a risk of FI adopting FactSet as a solution. As a result of the Barclay's Point going away the default would be for the the FI team to use FactSet. Given they didn't choose it during the evaluation and selection phase there is a risk of adoption rate				Vendor/Service Provider				3		3		3		FactSet to work with the users to demonstrate the FI capabilities within the system helping make it a usable tool for the team		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson				Closed		Per Eric Dyer, FI team chose Bloomberg in instance Barclays pulls the plug without notice.  Factset will be used by ARA for risk.		1/5/16		3/7/17		Salina Fruth

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209259		There is a risk of missing the date to migrate existing reports to strategic FactSet by July 15th due to a) not having the inventory of existing reports that need to be migrated comiled yet and b) There is a dependancy on an interim AIM solution being in place before reports can begin to be migrated				Information Technology				3		4		3.4		Given that the AIM dependency was raised after the July 15th date was entered, we will need to reevaluate given the new AIM timeline		3		4		3.4		Moderate				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed		Change Request submitted for timeline, scope and budget change		5/23/16		3/7/17		Danielle Castrechini

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)		209052		Quality & Completeness of Source Data				Data Management		As part of the interim data project there is a risk of the quality of data being produced and the completeness of the data. This effects both historical data and on going data as it's being sourced through this feed until the Encore goes live		3		3		3		Interim data execution		3		3		3		Moderate				Scott Anderson		Accept & monitor		Closed				12/2/15		7/18/16		Kristi Juric

		New Trustee Report		252312		Resources may be assigned or partially assigned to other projects impacting delivery		2		Information Technology				2		3		2.4		Work with resource managers to insure resource availability		2		1		1.6		Negligible				Elizabeth Fadell		Accept & monitor		Active				1/16/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		New Trustee Report		252313		IBOR data sourcing may require more time and engineering than planned		2		Information Technology				3		2		2.6		Work with SMEs to identify and source report data and surface issues upfront.		2		3		2.4		Low				Elizabeth Fadell		Accept & monitor		Active				3/13/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		Transaction Reconciliation		253924		Scope change for the original transaction reconciliation project (timescale and number of portfolios), together with initiatives to load additional historical data to FactSet, mean that we need to re-evaluate what we are looking to achieve with regard to the loading of historical Interim Data to FactSet, and the costs associated with this.		1		Investment Implementation				4		5		4.4		Create a presentation that outlines in one place everything that we are looking to achieve with the various efforts we are discussing for the loading of historical Interim Data to FactSet.    The presentation will outline the various options, costs, timelines and assumptions associated with these efforts, and facilitate a SWIB decision as to how to move forward.		4		5		4.4		High				Scott Anderson		Initiate risk reduction project		Active				3/23/17		3/23/17		David Yardley		Critical to High (Steve)

		Transaction Reconciliation		253924		Timeline & Resource Risks - Key milestones (e.g., recons, code fixes, organizational readiness) were pushed back due to shared resources with interim data recon project.
		1		Investment Implementation				4		5		4.4		Create a presentation that outlines in one place everything that we are looking to achieve with the various efforts we are discussing for the loading of historical Interim Data to FactSet.    The presentation will outline the various options, costs, timelines and assumptions associated with these efforts, and facilitate a SWIB decision as to how to move forward.		4		5		4.4		Moderate								Active				3/23/17		3/23/17		David Yardley		High to Moderate (Steve)

		Multi Asset		252310		Resouces may be diverted to other projects thus imperiling delivery		2		Information Technology				3		3		3		Working with resource managers to manage resource availability		2		3		2.4		Low				Nick Stanton		Accept & monitor		Active				1/19/17		3/15/17		William Barth

		Multi Asset		252311		Design Risk		2		Information Technology		Detailed design and implementation may not result in a stable and on time functioning  POC.		2		2		2		Perform detail design and testing		2		2		2		Low				Nick Stanton		Accept & monitor		Active				3/1/17		3/15/17		William Barth
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Chart_Status1

		Count of Status		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Active		Closed		Transferred		Grand Total

		OnCore Delivery				17		9		26

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)				15		7		22

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)				9		5		14

		Program Management Plan		9		3				12

		IBOR Delivery		6		3		1		10

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)				10				10

		Enterprise Data Store		4		2				6

		System Retirement - InvestOne		3		3				6

		System Retirement - AASPE				4		1		5

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		4						4

		Front Office Phase 2		3						3

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems				3				3

		Multi Asset		2						2

		New Trustee Report		2						2

		Transaction Reconciliation		2						2

		Grand Total		35		69		23		127



Risk Status by ARIES Project (Type 1)









Active	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	9	6	4	3	4	3	2	2	2	Closed	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	17	15	9	3	3	10	2	3	4	3	Transferred	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	9	7	5	1	1	









Chart_Status2

		Count of Status		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Active		Closed		Transferred		Grand Total

		OnCore Delivery				17		9		26

		Barclays Point (Phase 1)				15		7		22

		Risk Manager (Phase 1)				9		5		14

		Program Management Plan		9		3				12

		IBOR Delivery		6		3		1		10

		Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)				10				10

		Enterprise Data Store		4		2				6

		System Retirement - InvestOne		3		3				6

		System Retirement - AASPE				4		1		5

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE		4						4

		Front Office Phase 2		3						3

		System Retirement - Accounting Systems				3				3

		Multi Asset		2						2

		New Trustee Report		2						2

		Transaction Reconciliation		2						2

		Grand Total		35		69		23		127



Risk Status by ARIES Project 









Active	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	9	6	4	3	4	3	2	2	2	Closed	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	17	15	9	3	3	10	2	3	4	3	Transferred	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	9	7	5	1	1	







Chart_StatusPie

		Row Labels		Count of Project

		Active		35

		Closed		69

		Transferred		23

		Grand Total		127



Risk Status - All ARIES Projects







Total	

Active	Closed	Transferred	35	69	23	





Chart_Risk

		Status		Active

		Count of Residual Risk Score		Column Labels

		Row Labels		High		Moderate		Low		Negligible		Grand Total

		Program Management Plan		1		6		2				9

		IBOR Delivery		1		2		3				6

		Enterprise Data Store				3		1				4

		System Retirement - Legacy PACE				4						4

		System Retirement - InvestOne				3						3

		Front Office Phase 2		2		1						3

		Multi Asset						2				2

		New Trustee Report						1		1		2

		Transaction Reconciliation		1		1						2

		Grand Total		5		20		9		1		35



Active Risks by ARIES Project













High	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	1	1	2	1	Moderate	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	6	2	3	4	3	1	1	Low	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transacti	on Reconciliation	2	3	1	2	1	Negligible	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	1	







Combined Charts





Risk Status by ARIES Project 





















Active	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	9	6	4	3	4	3	2	2	2	Closed	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	17	15	9	3	3	10	2	3	4	3	Transferred	

OnCore Delivery	Barclays Point (Phase 1)	Risk Manager (Phase 1)	Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - InvestOne	System Retirement - AASPE	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	Front Office Phase 2	System Retirement - Accounting Systems	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	9	7	5	1	1	





Risk Status - All ARIES Projects









Total	

Active	Closed	Transferred	35	69	23	



Breakdown of Active Risks by ARIES Project



































High	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	1	1	2	1	Moderate	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	6	2	3	4	3	1	1	Low	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	2	3	1	2	1	Negligible	

Program Management Plan	IBOR Delivery	Enterprise Data Store	System Retirement - Legacy PACE	System Retirement - InvestOne	Front Office Phase 2	Multi Asset	New Trustee Report	Transaction Reconciliation	1	





Key Takeaways

Ø Approx. 127 risks are identified, monitored and reported.  Almost 3/4 of those risks have been closed or trasferred to other projects.

Ø As we approach June 30, expect all of these risks to either close, or be transferred to post stabilization projects.

Ø The majority of the remaining projects have only moderate risks.

Ø The ARIES Project Management Team is aware of these risks and managing the mitigations.  ERM will continue monitoring these risks until June 30.	



Projects

		ARIES Projects												February 28 2017



				Project		PM		Sponsor		Assessment Date		Risks in WF		Comments

				Enterprise Data Store		David Yardley		Shirley Eckes		March 13, 2017		Yes

				Front Office Phase 2		Salina Fruth		Scott Anderson		March 20, 2017		Yes

				IBOR Delivery		Alex Marangoni		Steve Johnson		March 20, 2017		Yes

				Mult-Asset Enablement		Danielle Castrechini		Nick Stanton		N/A		Yes

				New Trustee Report		Deb Tilley		Elizabeth Fadell		N/A		Yes

				OnCore Delivery		David Glenn		Shirley Eckes		March 13, 2017		Yes

				PMT		Danielle Castrechini		Elizabeth Fadell / Steve J.		March 22, 2017		Yes

				Strategic FactSet (FO Phase 1)		Salina Fruth/Eric Dyer		Scott Anderson		March 20, 2017		Yes

				System Retirement - AASPE		Stefanie Reinhold		Steve Johnson		March 14, 2017		Yes

				System Retirement - Accounting Systems		Stefanie Reinhold		Steve Johnson		March 14, 2017		Yes

				System Retirement - InvestOne		Stefanie Reinhold		Steve Johnson		March 14, 2017		Yes

				System Retirement - Legacy PACE		Stefanie Reinhold		Steve Johnson		N/A		Yes		Confirming with Gary on 3 critical risks.

				System Retirement - Wilshire		Stefanie Reinhold		Steve Johnson		N/A		No		Confirming with Gary/Stefanie risks.

				Transaction Reconciliation		David Yardley		Scott Anderson		March 20, 2017		Yes





				Barclays POINT (FO Phase 1)		Danielle Castrechini		Scott Anderson				Yes		Project open in WF. Meet w/ Danielle to transition.

				MSCI Risk Manager (FO Phase 1)		Danielle Castrechini		Scott Anderson				Yes		Project open in WF. Meet w/ Danielle to transition.
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Business Continuity – April 2017

10

• Risk Defined:
– Risks that may impact SWIB’s ability to effectively plan for recovery and business continuity in the event of a 

disaster, hazard situation or other business interruption.

• Note: The program lacked adequate resource allocation, resulting in business continuity plans that were slow 
to be updated and limited disaster-preparation testing.

• Mitigations:
– SWIB reallocated a position to create a Business Continuity Manager.
– Business continuity governance was restructured to improve program focus (E.g. Incident command team)
– An agency risk assessment review and business impact analysis set the stage for existing plan enhancements.
– SWIB conducted training and testing for the Incident Command Team.
– Business Continuity is updating its emergency action plan to create a baseline for future plan growth.

• Long-Term Mitigation:
– Through enhanced training, awareness, and testing, the business continuity program will continue to mature and 

become a fully integrated part of SWIB’s business model.

Key Takeaways
• A certified business continuity position was created to lead the Business Continuity program.
• Time was allocated to staff in each division to focus on enhancing team plans.
• Continual agency focus on Business Continuity is planned and program risk and mitigations have 

been reviewed and are being managed.
• Consequently, this risk has been reduced from high to moderate.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 
Enterprise Risk and Compliance Committee-Open Session 

Thursday, December 8, 2016 
Offices of the Investment Board 

121 East Wilson Street, Madison, Wisconsin 
 

Committee Members Present: Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager (Chair) 
       Lori Wersal, Chief Financial Officer (Vice-Chair) 
       Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel (Secretary) 
       Michael Williamson, Executive Director 
       Jennifer Schmeiser, Chief Human Resources Officer 
       Shirley Eckes, Chief Operating Officer (Acting) 
       Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning & Transformation Director 
       Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director (non-voting) 
       Dara Biederman, Compliance Officer (non-voting) 
       Tom Bowes, Enterprise Risk Analyst (non-voting) 
 
    Others Present: Steve Johnson, Technology Director 
       Dennis Langley, Business Continuity Manager 

 Alyssa Moore, Compliance Analyst 
 Ben McBride, Compliance Intern 
 Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant

 
Open Session 
 
The Chair declared that a quorum was present and called the meeting of the Enterprise Risk 
and Compliance Committee (ERCC) to order at 2:00 p.m. 
 
1. Approval of Minutes 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Ms. Wersal and seconded by Ms. Klaskin to approve the 
open session minutes of the September 22, 2016 ERCC meeting, as distributed and the 
correction to the Chief Legal Counsel’s title in the list of attendees.  The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
2. Compliance Update 

 
Ms. Biederman noted that her Compliance Reporting & Update for Q3 2016 was included on 
pages 9-12 in the meeting materials. 
 
 A. Personal Trading 
 
Ms. Biederman highlighted the summary of personal trading activities for Q3 2016, noting an 
increase in the number of trade requests submitted for approval.  She reported that of the 265 
trade requests submitted for approval during Q3, 65 (25%) were denied; and that 96 (48%) of 
the trades approved in Q3 were executed.  She also noted that 31 of the 35 SWIB staff seeking 
trade approvals in Q3 were investment staff.  
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  (1) Personal Trade Violations 
 
Ms. Biederman stated that the Personal Trade Approvals policy requires staff to report their 
personal trades using Compliance11 within 30 days of the end of each quarter.  Compliance 
then determines if there are any instances where a violation may have occurred.  She reported 
that there were no personal trade violations during Q3 2016, but Compliance is aware of one 
violation during Q4 2016 due to staff self-reporting.  She reported that an employee purchased 
a non-exempt ETF after the employee’s pre-clearance trade period had expired.  She added 
that if additional violations are found during Compliance’s regular review of Q4 (which 
occurs after the end of Q4), those will be reported at the April ERCC meeting when Q4 
statistics are reported. 
 
 B. Compliance Affirmations 
 
Ms. Biederman reminded the Committee that in late December 2015, SWIB’s Ethics Manual 
was updated and requires the reporting of aggregate statistics related to late submissions of 
compliance affirmations to the ERCC. 
 
Ms. Biederman reported that there were 30 affirmations sent out to SWIB staff during Q3 
2016.  There were 26 instances of affirmations submitted late, across 25 people, out of a total 
of 629 submissions during this period. 
 
Pursuant to the new affirmations policy in the ethics policy, Ms. Biederman contacts each 
person who has submitted a late affirmation by phone and by email and that escalation to the 
employee’s supervisor occurs upon the second late affirmation in a calendar year.  Ms. 
Biederman commented that one individual had more than one violation during Q3 and his 
supervisor was notified of the delinquent submissions.   
 
 C. Compliance Updates/Projects 
 
  (1) Compliance Strategic Planning 
 
Ms. Biederman reported that Compliance has continued working to implement the first year 
of the plan.  Goals centered on trading room compliance, updating SWIB’s compliance 
manual, creating a compliance-specific page on SWIB’s intranet and adding two new 
compliance monitoring systems. 
 
  (2) Personal Trade Approvals Policy 
 
Ms. Biederman reported that Compliance worked closely with legal staff and the senior 
managers to research proposed changes to the personal trade policy.  Changes to the policy 
will go into effect in 2017 and will align SWIB with industry best practices, mitigate conflicts 
of interests, and discourage staff from excessive trading. 
 
 (3) Compliance Division Goals for 2017 
 
Ms. Biederman stated that the Compliance Division 2017 goals will focus on increasing the 
efficiency of legal and regulatory monitoring, evaluating the compliance program’s overall 
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effectiveness, and developing ongoing training and education for staff on a range of 
compliance and ethics topics. 
 
 D. Investment Guideline Compliance 
 
Ms. Biederman noted that there were two investment guideline violations that occurred in 
August and were reported to the ERCC at the last meeting.  Ms. Biederman confirmed that 
these were the only investment guideline violations during Q3.  She re-summarized for the 
ERCC the facts regarding each violation.   
 
Ms. Biederman also noted that an updated version of the Risk Management Roles and 
Responsibilities of ERM, Internal Audit, and Compliance was included on pages 13-17 for the 
Committee’s information that now included the role for the Compliance division.  Ms. Eckes 
suggested that this document would be useful in discussing the “three lines of defense at 
SWIB” with new employees during their orientation.  The Committee concurred. 
 
3. SWIB Internal Control Processes 
 
Mr. Bowes highlighted SWIB’s internal control structure that is comprised of five integrated 
components of internal control, including (a) control environment, (b) risk assessment, (c) 
control activities, (d) information and communication, and (e) monitoring activities.   He then 
walked the Committee through his presentation on pages 22-32, in which he discussed ERM’s 
assessment of 2016 accomplishments and planned 2017 ERM focus for each component, and 
answered questions. 
 
Mr. Bowes identified key findings and takeaways from the presentation for each component.  
He stated that although significant progress has been made on ERM’s risk and control 
assessment capabilities, additional work remains.  He reported that ERM still needs to partner 
with certain areas of SWIB to identify, document, and assess risks and controls, including (a) 
changes to investment teams; (b) Investment Operations & Fund Accounting (IOFA) 
oversight of outsourced activities; (c) impacts to private markets’ investment teams resulting 
from changes to back and middle office operations; (d) risks associated with key services 
providers; and (e) data governance related to new capabilities. 
 
4. Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Update 
 
Mr. Desai walked the Committee through the action plans for vendor risk and information 
security risk included on pages 34-35, respectively, as he discussed the actions steps that were 
identified for 2016 and the completed statuses for each, and answered questions. 
 

A. Vendor Management Risk 
 
Mr. Desai highlighted the following decisions made during 2016.  (1) ERM and Finance will 
implement short-term mitigation activities in 2017; and (2) SWIB will defer implementation 
of longer-term mitigation activities (potential hire of vendor management resource).  
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B. Information Security Risk 

 
Mr. Desai highlighted the following decisions made during 2016.  (1) The infrastructure team 
will proceed with mitigation of the highest existing security risk by ensuring that social 
security numbers (SSN) are not in the SWIB environment, a task that will require 
approximately 100 hours and will be completed by March 2017; and (2) The plan for SWIB’s 
infrastructure to be built out to accommodate security classifications and technical controls 
has been deferred to 2018. 
 

C. Cyber-Security Risk & SWIB Readiness 
 
Mr. Desai discussed the importance of understanding industry cybersecurity threats and being 
able to ascertain the likelihood of such threats impacting SWIB.  He stated that ERM will 
partner with SWIB’s business resumption and information technology teams to determine 
how prepared SWIB is to handle cyber-attacks from both a hardware and software standpoint 
and to identify what controls or protection are already in place, recommend possible courses 
of action, mitigation steps and time/resources needed and report back to the ERCC and 
ultimately the Board during 2017. 
 
5. Future Meeting Topics 
 
Mr. Desai noted that a draft of the 2017 ERM Division Goals were shown on pages 37-38 for 
the Committee’s review and comment.  The discussion revealed that some of the proposed 
ERM goals for 2017 coincide with anticipated activities in other areas of the agency 
throughout 2017 and that the ERM assessments could take place much later in 2017 or early 
2018.  There was consensus that it was likely that ERM would be valuable to the division 
staff in an advisory capacity during planning and implementation phases during 2017 and that 
ERM assessments would follow. 
 
Mr. Desai thanked the Committee for their input and noted that the next ERCC meeting was 
scheduled for April 3, 2017. 
 
Ms. Biederman suggested that the risk register created by ERM for the Board also be included 
in the ERM materials for the Committee’s review.  The Committee concurred. 
 
6. Adjournment 
 
Motion: A motion to adjourn was made by Ms. Fadell and seconded by Ms. Eckes.  The 
motion passed and the ERCC meeting was adjourned at 3:10 p.m. 

Date of Committee Approval:   4/3/2017 

Signed:   / s / Rochelle Klaskin 

 Rochelle Klaskin, Secretary 
Enterprise Risk and Compliance Committee 
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 
Investment Committee Meeting-Open Session 

Tuesday, January 24, 2017  
Offices of the Investment Board 

121 East Wilson Street, Madison, Wisconsin 
 

Committee Members Present: David Villa, Chief Investment Officer (Chair) 
 Chuck Carpenter, Managing Director-Private Markets &  
  Funds Alpha (Vice-Chair) 
 Scott Anderson, Head of Asset & Risk Allocation (Secretary) 
 Todd Ludgate, Managing Director-Public Fixed Income 
 Brian Hellmer, Managing Director-Public Equities 
 Dominic Garcia, Funds Alpha Manager 
 Chirag Gandhi, Portfolio Manager-Global Bonds 
 Nick Stanton, Portfolio Manager-Multi-Asset Strategy 
 Brian Heimsoth, Quantitative Manager-Asset Risk & Allocation 
 Michael Williamson, Executive Director 

 

                 Also in Attendance: Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel 
 Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning & Transformation Director 

Shirley Eckes, Chief Operating Officer 
Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director 
Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager 

 Dean Martin, Portfolio Manager-Public Equities 
 Mike Harmelink, Portfolio Manager-Public Equities 
 Al Rauch, Managing Analyst-Public Equities 
 Ian Calame, Managing Analyst-Public Equities 
 Joy Mukherjee, Managing Analyst-Public Equities 
 Kurt Petrie, Internal Auditor 
 Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst 

Shana Ullsvik, Compensation Analyst 
Chris Preisler, Communications Specialist 
Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant 
Eileen Neill, Wilshire Associates (by telephone) 

 (Some individuals may have attended only portions of the meeting.) 

OPEN SESSION 
 
With a quorum present, Mr. Villa called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m. 
 
1. Approval of the Minutes 
 
Mr. Villa asked if there were any comments on either the open or closed session minutes of the 
December 20, 2016 Investment Committee (IC) meeting.  Hearing no comments, Mr. Villa 
stated that the Committee could approve both the open and closed session minutes in open 
session. 
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Motion:  A motion was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Stanton to approve both 
the open session and the closed session minutes of December 20, 2016 IC meeting, as presented.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
 
2. Quarterly Performance Review 
 
Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst, reviewed the individual asset class performance shown in 
the preliminary summary of returns through December 31, 2016, which was included on page 
11 of the meeting materials.  He also commented on the illustrations on pages 12-13, which 
reflected preliminary Core Fund (CTF) and Variable Fund (VTF) Performance Attribution data 
for the one-, three-, five-, and ten-year periods, and answered questions. 
 
Mr. Gentert further reported the preliminary December 31st performance indicated (a) CTF Q4 
performance was relatively flat, while the VTF had a quarterly return of +2.7%; (b) CTF year-
to-date excess return increased from +36 basis points (bps) as of Q3 to 61 bps as of  Q4, due to 
strong relative returns in October and November; (c) with the exception of Multi-Asset, all 
other asset classes are ahead of their respective asset class benchmarks; and (d) hedge funds 
ended the year strong with five consecutive months of outperformance relative to the 
benchmark. 
 
3. Spring Investment Forum Preview 
 
Al Rauch, Managing Analyst-Public Equities, updated the Committee on the status of the plans 
for the 2017 Spring Investment Forum, which will be held at the Monona Terrace on April 19, 
2017.  Mr. Rauch confirmed that there have been no changes to the presenters since the last 
report to the IC.  He stated that the planning team (a) expects to receive presentation slides from 
each presenter by mid-March; (b) has assigned a staff liaison for each presenter, who will 
introduce both themselves and their assigned presenter at the forum; and (c) has a contingency 
plan and supporting resources should there be any late date presenter conflicts. 
 
4. Investment Guideline Changes 
 
Mr. Stanton referred to his memo to the Committee on page 18, dated January 13, 2017.  He 
stated that paragraph 12 of SWIB’s investment guidelines currently states that over-the-counter 
(OTC) derivatives may be traded only with counterparties with which SWIB has a current 
International Swap and Derivative Association (ISDA) agreement.  Mr. Stanton further stated 
that this is an appropriate restriction with regards to swaps, options, and many other OTC 
products where SWIB is setting terms of the derivative with a counterparty.  He added, that 
technically the SEC also defines exchange-traded funds (ETFs), exchange-traded notes (ETNs), 
and exchange-traded vehicles (ETVs) as derivatives.  Mr. Stanton explained, however, that 
SWIB may have reason to invest in these securities after they delist from exchanges.  The 
change to the guidelines is to clarify that ETFs, ETNs, and ETVs should be treated as equity 
and debt securities and not derivatives.  The change is also necessary because the terms for how 
these instruments may be traded is determined by the rules in each security’s prospectus, and 
not through an ISDA and related counterparty agreements. 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Mr. Ludgate and seconded by Mr. Hellmer to recommend to 
the Board of Trustees approval of the changes to the investment guidelines as shown in the 
marked copy of the general guidelines for internal management that was included on page 19 
in the meeting materials.  The motion passed unanimously. 
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5. Fixed Income Q4 2016 Update 
 
Messrs. Ludgate and Gandhi presented the Q4 2016 Market Review, which was included on 
page 22 of the meeting materials.  They reported: (a) Macro: The United States (US) economy 
continued to be supported by robust consumption, offset somewhat by weak business 
investment.  Inflation continued to rise slowly towards the Federal Reserve (FED) target.  
Growth in the Eurozone and in Japan (JP) continued to be moderate.  The growth outlook in 
the United Kingdom (UK) remained weak, although near-term impacts to consumer confidence 
and economic activity from the “Brexit” have been minimal.  Global inflation remains low but 
is likely to rise as the impact of low energy prices wanes later in the year.  (b) Sovereign Rates: 
Global ten-year rates rose in Q4, especially in the US as the results of the presidential elections 
raised growth and inflation expectations.  US yields have moved up considerably after the 
presidential election and the yield curve steepened.  The Fed funds rate was raised by 25 bps in 
December, and its outlook indicated a slightly more hawkish stance than the market expected.  
Eurozone bond yields also moved higher, with Italian yields leading the way as concerns about 
its banking problems deepened.  The UK ten-year yield moved higher as well.  Japanese 
Government Bond yields rose about 13 bps, the least in major developed market countries.  (c) 
Currency Market: The US dollar (USD) index rose 7% in Q4, with two-thirds of the 
movement coming after the US presidential election.  The Japanese Yen (JPY) depreciated 
13.4% against the USD.  The Euro lost 6.4% and the GBP lost 4.9% against the USD.  Emerging 
market currencies generally depreciated against the USD as well.  (d) US Credit:  Credit was 
strong in Q4 with a continued decline in spreads.  Investment Grade (IG) tightened 14 bps to 
+117 and High Yield (HY) tightened 71 bps to +409, in Q4.  Commodity sectors were 
particularly volatile. 
 
Messrs. Ludgate and Gandhi then walked the Committee through the illustrations that reflected 
the individual performance for the (a) Global Fixed Income portfolio, (b) Government/Credit 
Portfolio, (c) State Investment Fund, and (d) Short-Term Credit Portfolio that were included on 
pages 23-46 in the meeting materials, and answered questions. 
 
6. Public Equities Q4 2016 Update 
 
Mr. Hellmer reviewed the performance summaries and supporting illustrations for SWIB’s internal 
active public equities managers, including the Small Cap Diversified Portfolio and the Global 
Sector Portfolios’ aggregate performance that were shown on pages 48-49.  Mr. Hellmer reported 
that in total, the internal public equities division is outperforming by 26 bps year-to-date (YTD), 
and 46 bps over the last year.  YTD tracking error for the entire division is 0.98%, with Information 
Ratio (IR) of 0.26, and the trailing one-year tracking error is 0.85% with IR of 0.53.  He further 
reported that the five-year track record is now in line with the benchmark despite challenging years 
in 2014 and 2015. 
 
7. Multi-Asset Q4 2016 Update 
 
Mr. Stanton walked the Committee through the Market Review Summary on page 52 and 
discussed his outlined comments that: (a) Equity markets finished the year strong following the 
US election, with most major markets up significantly in local terms in Q4;  (b) IG and HY 
spreads in the US continued to tighten over the quarter; (c) There was a spike of volatility 
following the US election, but otherwise volatility continued to remain low over much of the 
quarter; and (d) Commodity prices generally increased over the quarter. 
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Mr. Stanton then reviewed the performance summaries and supporting illustrations for the 
Global Securities Portfolio (GSP) and the Alpha Portfolio on pages 53-56, highlighting that: 
(a) the GSP outperformed the benchmark by about 47 bps over the fourth quarter, and had YTD 
outperformance of 25 bps.  (b) The GSP’s performance is largely driven by the equity and fixed 
income center books; (c) While the options overlay strategy in the GSP underperformed sharply 
in January of this year, it steadily made back most of its losses for 2016; and, (d) The Alpha 
Portfolio underperformed the benchmark by about 59 bps in Q4, but YTD outperformance was 
still 224 bps. 
 
8. Motion to Convene in Closed Session 
 
Motion:  A motion to go into closed session pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and § 19.36(5) of the 
Wisconsin Statutes to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds was 
made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Gandhi. 
 
The Chair called for a roll call vote. 
 
Anderson-Aye Carpenter-Aye Gandhi-Aye Garcia-Aye  
Heimsoth-Aye Hellmer-Aye Ludgate-Aye Stanton-Aye  
Villa-Aye Williamson-Aye    

 
There being ten ayes and no nays, the Chair declared the motion passed.  The Committee then 
convened in closed session at 1:48 p.m. and reconvened in open session at 4:35 p.m. 
 
9. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed Session 
 
Mr. Villa announced that, while in closed session, the Committee discussed (a) confidential 
fixed income, public equities, multi-asset, and exposure management investment strategies for 
2017; (b) confidential public equities, private equity, and real estate investment strategies and 
approved the same; and (c) total and active risk for both the Core and Variable Trust Funds. 
 
10. Soft Risk Parameters Report 
 
Mr. Heimsoth stated that the report, Soft Risk Parameters-Asset Class and Portfolio dated 
December 31, 2016 was included on pages 201-204 in the meeting materials for the 
Committee’s review and that there would be no formal presentation unless there were questions.  
There were no questions. 
 
11. Future Meeting Topics 
 
Mr. Villa noted that the summary of annual IC routine agenda topics was included on pages 
205-206 and that copies of the proposed open session agendas for the February 28, 2017 and 
March 28, 2017 IC meetings were included on pages 207-210. 
 
Mr. Villa asked that any items for the Committee’s future consideration be shared with Ms. 
Wiemann or be brought directly to him. 
 
12. Adjournment 
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Motion:  A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. 
Gandhi.  The motion passed unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 4:36 p.m. 
 
Date of Committee Approval:   2/28/2017 

Signed: / s / Scott M. Anderson 

 
Scott M. Anderson 
Investment Committee Secretary 
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 
Investment Committee Meeting-Open Session 

Tuesday, February 28, 2017  
Offices of the Investment Board 

121 East Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

 

Committee Members Present: David Villa, Chief Investment Officer (Chair) 
 Chuck Carpenter, Managing Director-Private Markets &  
  Funds Alpha (Vice-Chair) 
 Scott Anderson, Head of Asset & Risk Allocation (Secretary) 
 Todd Ludgate, Managing Director-Public Fixed Income 
 Brian Hellmer, Managing Director-Public Equities 
 Dominic Garcia, Funds Alpha Manager 
 Chirag Gandhi, Portfolio Manager-Global Bonds 
 Nick Stanton, Portfolio Manager-Multi-Asset Strategy 
 Brian Heimsoth, Quantitative Manager-Asset Risk & Allocation 

 

                 Also in Attendance: Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel 
 Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning & Transformation Director 

Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director 
Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager 

 Al Rauch, Managing Analyst-Public Equities 
 Jon Simon, Managing Analyst-Fixed Income 
 Jim Vander Meer, Managing Analyst-Private Markets & Funds Alpha 
 Trish Reopelle, Managing Analyst-Asset & Risk Allocation 

Chris Benish, Asset & Risk Allocation Analyst 
Chris Preisler, Communications Specialist 

 Kurt Petrie, Internal Auditor 
Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant 
Eileen Neill, Wilshire Associates (by telephone) 
Chris Levell, NEPC (by telephone) 

 (Some individuals may have attended only portions of the meeting.) 

OPEN SESSION 
 
With a quorum present, Mr. Villa called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m. 
 
1. Approval of the Minutes 
 
Mr. Villa asked if there were any comments on either the open or closed session minutes of the 
January 24, 2017 Investment Committee (IC) meeting.  Hearing no comments, Mr. Villa stated 
that the Committee could approve both the open and closed session minutes in open session. 
 
Motion:  A motion was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Ludgate to approve both 
the open session and the closed session minutes of January 24, 2017 IC meeting, as presented.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
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2. Spring Investment Forum Preview 
 
Al Rauch, Managing Analyst-Public Equities, updated the Committee on the status of the plans 
for the 2017 Spring Investment Forum, which will be held at the Monona Terrace on April 19, 
2017.  Mr. Rauch confirmed that there have been no changes to the presenters since the last 
report to the IC.  He stated that the planning team is finalizing the titles of the presentations and 
will have the slides from each presenter by the end of the month. 
 
3. Currency Task Force Report 
 
Mr. Gandhi referred to the Currency Task Force February 20, 2017 meeting agenda included 
on page 12 in the materials.  He highlighted the Task Force’s discussion about potentially 
adding intentional active risk currency exposure from asset allocation drift to the currency 
overlay and answered questions. 
 
4. Credit Task Force Report 
 
Jon Simon, Chair of the Credit Task Force, referred to the February 21, 2017 meeting agenda 
included on page 13 in the materials, as he discussed plans to transition the Credit Task Force 
to more of an advisory/consulting role in staff’s negotiations with counterparties.  He also noted 
that the group discussed counterparty credit reports, credit market indicators and reviewed total 
exposure and counterpart exposure reports. 
 
5. Research Task Force Report 
 
Mr. Ludgate referred to the Staff Research Task Force Report to Investment Committee dated 
February 2017, which was included in the meeting materials on page 14.  He highlighted the 
list of completed projects and updated the Committee on projects in progress, including the 
Economic Market Cycle/Dashboard project and the Long-term Currency Valuation project. 
 
6. Funds Alpha Q4 2016 Update 
 
Mr. Garcia presented the 2016 Funds Alpha Strategy Q4 Update.  A copy of his presentation 
was included in the meeting materials on pages 15-33.  He reported on the team’s key goals for 
2016.  He explained that while they hired an investment associate and have completed their 
sizing/process research (Alpha Theory), they have not yet fully integrated their systems, 
particularly for Beta One. 
 
Mr. Garcia commented that the 2017 goals shown on page 17 were self-explanatory, and offered 
to answer questions.  The Funds Alpha 2017 Goals include (a) building for the future by 
developing business plan for future operating model; (b) leveraging SWIB’s relationships and 
positions in the market by using market position to better align fees and access, and work to 
improve processes and systems for Alpha generation and operating efficiencies; (c) allocating 
up to $1 billion in new capital by scaling growth from existing managers, and applying marginal 
risk to market neutral/arb and event managers, and away from equity long/short managers. 
 
Referring to exhibits on page 18, Mr. Garcia reported (a) negative EVA year-to-date for both 
the Hedge Fund portfolio and the Beta One managers; (b) negative EVA for Beta One coming 
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from risk parity; (c) AUM for Beta One was the same as at the beginning of the year (excluding 
risk parity); and (d) Hedge Fund AUM increased by $1.2 billion. 
 
Mr. Garcia then walked the Committee through illustrations on pages 20-25 for the Hedge Fund 
Book and pages 27-33 for the Beta One Book, in which key observations, key drivers of returns 
for underperformance for the four quarter, priorities, key risks, completed allocations, new 
managers and tentative allocations in the pipeline, and portfolio performance for the fourth 
quarter were identified, and answered questions. 
 
7. Private Debt Q4 2016 Update 
 
Jim Vander Meer, Managing Analyst, presented the SWIB Private Debt Portfolio Quarterly 
Investment Committee Report-December 2016.  A copy of his report was included in the 
meeting materials on pages 34-36. 
 
Mr. Vander Meer reported that, at December 31, 2016, the Private Debt Portfolio Asset Value 
(Par) was $453,789,300.  He highlighted several exhibits in the report that provided high-level 
portfolio characteristics, a snapshot of the strategy allocation for SWIB’s Private Debt Portfolio, 
and a summary of non-Wisconsin investments. 
 
The Committee asked several questions about the deals in the pipeline, average deal sizes, and 
capital availability, to better understand what drives the Private Debt Portfolio year-after-year.  
The Committee also asked for additional information relating to the benchmark.  Mr. Villa 
suggested that the Asset & Risk Allocation Team may also be able to provide more detailed 
information showing the distribution of yield over time to Committee. 
 
Mr. Vander Meer highlighted that, at the end of the fourth quarter, preliminary performance 
shows the portfolio about 20 basis points above its benchmark year-to-date and ahead of the 
benchmark for the one-, three-, five-, and ten-year periods. 
 
8. Motion to Convene in Closed Session 
 
Motion:  A motion to go into closed session pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and § 19.36(5) of the 
Wisconsin Statutes to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds was 
made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Gandhi. 
 
The Chair called for a roll call vote. 
 
Anderson-Aye Carpenter-Aye Gandhi-Aye Garcia-Aye  
Heimsoth-Aye Hellmer-Aye Ludgate-Aye Stanton-Aye  
Villa-Aye     

 
There being nine ayes and no nays, the Chair declared the motion passed.  The Committee then 
convened in closed session at 2:22 p.m. and reconvened in open session at 4:30 p.m. 
 
9. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed Session 
 
Mr. Villa announced that, while in closed session, the Committee discussed (a) confidential 
funds alpha investment strategies for 2017; (b) the Credit Task Force closed session report; (c) 
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a recent stress test scenario review; and (d) total and active risk for both the Core and Variable 
Trust Funds.  He further reported that during closed session the IC also approved amendments 
to some passive external manager investment guidelines. 
 
10. Derivatives Report 
 
Mr. Villa stated that the Derivative Overview for December 31, 2016, was included on page 
166 in the meeting materials for the Committee’s review and that there would be no formal 
presentation unless there were questions. There were no questions. 
 
11. Soft Risk Parameters Report 
 
Mr. Heimsoth stated that the report, Soft Risk Parameters-Asset Class and Portfolio dated 
January 31, 2017 was included on pages 134-137 in the meeting materials for the Committee’s 
review and that there would be no formal presentation unless there were questions.  There were 
no questions. 
 
12. Future Meeting Topics 
 
Mr. Villa noted that the summary of annual IC routine agenda topics was included on pages 
138-139, and that copies of the proposed open session agendas for the March 28, 2017 and 
April 24, 2017 IC meetings were included on pages 140-143. 
 
Mr. Villa asked that any items for the Committee’s future consideration be shared with Ms. 
Wiemann or be brought directly to him. 
 
13. Adjournment 
 
Motion:  A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. 
Gandhi.  The motion passed unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 4:31 p.m. 
 
Date of Committee Approval:   3/28/2017 

Signed:  / s / Scott M. Anderson 

 Scott M. Anderson, Investment Committee Secretary 
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*A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and §19.36(5) of the Wisconsin Statutes to 
approve prior closed session minutes and to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds and the negotiations of 
contracts where the discussions require a closed session due to competitive reasons.  The Committee may convene in additional 
closed sessions or announce additional closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure outlined in the Attorney 
General’s Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977).  Whenever a closed session is held, the committee will subsequently reconvene in 
open session to cover remaining agenda items. 

Staff Investment Committee Meeting  
 

Tuesday, March 28, 2017 
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 

121 East Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Presentation Room 

1:30 p.m. 
 
Est. Time 
(minutes) 

 OPEN SESSION 
  

 
 

 
 

1. Approval of the Minutes - Open Session 
A. February 28, 2017 
 

5  2. Spring Investment Forum Preview – Al Rauch 
 

5  3. Transition Update - Kim Bartz 
 

10  4. Investment Guidelines Amendments – Rochelle Klaskin 
 

10  5. Investment Guidelines Preview – Rochelle Klaskin 
 

10  6. Private Equity Q4 2016 Update – Scott Parrish 
 

10  7. Real Estate Q4 2016 Update – Steve Spiekerman 
 

  CLOSED SESSION* 
 

  RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION 
 

  8. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in 
Closed Session 

 
  9. Soft Risk Parameters (No presentation unless requested) 

 
  10. Future Meeting Topics 

 
  11. Motion to Adjourn 
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  NOTES:   Items may be taken in order other than listed. 
  

 The meeting site is physically accessible.  Upon prior request, 
 reasonable accommodations will be provided. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

FUTURE MEETINGS 
4/19/17 – Spring Investment Forum 
4/25/17 – April Committee Mtg. 
5/23/17 – May Committee Mtg. 
6/27/17 – June Committee Mtg. 
7/25/17 – July Committee Mtg. 
8/22/17 – August Committee Mtg. 
9/26/17 – September Committee Mtg. 
10/24/17 – October Committee Mtg. 
11/28/17 – November Committee Mtg. 
12/21/17 – December Committee Mtg. 

 Investment Committee Members: 
Chief Investment Officer:  David Villa (Chair) 
 Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha:  Chuck 

Carpenter (Vice-Chair) 
Managing Director-Asset & Risk Allocation:  Scott Anderson 

(Secretary) 
Managing Director-Public Equities:  Brian Hellmer 
Managing Director-Fixed Income:  Todd Ludgate 
Head of Multi-Asset Strategy – Nick Stanton 
Portfolio Manager:  Chris Prestigiacomo 
Funds Alpha Manager:  Dominic Garcia 
Portfolio Manager:  Chirag Gandhi 
Quantitative Manager:  Brian Heimsoth 
Executive Director:  Michael Williamson 
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________________ 
 
*A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and §19.36(5) of the Wisconsin Statutes to 
approve prior closed session minutes and to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds.  The Committee may 
convene in additional closed sessions or announce additional closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure 
outlined in the Attorney General’s Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977).  Whenever a closed session is held, the committee will 
subsequently reconvene in open session to cover remaining agenda items. 

Staff Investment Committee Meeting  
 

Monday, April 24, 2017 
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 

121 East Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Presentation Room 

1:30 p.m. 
 
 
Est. Time 
(minutes) 

 OPEN SESSION 
 

  
 

 

1. Approval of the Minutes - Open Session 
A. March 28, 2017 

 
5 
 

10 

 2. October Board Workshop Preview – David Villa and Scott Anderson 
 

3. Derivatives Strategies – Nick Stanton, Scott Anderson, Rochelle 
Klaskin 
 

10  4. Fixed Income Q1 2017 Update – Todd Ludgate 
 

10  5. Public Equities Q1 2017 Update – Brian Hellmer 
 

10  6. Multi-Asset Q1 2017 Update – Nick Stanton 
 

  CLOSED SESSION* 
 

  RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION 
 

  7. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in 
Closed Session 

 
  8. Soft Risk Parameters (No presentation unless requested) 

 
  9. Future Meeting Topics 

 
  10. Motion to Adjourn 

 
 

  NOTES:   Items may be taken in order other than listed. 
  

 The meeting site is physically accessible.  Upon prior request, 
reasonable accommodations will be provided. 
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FUTURE MEETINGS 
5/23/17 – May Committee Mtg. 
6/27/17 – June Committee Mtg. 
7/25/17 – July Committee Mtg. 
8/22/17 – August Committee Mtg. 
9/26/17 – September Committee Mtg. 
10/24/17 – October Committee Mtg. 
11/28/17 – November Committee Mtg. 
12/21/17 – December Committee Mtg. 

 Investment Committee Members: 
Chief Investment Officer:  David Villa (Chair) 
Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha:  Chuck 

Carpenter (Vice-Chair) 
Managing Director-Asset & Risk Allocation:  Scott Anderson 

(Secretary) 
Managing Director-Public Equities:  Brian Hellmer 
Managing Director-Fixed Income:  Todd Ludgate 
Head of Multi-Asset Strategy – Nick Stanton 
Portfolio Manager:  Chirag Gandhi 
Portfolio Manager:  Chris Prestigiacomo 
Funds Alpha Manager:  Dominic Garcia 
Quantitative Manager:  Brian Heimsoth 
Executive Director:  Michael Williamson  
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___________________ 
 
*A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and §19.36(5) of the Wisconsin Statutes to 
approve prior closed session minutes and to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds.  The Committee may 
convene in additional closed sessions or announce additional closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure 
outlined in the Attorney General’s Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977).  Whenever a closed session is held, the committee will 
subsequently reconvene in open session to cover remaining agenda items. 
 

Staff Investment Committee Meeting  
 

Tuesday, May 23, 2017 
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD 

121 East Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Presentation Room 

1:30 p.m. 
 

 
Est. Time 
(minutes) 

 OPEN SESSION 
 

  1. Approval of Minutes - Open Session 
A. April 19, 2017 Spring Investment Forum 
B. April 24, 2017  

 
5  2. October Workshop Preview – David Villa and Scott Anderson 

 
15  3. Quarterly Performance Review – Brad Gentert 

 
10  4. Currency Task Force Report – Chirag Gandhi 

 
10  5. Credit Task Force Report – Todd Ludgate 

 
10  6. Research Task Force – Todd Ludgate and Jon Simon 

 
15  7. Funds Alpha Q1 2017 Update – Dominic Garcia 

 
15  8. Private Debt Q1 2017 Update – Chris Prestigiacomo 

 
  CLOSED SESSION* 

 
  RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION 

 
  9. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken 

up in Closed Session 
 

  10. Derivatives Report (No presentation unless requested) 
 

  11. Soft Risk Parameters (No presentation unless requested) 
 

  12. Future Meeting Topics 
 

  13. Motion to Adjourn 
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  NOTES:   Items may be taken in order other than listed. 
  

 The meeting site is physically accessible.  Upon prior request, 
reasonable accommodations will be provided. 

 
 

 
 
 

FUTURE MEETINGS 
6/28/16 - June Committee Mtg. 
7/26/16 - July Committee Mtg. 
8/23/16 – August Committee Mtg. 
9/27/16 – September Committee Mtg. 
10/25/16 – October Committee Mtg. 
11/22/16 – November Committee Mtg. 
12/20/16 – December Committee Mtg. 

 Investment Committee Members: 
Chief Investment Officer:  David Villa (Chair) 
 Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha:  

Chuck Carpenter (Vice-Chair) 
Managing Director-Asset & Risk Allocation:  Scott 

Anderson (Secretary) 
Managing Director-Public Equities:  Brian Hellmer 
Managing Director-Fixed Income:  Todd Ludgate 
Head of Multi-Asset Strategy – Nick Stanton 
Portfolio Manager:  Chris Prestigiacomo 
Funds Alpha Manager:  Dominic Garcia 
Portfolio Manager:  Chirag Gandhi 
Quantitative Manager:  Brian Heimsoth 
Executive Director:  Michael Williamson 
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New Contracts Approved 
January – March 2017  

 
Ananth Sheshadri 
Professor Sheshadri was selected by staff evaluation to conduct a project that will document the effects of 
labor regulations over the past 40-50 years.  The project is led by Nick Stanton and was approved by the 
Research Task Force Team. The project will examine how certain regulatory changes around minimum 
wage, overtime, and availability of unions and pension plans have historically affected various aspects of 
the economy. Examining this history will help SWIB determine how future regulatory changes may 
impact the economy going forward. The cost is $125,000. 
 
Cliffwater LLC  
Cliffwater LLC was selected to conduct a prudent investor recommendation and due diligence report for 
an investment opportunity in the private equity division.  This type of specialized project is allowable per 
Cliffwater’s master services agreement.  The cost is $40,000. 
 
CFRA Research 
CFRA Research was selected by competitive bid to provide company research on companies likely to 
underperform their peers for use in equity portfolio management.   The cost is $60,000 for the first year, 
with the option for a second-year renewal at a cost of $80,000. 
 
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP 
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP was selected from a state contract to provide temporary accounting services for 
SWIB’s Investment Operations & Fund Accounting division.  The individual selected will assist with 
daily operations to allow permanent staff to work on ARIES. The engagement is limited to twelve 
months, at a cost of $75,000. 
 
Energy Aspects  
Energy Aspects was selected by competitive bid to provide global data and research for the oil and gas 
markets with a focus on energy news, trends, and a proprietary fundamental outlook. The cost is $100,000 
for a two-year contract. 

Eagle Investment Systems 
Eagle Investment Systems is the sole source vendor to provide an additional system configuration which 
will allow for the processing of additional security and exposure information for option security types.  
The information will be used for portfolio management and risk and performance analysis in SWIB’s 
front office systems.  The cost is $60,000. 
 
GlobalSource Partners, Inc. 
GlobalSource Partners, Inc. was selected by competitive bid to provide an in-house, proprietary model for 
SWIB to forecast and understand the drivers of economic growth in each of the largest Latin American 
countries. This project will be led by Jeff Lucas and John Lahman and was approved by the Promotion 
Progression Council. The cost is $125,000. 

Keystone Consulting 
Keystone Consulting was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants with 
investment industry experience to provide one temporary investment-related information technology 
resource specializing in Markit EDM development. The resource will be on-site for 4 months at a cost of 
$110,700. 
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NuWare Technology Corp.  
NuWare Technology Corp. was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants 
with investment industry experience to provide one temporary investment-related resource specializing in 
project management.  The resource will be on-site for 7 months at a cost of $128,000. 
 
NuWare Technology Corp. 
NuWare Technology Corp was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants 
with investment industry experience to perform a ‘proof of concept’ project related to reconciliation work 
that is currently being performed by several consultants. The purpose of the reconciliation work is to 
increase the data integrity used in investment management systems.  The proof of concept will identify 
how the work can be done more cost effectively and allow us to determine if we can outsource this type 
of work.  The project is slated for 16 weeks at a cost of $125,000. 
 
Sharp Decisions, Inc. 
Sharp Decisions, Inc. was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants with 
investment industry experience to provide three temporary investment-related resources, including one 
Markit EDM Developer and two Performance Analysts. The three individuals will be on-site for a total of 
16 months at a cost of $355,100. 
 
V-Soft Consulting Group 
V-Soft Consulting Group was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants 
with investment industry experience to provide one temporary investment-related resource specializing in 
large project program management.  The resource will be on-site for 3 months at a cost of $80,000. 
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January 2017 – March 2017
Private Equity Commitments*

1

Investment Commitment (millions)

Hg Capital 8 $50

RCP Small and Emerging Fund, L.P. $75

Providence Equity Partners VIII L.P. $100

Trident Fund VII, L.P. $100

WP North America Private Equity, L.P. $43

Industrials Co-Investment $21

Software Co-Investment $15

Industrials Co-Investment $15

Healthcare Co-Investment $12

Total $431

*Includes Current Return Portfolio and Co-Investments
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January 2017 – March 2017
Real Estate Commitments

Investment Commitment (millions)

Wilson HCF Wisconsin Holdings 5, LLC $165.0

Buchanan Separate Account II $100.0

High Street Real Estate Fund V $75.0

Total $340.0

1
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January 1 2017 – March 31 2017
Funds Alpha Commitments*

Investment Commitment (millions)

Marshall Wace $75.0

Efficient $125.0

Highbridge $50.0

Pharo $75.0

Arrowgrass $50.0

Benefit Street $30.0

Total $405.0

*Includes Hedge Funds and Beta One
1
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January 2017 – March 2017
Private Debt Investments/Commitments

1

Investment Commitment

Waste Connection $4,000,000

CROPP $15,000,000

Mars $8,000,000

Total $27,000,000
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